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Editorial
The Soapbox
by John D. Burtt

There is a problem in the hobby, one that we all face. With the tremendous number of
games out there, it is difficult to find someone to play with who's played the same
game twice! As a member and past president of AHIKS, the international play-bymail organization (shameless plug there), I've seen the play go from matches between
two good players, knowledgeable about the rules and strategies of the game, to
matches between people just wanting to learn the game! That's how I'm learning Sixth
Fleet and how I learned and reviewed Vietnam.
(A slight aside: AHIKS's most requested games, however, continue to be the AH
Classics: Stalingrad, The Russian Campaign, etc., and you're up against experts in
those!).
A corollary to this problem is the overall decrease in players out there. In my tenure as
AHIKS's president, I saw the number of members in AHIKS dwindle tremendously.
Among the officers, it was generally accepted that younger people were not getting
into the hobby for several reasons.
First is the proliferation of video /computer games - why worry about tracking down
an opponent when you can sit down at your convenience, be it day or night, and play.
The games are fairly easy to pick up and much less hazardous to one's self-image
("You mean you lost Moscow in August, '41?? Nobody loses Moscow that early! You
must really be dumb!").
The second reason is the proliferation of role-playing games. Call it what you want acting out your fantasies, whatever - the RPG's get a lot of play. And in my
experience, there are few people who play both board games and RPGs regularly. This
is especially true of the younger kids.
Another reason that there are fewer players out there has been put forth extensively in
other publications - notably Fire & Movement. This is the view that there are not
enough "beginning wargames" being published. And to a certain extent, they are
correct - it is difficult to interest someone in wargaming if they start out with one of
the multitude of monsters out there. Imagine, if you will, getting someone involved in
a friendly game of Vietnam, for example!
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But there is a point here that needs to be made. It is easy to blame the dwindling
numbers of gamers on the game publishers for not bringing out more "beginning
wargames." However, it is my view (and experience) that ANY strategic game that
can be played reasonably well solitaire can be used as a beginning wargame. Face it,
when you're playing a beginner, you'll be playing solitaire anyway, right?? At least,
until he/ she grasps the rules and basic strategies of the game.
But he/she will not remain interested unless we do our job as teachers!
We have to be able to both teach a beginner the game and keep him enthused and
interested enough to continue. If we fail at this, we've lost a gamer.
Good Example
Here's a good example. A guy I know wanted to get his wife interested in wargaming.
So he talked her into playing AH's Panzerblitz with him. (I know, I know, there are
much better games to start out with, but read on ... ). I can't remember the exact
scenario, but it was basically a German defensive position being assaulted by the
Soviets. Guess which side he took? The Germans. (Already I can see you cringe).
After setting up, he invited her to move. "What do I do?" she asked. "Attack me," he
replied. When that didn't completely sink in, he continued, "Move your pieces up so
they can shoot at me." So she did. After all her pieces had moved, he took his turn,
taking great delight (reportedly with excellent sound effects as well) in blasting
everything he could see.
When at last the slaughter was over, he leaned back and motioned at her. "Your turn."
She started moving all her units rearward. Stopping her, he asked, "What are you
doing?" "I'm going home," she stated flatly. "This is no fun." End of game. End of
gaming interest.
Sure, he was being really dumb. But that will happen if competition - proving your
"superior" tactical and / or strategic skills is more important than teaching someone
that games can be fun, exciting, educational and challenging. Competition has to be
put aside until the beginner has grasped the idea. This is where "solitaire" games come
into play. You make your moves, then you basically make his/her move, explaining
what you're doing and why. A couple turns and you can let them make the initial
moves and talk about them. ("No, if you move there, that leaves this gap that I can
move through .... ) You get my point. Getting new players involved is less a function
of "no beginning games" as it is a function of our attitude toward gaming.
This Issue
Before I tell you about what we've got for you this issue, a word of explanation/
warning about terminology. Our lead article/ game concerns the Civil War. As with
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many wars, both sides had their own names for battles. Antietam/Sharpsburg,
Manassas/ Bull Run, Pea Ridge/Elkhorn Tavern are good examples. Even the
campaigns have varying names. Lee's 1862 invasion of Maryland has been called
Lee's First invasion, the Maryland Campaign, the Antietam Campaign, the Sharpsburg
Campaign, and the Green Corn Campaign (for the staple of Confederate diets on the
march).
It gets worse. Did you know that there are at least 30 different names for the entire
Civil War?? (War to Suppress Yankee Arrogance, etc.) With this proliferation of
names, writers will choose whichever one they are most familiar with, which leaves us
editors in a quandary of sorts. Which names do we use? Adding to the fun is the fact
that I'm most familiar with the Northern names while Mike (a good ol' southern boy
from Alabama) favors the Southern terminology. It's an editorial puzzle that we're still
working on. Bear with us.
Our lead article on the Maryland Campaign is written by Dr. Thomas Izbicki, a history
professor currently working at the Ablah Library at Wichita State University. His
emphasis on leadership, including his sidebar on General G. S. Greene, will add a
good angle on the entire invasion. Lee Invades the North game codesigner Rob
Markham adds some thoughts on the game design and the units involved, while his
partner Mark Seaman gives us a capsule version of Lee's second invasion in 1863.
Our second lead deserves a bit of explanation. I've included my own article on the
Naval War in the Mediterranean for a couple reasons.
First, it's a good piece (blush ... ).
Second, it lets me spotlight three highly talented individuals in our hobby: Jack
Greene (Quarterdeck games, Royal Navy, Destroyer Captain) and Vance von Borries
(Decision at Kasserine, Rommel's War) who barely need introductions, and Martin
Anderson, who does. Martin designed T.H.E game on the Mediterranean theater,
entitled appropriately The Mediterraean Campaign. This game has been released in
Japan and hopefully will see publication in the rest of the world. Having developed it
for Mr. Greene, I can tell you it's an outstanding piece of work. Between the four of
us, and all the overseas contacts we've made in years of study, you should get an
excellent view of that much neglected theater of operations.
The third and final reason for including it stems from the fact that it's better to show
someone than to tell them. Last editorial, I told you what I was looking for in articles
for CounterAttack. My article in this issue will show you, even to the point of Martin's
disagreement about the importance of Malta. I'll look forward to your feedback.
Enjoy.
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Lee's First Offensive
The Maryland Campaign of 1862
Introduction
by Thomas M. Izbicki

In
September
1862,
Robert
E. Lee
wrote to
Jefferson
Davis
that he
had
decided
to
undertake
offensive
operations
north of
the
Potomac.
Until
that
month
Confederate
forces in
Virginia
had
stood on
the
strategic
defensive,
repelling
successive Union invasions. The Potomac valley and northwest counties had been
occupied by Federal forces since the early months of the war. The northwest counties
had been detached from Virginia with the cooperation of the inhabitants, later to
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become the state of West Virginia.
Other counties, including those between Fortress Monroe and Richmond, had
experienced the devastation of invasion and combat as the scenes of campaigns by
Union armies under M Dowell, McClellan, and Pope. Despite victories won by
Southern armies at First Manassas, Ball's Bluff, the Seven Days Battles and Second
Manassas, this was the first effort of the Confederate army to carry the war into the
Northern states.
Lee's victories over Pope's Army of Virginia at Second Manassas (29-30 August) and
at Chantilly (1 September) placed the Army of Northern Virginia due west of
Washington. Nearby lay crossings into Maryland, where Southern sympathizers might
be expected to flock to the Confederate colors. Rich forage could also be found in the
untouched croplands of Maryland and Pennsylvania. Lee had no immediate intention
of attacking the great concentrations of Federal troops around Washington; he
contemplated striking toward the vital railroad crossings at Harrisburg, PA.
Thereafter, a blow toward Baltimore or even toward the Federal capital might become
possible. (Although no such plan was mentioned to President Davis, John G. Walker,
commander of a division newly added to the Army of Northern Virginia, later would
report that Lee suggested such a possibility to him.) Moreover, another Confederate
victory might place Lincoln's Republican administration in deep political difficulties.
At the very least, Virginia might be spared the further terror and devastation of war. In
sum, both military and political reasons adequately supported Lee's decision to
undertake his first strategic offensive.
On 3 September, orders were given to move the Army of Northern Virginia across the
Potomac. The next day saw Lee's lean, ragged columns crossing at White's and
Cheek's Fords. Despite the arrival of reinforcements from Richmond, including the
two brigades of Walker's division, the rapid movement prevented full replacement of
officers and men lost in the campaign against Pope. Brigades often were no stronger
than regiments were supposed to be, and many were led by senior colonels in place of
wounded brigadiers.
Thus some 50,000 soldiers undertook this offensive. Almost immediately, their ranks
began to be thinned by the effects of sun, sore feet, and diarrhea. Any hope of
replacing these losses with recruits enrolled in Maryland dimmed. Southern
sympathizers were quick to wave flags and offer refreshments, but few, perhaps 200 in
all, enlisted. (Not all of the residents of Frederick were waving Confederate flags,
some waved the Stars and Stripes. One woman pinned Old Glory to her bodice, which
caused one Southerner to quip that Confederate troops were used to assaulting
breastworks.
It was on this sort of material that the poet Whittier built his legend of ancient Barbara
Fritchie being saved by Stonewall Jackson from the fatal consequences of waving the
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Union colors at Confederate troops.)
While the Confederates concentrated at Frederick, MD (7 September), Lee had to plan
the next step in his campaign. Among the factors Lee had to consider were the
dwindling stocks of supplies available around Frederick and the vulnerability of his
line of communications, which ran southward across the Potomac, temptingly near the
Union forces concentrated around Washington.
On 9 September, Lee issued Special Order 191, which proposed a bold stroke against
the Federal garrison at Harpers Ferry, capture of which would secure necessary
supplies and open a line of communications to the Shenandoah Valley. This plan was
conditioned by the geography of western Maryland. Harpers Ferry, once the site of a
vast arsenal complex, lay on a tongue of land at the confluence of the Potomac and
Shenandoah Rivers.
There the rivers merged, and the Potomac continued in a southeastward direction
through the eastern ridges of the Appalachian Mountains into the open lands
surrounding Washington. Lee's army could use South Mountain, the Appalachian
ridge nearest Frederick, as a screen against the Federal army while it enveloped
Harpers Ferry from all sides. As the first stage of this envelopment, Walker's division
was to recross the Potomac and move on Harpers Ferry from the southeast. McLaws'
and Anderson's divisions were to move westward across South Mountain at
Crampton's Cap and to close on Harpers Ferry from the northeast.
The remainder of the army was to cross at Turner's Gap. Thereafter, Jackson would
move southwestward with three divisions, those of J.R. Jones, A.R. Lawton, and A.P.
Hill, to Williamsport, MD, where he was to cross the Potomac and complete the
envelopment of Harpers Ferry by moving in from the west. Longstreet would move
his two divisions, those of Hood and D.R. Jones, toward Boonsborough, MD, with D.
H. Hill's division following behind. Stuart's cavalry would remain behind to picket the
passes through South Mountain. After the capture of Harpers Ferry, the whole army
was to assemble at Boonsborough or at nearby Hagerstown to resume its northward
march. The whole maneuver was predicated on the Union army's displaying its usual
inertia. On 10 September, the Confederate columns stepped out smartly toward their
objectives.
Union Reaction
The Confederate invasion of Maryland caused consternation in Washington. President
Lincoln was to complain that the entire War Department went into a state of paralysis.
Although this complaint is not entirely fair, General in Chief Halleck seemed unable
to take positive action - or even to comprehend the perilous position of the garrison at
Harpers Ferry. (His suggestion that garrison commander Col. Dixon Miles move his
forces to waterless Maryland Heights, the objective of McLaws'Confederate column,
was less than helpful.)
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On 2 September 1862, George B. McClellan, creator of the Army of the Potomac, had
been given command of the forces gathered around Washington. His return to the field
heartened the veterans of his own and Pope's battered armies, who seemed to hold
their commander in awe. (A few days later Pope was relieved of all command
responsibilities, eventually to be banished to a job fighting Indians in the northern
Plains region.) The "Young Napoleon," however, was as slow as ever to move before
everything was in perfect order, and he remained convinced he was outnumbered by
odds as high as two to one.
At last, McClellan detached two battered corps (III and XI) under Nathaniel Banks to
protect Washington. Then he started the renewed Army of the Potomac toward
Frederick, MD. The left wing (VI Corps, Sykes' division of V Corps and Couch's
division of IV Corps) under William B. Franklin marched near the Potomac. The
center (II Corps and XII Corps), under Edwin V. Sumner, followed the National Road
to Frederick.
The right (I Corps and IX Corps), under Ambrose E. Burnside, followed the line of the
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Pleasonton's cavalry division screened the slow advance
of these columns, while Morrell's division of V Corps and the reserve artillery trailed
behind. By the time the Union army closed on Frederick (12 September), however,
Lee's army had been gone for two days. McClellan's slow movements seemed, to that
date, to augur well for the success of Lee's attack on Harpers Ferry.
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Lee's First Offensive
The Maryland Campaign of 1862
Harper's Ferry
by Thomas M. Izbicki

In fact, the
garrison at
Harpers
Ferry was in
a perilous
position. Geographically, the town was dominated by Maryland Heights to the
northeast and by Loudon Heights to the southeast. If the Confederates seized the high
ground, their artillery could bombard the town at will. Nor was its commander,
alcoholic old Dixon Miles, the sort to withdraw on his own initiative or to take
effective defensive measures. (Miles' only claims to fame at that point were his habit
of wearing two hats at once and his having been accused of being drunk during the
first battle of Manassas.)
When his division closed on Harpers Ferry from the southeast, Walker was permitted
to occupy Loudon Heights without opposition. McLaws, with his and Anderson's
divisions, moved southward toward Maryland Heights. There, on 12 September,
McLaws' column encountered Col. Thomas Ford's brigade, the only part of the
garrison assigned to defend this vital position. On the morning of 13 September,
McLaws ordered an attack on the Union garrison holding Maryland Heights. Col.
Ford stayed away from the front, leaving the defense of Maryland Heights to Col.
Eliakim Sherrill of the 126th New York.
Sherrill did everything
humanly possible to encourage
his men, many of them raw
recruits. Two Confederate
attacks were beaten back; but,
when Sherrill was wounded in
the mouth during the third
assault, his men broke for the
rear. McLaws seized his
objective and began bringing
up guns.
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Jackson's column moved less quickly toward its goal, but the Union commanders
seemed intent on playing into his hands. Retreating before Jackson's advance, Gen.
Julius White's garrison from Martinsburg had withdrawn into Harpers Ferry, where
Miles insisted on sitting tight. Although White was Miles' senior in rank, he seemed
reluctant to oppose the old man's wishes. Jackson closed in, virtually isolating the
Federal garrison.
On 14 September, Walker's batteries opened fire, followed by McLaws' and Jackson's.
A.P. Hill's Light Division maneuvered for an advantageous angle from which to attack
Bolivar Heights, the western perimeter of Miles' defenses.
Only cavalry commander Benjamin "Grimes" Davis, a southern Unionist leading a
New York regiment, seemed able to move Miles, badgering his commander into
permitting 1,400 troops to attempt to escape by night. The Federal troopers filed
across to the Maryland side of the Potomac and followed a road McLaws had
neglected to patrol. On their way northward the escaping cavalry fell in with a
Southern wagon train. Davis, using his Southern accent, talked the teamsters and their
escorts into joining the Federal column. These Confederates realized too late that they
had been tricked into becoming prisoners of war. Davis eventually reached
Greencastle, PA, with his cavalry and his captives. Then he circled southeastward to
join the Army of the Potomac.
Davis' example interested other officers in attempting to escape from the trap which
Harpers Ferry had become, but Miles refused to authorize any move. He baldly stated
that he would follow orders. White continued to sit idle, while Miles convinced
himself that, having followed orders, his next step was to yield to the Confederates.
On the morning of 15 September, Miles ordered the surrender of the garrison, a
decision which left his officers and men feeling betrayed. One officer, Col. George
Stannard, commander of the 9th Vermont, even tried to march his regiment out of the
town before it could be surrendered, but he was ordered to turn back.
No one wept when the last shell from the Confederate guns mortally wounded Col.
Miles, but the damage was done. Jackson was the master of Harpers Ferry with all its
men, munitions and supplies. (Gen. White and Col. Ford later faced courts-martial in
connection with this fiasco, and the latter was dismissed from the service.)
Harpers Ferry was surrendered only just in time to save Lee, who had accompanied
Longstreet's column, from serious difficulties. On 13 September, the Army of the
Potomac went into bivouac around Frederick. There an event transpired which
revealed to the Union high command all of the Confederate commander's plans and
dispositions. Corporal Barton Mitchell of the 27th Indiana, XII Corps, found an
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envelope containing a copy of Special Order 191, addressed to D.H. Hill, wrapped
around three cigars. Though Hill spent the rest of his life denying that he had dropped
the order, he was known for his delight in fine cigars.
By noon the Lost Order had been passed up the
chain of command to McClellan, who was
stirred to unwanted activity and optimism.
Temporarily confident of an easy victory,
McClellan ordered his columns toward the
passes through South Mountain. Burnside's
column, led by Reno's IX Corps, was to advance
on Turner's Gap while Franklin's column was to
proceed to Crampton's Gap. Sumner's column
became McClellan's reserve, while Porter
reunited V Corps in preparation for a fight. By
evening Stuart had informed Lee of unusual
activity among the Union host east of South
Mountain. A civilian passed similar intelligence
to Lee.
Realizing the peril confronting him, the Confederate commander ordered Jackson to
complete the capture of Harpers Ferry as quickly as possible. Longstreet and D.H. Hill
were ordered to march their men to Stuart's aid. Hill, a combat commander of proven
ability and a sharp tongue ("Who ever saw a dead cavalryman?"), rushed his lead
brigade to Fox's Gap, one of the approaches to Turner's. The other brigades were to
follow as quickly as possible.
Early on 14 September, Burnside's right wing started toward Turner's Gap. By 9 a.m.
Cox's Kanahwa Division, troops from West Virginia recently attached to Reno's IX
Corps, made contact with Garland's brigade of D.H. Hill's division at Fox's Gap. After
fierce fighting, Garland fell mortally wounded and his outnumbered men fled toward
Turner's Gap. Hill dealt with this emergency by deploying artillery supported by a
scratch line of staff officers, teamsters and cooks, a ruse which stalled Cox's advance
until fresh Southern troops arrived. Climbing South Mountain on its few roads slowed
IX Corps, permitting Hill to solidify his defensive perimeter.
Meanwhile, Lee hurried up reinforcements. Hood's division was ordered to Hill's aid,
but that commander's men demanded his release from arrest - he had squabbled with
"Shanks" Evans, the commander of an independent brigade, over some captured
wagons. Lee sent for Hood, who began expostulating about his right to the disputed
wagons. Lee had expected Hood to be more conciliatory, but he gave the young Texan
temporary release from arrest. (After the campaign was over, the whole matter was
laid to rest without further fuss.) Hood rushed his men to Turner's Gap, where they
were committed to the defense of the Confederate right. His division arrived there in
time to check a new Union attack.
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Jessie Reno tried to inspire his men to the ultimate effort by leading the assault
himself, but he was shot dead. After Reno fell, the life went out of IX Corps' attack,
and nightfall would find that part of the Southern position safe. Back on the stricken
field at Fox's Gap, a wounded officer from Ohio, Rutherford B. Hayes, fearing death
to be near, entrusted a message for his wife to a wounded Confederate soldier. Hayes
would in fact live to achieve the rank of brigadier general and to serve as president of
a reunited Republic.
The real danger to the Confederate hold on Turner's Gap would develop on the left.
Hooker's I Corps, which followed Reno's command, was unable to reach the
battlefield until late afternoon. As they arrived, Hooker, a bold and ambitious
commander, rushed Gibbon's brigade up the National Road toward Turner's Gap. This
attack was repulsed with loss by Colquitt's brigade of Hill's division, but Gibbon's
attack earned for his brigade the nickname "the Iron Brigade."
Next Hooker swung the rest of his leading division to the right of the road to flank
Colquitt. Rodes' brigade of Hill's command checked this attack, wounding Hatch, the
division commander. Meade's Pennsylvania Reserve Division moved out beyond
Hatch's division, now led by Doubleday, while Ricketts brought up his division to join
in the assault. The combined weight of these forces drove Rodes' brigade back onto
Colquitt. Three understrength brigades from D.R. Jones' division of Longstreet's
command arrived in time to prevent a rout, but the Confederate position at Turner's
Gap was fatally compromised. Only nightfall prevented this phase of the battle of
South Mountain from becoming a serious Confederate defeat.
Meanwhile, a more desperate situation had developed southward at Crampton's Gap.
Franklin's VI Corps moved forward cautiously, but, at about mid-afternoon on 14
September, his men launched an attack on Col. Thomas Munford's dismounted
brigade of cavalry, the small garrison of this vital pass. Munford's men were overrun,
and the road to Maryland Heights was open to Franklin.
McLaws had sent two regiments of Howell Cobb's brigade to help Munford, but they
arrived in time only to be overrun themselves. The Confederate commander threw
together yet another line to protect his gunners bombarding Harpers Ferry. If that line
had been carried, two Confederate divisions would have been lost and Dixon Miles'
garrison sprung from Jackson's trap.
Apparently uninspired by this opportunity, Franklin let victory slip through his grasp.
Scarcely 7 miles from Maryland Heights, he ordered his men to encamp for the night.
Darius Couch's division of IV Corps, attached to VI Corps, wandered in later but this
reinforcement seemed to be wasted on Franklin. On the next day, Miles surrendered,
relieving McLaws and Anderson from the perils of their situation.
During the night of 14 September, Lee, despairing of his perilous position, planned a
rapid retreat into Virginia. On the next day, however, he heard from Jackson that
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Harpers Ferry had surrendered. Lee already had selected a site behind Antietam
Creek, a stream running from north to south into the Potomac, for any necessary
rearguard action. Buoyed by the news of another victory, Lee stopped in Sharpsburg,
behind the Antietam, and ordered that the glad tidings be spread among Longstreet's
men. Then he prepared to give battle.
Munford's cavalry, D.R. Jones' division, and Evans' brigade were assigned to watch
the crossings of the Antietam, especially the Middle Bridge opposite Sharpsburg and
the Lower Bridge southward at Rohrbach's farm. D.H. Hill's and Hood's divisions
were assigned to the left, which bent back toward the Potomac, with Stuart's
remaining troopers to their left on the Nicodemus farm. Hill's men took position in a
Sunken Road just west of Antietam Creek, while Hood occupied the Miller farm to
Hill's west and just north of the junction of the Hagerstown Turnpike and Smoketown
Road.
Places were also chosen for the besiegers of Harpers Ferry, who were marching
northward to Sharpsburg. The Stonewall Division and Ewell's division were ordered,
upon their arrival, to take position on the left. Walker was ordered to the right;
Anderson and McLaws, who would arrive late, were to stay in reserve. This
disposition had certain weaknesses.
One of these was the inability of Lee's men to cover the Upper Bridge, which the
Army of the Potomac could use to cross Antietam Creek dry shod. More serious was
the fact that the Potomac was at Lee's back. In case of disaster, the Army of Northern
Virginia would have been forced to retreat down a narrowing funnel toward A.P.
Hill's division, which still occupied Harpers Ferry.
McClellan Moves Quickly
Lee's orders were predicated on the usual slowness of movement of any force under
McClellan's command. In fact, the Army of the Potomac spent almost all of 15-16
September moving over South Mountain and across Pleasant Valley toward the
Antietam. Despite rainy weather, more rapid movement was possible, but McClellan
seems to have lost the optimism caused by the finding of the Lost Order.
As he moved, McClellan began dismantling the column structure employed on the
march up from Washington. Burnside was sent to the left with IX Corps under Cox,
but Hooker's I Corps was sent to the right to cross the Upper Bridge and threaten the
Confederate left. Sumner's II Corps moved straight ahead to the bluffs overlooking the
Middle Bridge, where it was joined by the reserve artillery, the cavalry, and Sykes'
division of Fitzjohn Porter's V Corps. Morell's division was ordered to close on V
Corps headquarters the following day. Mansfield's XII Corps, however, was detached
from Sumner's command and sent to follow Hooker. Franklin's command, VI Corps
and Couch's division, was left behind in Pleasant Valley.
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With this arrangement of forces, McClellan hoped to feint with his left and then strike
with his right. Once the Confederates had been weakened by these actions, a decisive
blow was to be launched at Lee's center. This plan might have succeeded if McClellan
had put in all of his 75,000 men against Lee's scattered 40,000, but certain factors
stood against Federal chances of victory. The most important was McClellan's
character. As has been noted, the euphoria created by the finding of the Lost Order
had evaporated, leaving room for McClellan's old timidity and his conviction of being
outnumbered. Thus McClellan dithered while Jackson marched to Lee's aid.
The Federal commander also failed to concentrate command of his right flank in
Hooker's hands, leaving that part of his plan illcoordinated. Nor did McClellan see
that Burnside, who was grumbling over the loss of his wing command, was adequately
supervised. Burnside, in turn, allowed himself to be mesmerized by the bluffs
overlooking the Lower Bridge, convincing himself that the water was deep and that
the bridge was his only path to victory. (Confederates born in the Sharpsburg area
were later to state that the Federals could have waded the waters of Antietam Creek
without difficulty.) Cox, an abler man than Burnside, seems to have felt too
constrained by the presence of his disgruntled superior - who refused to take command
of IX Corps - to take any positive action of his own.
Besides Burnside's fascination with his bridge, the Antietam created another problem
for the Unionists. Any forces sent to Hooker's aid - or any assault on the Confederate
center - would involve moving troops to the western bank. Only late in the battle
would the Union commanders begin searching for fords which would provide more
direct routes than a march to and across the Upper Bridge. Thus, terrain complicated
the problems of coordination caused by McClellan's failings as a general.
By evening of 16 September, Hooker's men made contact with Hood's division in the
woods east of Miller's cornfield. After a sharp fight, the advance of Seymour's brigade
of the Pennsylvania Reserves was checked just before night closed in. By dawn of the
next day, Jackson's divisions, the Stonewall Division under J.R. Jones and Ewell's
division under Lawton, had relieved Hood's men at Miller's farm. S.D. Lee's artillery
battalion was moved in east of the Dunker Church, below the intersection of the
Hagerstown and Smoketown roads, to support Jackson's line. Walker's two brigades
had closed on Munford's brigade watching the lower fords of the Antietam, and the
divisions of McLaws and Anderson were arriving from Harpers; Ferry.
To complete this concentration, Lee decided to bring up A.P. Hill's Light Division
from Harpers Ferry. Thus Lee had his forces well in hand, with the advantage of
internal lines of communication. As has been noted, McClellan's men prepared to
attack on the morrow under hesitant leadership and with the local terrain inhibiting
their cooperation with one another. The stage was set by men and by nature for the
bloodiest day in American history.
Lee's First Offensive The Maryland Campaign of 1862
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Lee's First Offensive
The Maryland Campaign of 1862
Battle of Antietam: Union Attack
by Thomas M. Izbicki

McClellan's plan of battle went
awry from the beginning of the
day. Burnside was not ordered
until mid morning to launch
his diversionary attack. When
the order came, its execution
was delayed until even later.
Thus Hooker opened the battle
against an army free to deal
with him undistracted by other
attacks. Nor was the XII Corps
available yet to help with the
Union's first major assault.
Nonetheless, Hooker made
ready to attack Jackson's flank
of the Army of Northern
Virginia. He ordered Ricketts and Doubleday to open the action, while Meade held his
men in reserve.
At first light, Stuart's horse artillery opened up from its position on Nicodemus Hill
and Hooker's gunners replied. (The desirability of eliminating Stuart's threat to his
right never seems to have occurred to Hooker.) At first the Confederates held the
initiative. Lawton drove Seymour's brigade out of the East Wood, but then Hooker
went over to the attack. I Corps began its advance screened by a wood north of the
Miller farm. Ricketts' division started southward through the Miller cornfield. On his
right, Doubleday moved out toward the wood west of the Cornfield and along the
Hagerstown Turnpike. As Ricketts' men moved through the tall corn, they carried their
guns on their shoulders to avoid getting them entangled, but nothing so simple could
preserve the coordination of this attack. Each brigade emerged separately from the
corn to be wrecked by the fire of Lawton's veteran foot soldiers. To compound the
confusion, two of Ricketts' brigadiers were put out of the fight. Brig. Gen. George
Hartsuff fell seriously wounded, while Col. William Christian simply lost his nerve
and fled the field on foot as the shells burst around him. (The average soldier would
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tolerate such an act from a foot soldier but not from an officer. Christian had to resign
his commission after the battle was over.)
Lawton ordered a counterattack by Hay's Louisiana Tigers, but this force was
decimated by artillery fire. Lawton was wounded, and his brigades had been reduced
to cadres. Nonetheless, his effort had wrecked Ricketts' division, leaving Doubleday's
flank vulnerable to attack.
Gibbon's Iron Brigade led Doubleday's advance into the Miller Orchard and the West
Wood, where it collided with Col. Grigsby's Stonewall Brigade. More of Doubleday's
brigades came up and J.R. Jones, commander of the Stonewall Division, fell wounded.
Jones's successor, Gen. Starke, ordered a counterattack and then fell fatally wounded.
This stroke, though it cost Jackson's old division dearly, slowed Doubleday's advance.
Grigsby, who had inherited division command though only a colonel, had to pull his
men back for regrouping.
Just when Hooker seemed to have a slight advantage, the Confederates seized the
initiative once more. Lawton had sent for Hood, whose division had been placed in
reserve after its encounter with Seymour's brigade on the previous evening. Hood was
quick to respond; by 7:00 a.m. his men were passing through Lawton's thin ranks,
deploying for a charge.
Although punished by artillery fire, Hood's men launched an attack which cleared the
remnants of Rickett's division from the Cornfield. Doubleday's flank was turned, and
his men began to retreat. Hooker committed his only fresh troops, two brigades of the
Pennsylvania Reserves. They too were thrown into disorder, but assisted by Gibbon's
brigade and by Union gunners they halted the gray tide short of victory.
By that time the Cornfield was so thick with a smelly blanket of black powder smoke
that one regiment of the Pennsylvania Reserves was ignored as they charged by until
they fired a devastating volley into Hood's exposed flank. Hood's division was put out
of the fight, causing its commander to tell an inquiring officer that he had left all of his
men dead on the field. This sacrifice, however, was not made in vain. Doubleday's
division was largely out of the fight, and Meade's was in little better condition. Dead
and wounded from a dozen states were mingled in the fields and woodlots of the
Miller and Nicodemus farms, and more would join them in the course of the bloody
morning.
Although Hooker's and Jackson's men were fought out, fresh troops entered the fray.
D.H. Hill fed three of his brigades into the Cornfield to help Hood. Mansfield's XII
Corps, five small brigades, reached the Miller farm from the north. Mansfield, a whitehaired officer of the old army, had lobbied in Washington for months until he received
a field command. In this, his first action, Mansfield sought out Hooker, who asked for
help in the fight for the Cornfield. Williams' division was assigned this task. While
helping Williams deploy his men, a job better left to aides, Mansfield was mortally
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wounded His time as field commander had lasted only a few hours.
Alpheus Williams, succeeding to corps command, fed more troops into the fight.
(Among the Union soldiers wounded was Corporal Mitchell, who had found the Lost
Order.) For a time this effort did not seem to be sufficient, but the second division of
XII Corps, under George Sears Greene, an elderly but tough graduate of West Point,
appeared on the Confederate right flank. Greene's men pushed through the East Wood
and the Cornfield, pushing Hill's and Hood's tired soldiers before them. Garland's
brigade, already fought out at Fox's Gap, simply fled when one of Greene's regiments
appeared on its right.
The other Confederate units pulled back in small clumps, firing back at the oncoming
foe. As Greene pressed his advantage, S.D. Lee's gunners were forced to withdraw
from their position near the Dunker Church. A Pennsylvania regiment from Williams'
division, accompanying Greene's attack, gained possession of the small white church,
which was found to be occupied by wounded Confederates.
Greene's attack might have broken Lee's left flank if fresh troops had been available to
assist him. Hooker, however, had been wounded in the foot and forced to leave the
field. Meade, his successor, was busy trying to restore order to I Corps' ranks.
Williarns'division had become the present occupants of the Miller farm. McClellan
had sent two divisions of Sumner's II Corps across the Antietam but Sumner, a brave
but pigheaded old dragoon, lost control of the situation. Rushing ahead with
Sedgwick's division, "Bull" Sumner lost track of French's division. Unable to find the
wounded Hooker, Sumner brushed off Williams, who tried to brief him on the
situation. Instead of moving to Greene's assistance, Sumner led Sedgwick's three
brigades, one behind the other in long lines, across the Miller farm and into the West
Wood, where disaster overtook them.
Lee, meanwhile, had taken advantage of internal lines to rush reinforcements to
Jackson. McLaws' division was moved up from reserve, and Walker's men were
relieved of their idle work of watching the lower fords of the Antietam. Some of these
troops joined Jubal Early's brigade of Lawton's division in a flank attack on
Sedgwick's division, fumbling its way through the trees and ledges of the West Wood.
Rebel yells rising on their left flank reduced Sedgwick's veterans to panic. Many fled.
Others fired wildly, often hitting comrades. Sedgwick fell wounded; and his division
was swept out of the woods, out of the battle.
A strong contrast to this debacle was the small victory won by Greene, who repelled
Walker's attack on his position and took more ground beyond the Dunker Church.
Once more Greene looked about for help and found none. Eventually, their
ammunition exhausted, the men of 2nd division XII Corps were ousted from their
exposed position.
Meanwhile, French's division
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had drifted off southward into
a confrontation with D.H.
Hill's division. After being
driven from the Cornfield,
most of Hill's surviving men
had returned to the Sunken
Road. "Blinky" French, so
called from his way of peering
at people, was another brave
but short sighted officer of the
Sumner school. Lacking any
guidance from his Corps
Commander, French advanced
his brigades across the
Roulette farm, despite an
encounter with an angry
swarm of bees, to attack Hill's natural trench. Each brigade in turn went up against
Hill's command, which waited until feet could be seen under the smoke of battle
before firing devastating volleys. Each of French's brigades fell back shattered.
In support of his embattled center, Lee concentrated masses of artillery behind the
Sunken Road. Despite long range fire from McClellan's Reserve Artillery across
Antietam Creek, these gunners lent effective support to Hill's men. The counterbattery
fire they suffered throughout the battle was such that the Confederate batteries long
remembered the battle around Sharpsburg as, in S.D. Lee's words, "Artillery Hell." In
this cannonade, Sharpsburg itself suffered serious damage from the fire of Union
guns, but its citizens hid in their cellars or nearby caves, thus escaping serious injury
or loss of life.
Peering into the smoke of battle from his headquarters near the Middle Bridge,
McClellan seemed to feel little need to inspect the field in person or to move his
reserve artillery in closer. When, Morell's division of V Corps arrived behind the guns,
however, the commander did release Richardson's division of II Corps to join the
fight.
Israel Richardson was one of the most colorful characters in the Army of the Potomac.
His sloppy dress and profane speech did not disguise a record of hard fighting against
Confederate troops and incompetent Federal commanders. (It was Richardson who
charged Dixon Miles with being drunk at First Manassas.) At about 10:30 a.m., eager
to enter the fray, Richardson pushed his men across the nearby ford and deployed to
attack the Confederates in the Sunken Road. First into the fray was the Irish Brigade,
which went into each fight behind a green flag after receiving absolution from its
chaplain Father Corby, a Holy Cross priest from Notre Dame. Hill's men opened fire
on this unit, knocking its commander Thomas Meagher, from his horse and opening
gaps in the ranks.
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The Irish Brigade's attack was repulsed, but Lee, deciding that Hill needed help,
committed Anderson's division, his last reserves, to this sector of the field. Although
this was a sound decision, it almost brought ruin onto the Army of Northern Virginia.
Anderson was wounded, and Pryor, his successor, lost control of the division. Some
men wandered off, while others began crowding), Hill's weary few. When one
brigadier tried to readjust his position, his men began to fall back. In the confusion,
the right flank of Hill's position melted away.
Richardson was not about to lose such an opportunity. He rode forward to drive
Caldwell's brigade into this newly opened gap. Inquiring of the whereabouts of
Caldwell, Richardson was told that the brigadier was off behind a haystack. Swearing,
"God damn the field officers!" the division commander rushed the nearest units into
battle. Led by Francis Barlow, a young lawyer turned soldier, two regiments of
Caldwell's brigade, 61st and 64th New York, got across the Sunken Road and turned
the trench into a deathtrap.
At about the same time, Rodes' brigade, at the left end of the line, experienced a
similar disaster. When Col. John Brown Gordon, one of the toughest fighters in Lee's
army, went down wounded, his successor in command of the 6th Alabama made a
disastrous effort to realign his men. Almost without warning, Robert Rodes saw his
brigade fall into confusion and begin retreating.
The Confederate center had all but melted away. Only the artillery stood between
Richardson's men and Sharpsburg. At one point Longstreet sent his staff to help man
the guns, while he held the reins of their horses. More importantly, Longstreet and D.
H. Hill raked up such troops as they could find and committed them to a series of
counterattacks against the flanks of Richardson's division. Harvey Hill placed himself
at the head of one group and shouted, "Attention! Charge!" Hill had not gone far
before he realized that everyone behind him had fallen or fled, so he went back to look
for more men to keep up the fight.
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Lee's First Offensive
The Maryland Campaign of 1862
Antietam:
Fortune Favors the Confederates
by Thomas M. Izbicki

Although these forays were
repulsed with heavy losses,
they slowed the Union attack,
buying valuable time. Brooke's
entire brigade, the last of
Richardson's men, was kept
busy looking off to its right,
when a decisive stroke might
have been launched straight
ahead. Other counterattacks
were aimed at Caldwell's
brigade. Col. Edward Cross, of
the 5th New Hampshire in that
brigade, distinguished himself
in this action by having his
men paint themselves with
burnt powder and answer Rebel yells with Indian war whoops, as they went into
action in defense of Caldwell's left.
Fortune, however, favored the Confederates. The fire of their artillery was such that
Richardson was forced to pull back his men for regrouping, and he sent for artillery to
deal with the Confederate guns. As the Federal guns went into position, a shell
mortally wounded Richardson; Cross and Barlow also fell wounded. With these harddriving officers removed from the field, the fire went out of this Union offensive.
Longstreet was able to rebuild his defensive line to the rear of the Sunken Road,
which remained in Federal hands, before Winfield Scott Hancock arrived to take
charge of Richardson's division. Even Hancock "the Superb" could not launch a
decisive stroke without fresh troops to commit to the fray.
At this point, as so often in the Battle of Sharpsburg, victory was within McClellan's
grasp, but he let the opportunity slip by. Franklin's VI Corps arrived on the field, and
its commander was ordered to take his fresh troops to the Union right. Franklin,
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smelling victory, was ready to send his two divisions into battle.
At that moment, Lee had no unwearied soldiers to use against such an assault. "Bull"
Sumner, however, was the senior officer on the Federal right. Shaken by his
experience in the West Wood, Sumner insisted that Franklin's fresh forces be used to
shore up his defensive perimeter near the Miller farm.
To this point, McClellan had been content to remain a spectator, watching the battle
from his headquarters east of Antietam Creek. Intervening at last, he rode to the right,
arriving in time to side with Sumner in his refusal to commit Franklin's men to a thrust
at the Confederate left. Only one brigade of VI Corps would see action, when its
drunken commander unwisely ordered an unsupported attack on the enemy lines. As
the afternoon wore on, the focus of the battle shifted away southward.
On the Federal left, the early hours had been quiet ones. First McClellan had been
slow to order an attack, then Burnside and Cox, who remained in command of IX
Corps, had been slow to act on orders received.
Burnside's Bridge
At last, Burnside chose the Lower Bridge as his objective and, at about 10 a.m., the
attack began. Crook's brigade of the Kanahwa Division tried to approach the bridge
but was driven northward by heavy fire. Then Sturgis' division was committed to the
attack. Duryea's brigade was badly cut up in the first assault. Ferrero's brigade was
committed next.
To secure best cooperation from his troops, this officer, once a dancing master in New
York, agreed to restore the 51st Pennsylvania (Col. John Hartanft) its whiskey ration.
This unit, together with its twin, the 51 st New York (Col. Robert Potter) rushed the
bridge. For one of the few times in the battle, fortune favored the Union. At about the
moment of Ferrero's attack, Toombs' brigade was running out of ammunition and its
temporary commander, Col. "Old Rock" Benning, found that his right was being
turned. (Rodman's division, which had set off exploring at about 10 a.m., had found
itself a ford south of the brigade.)
Toombs' men were forced to give way, rallying on the high ground south of
Sharpsburg. Rodman's men moved north from their ford, while Sturgis' and Wilcox's
filed across the Lower Bridge. At about the same time, Crook's brigade found a ford
north of that span and crossed to the west bank of the Antietam.
At about 3 p.m., as Crook closed from the right and Rodman from the left, Burnside
was able to launch an attack toward Sharpsburg. D.R. Jones' weak division, some
2,400 men, was forced to fall back against this assault. Victory seemed to be within
Burnside's grasp. Even McClellan seemed to be sending aid; two brigades of Sykes'
division and the cavalry were across the Antietam. Only "Shanks" Evans' brigade
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stood between Sykes and Sharpsburg. Then, the consequences of delay were visited
Early in the morning, Lee had ordered A.P. Hill to bring up the Light Division from
Harpers Ferry. Hill responded by leaving one brigade to parole prisoners and putting
the other five on the road toward Sharpsburg. Hill's men were certain a fight was in
prospect, because their commander had put on his red battle shirt. After a long,
fatiguing march, the Light Division reached the battlefield.
By an accident of timing, Hill arrived as Burnside's men were moving on Sharpsburg
with their left flank unprotected. (Lee, watching Jones' men retreat, spotted Hill's
column arriving. He had to borrow a telescope from a nearby artillery officer to assure
himself those were Southern, not Northern, appearing on his endangered right.) A
rapidly devised attack caught Rodman's division unaware and shattered it. Rodman
fell, one more name in Sharpsburg's book of the dead. The rest of IX Corps gave way.
Cox fed in reserves to cover his men's flight to the rear, but he could not reverse the
effects of Hill's attack. By 4:30, IX Corps was back near the Antietam, hemmed in by
the divisions of Hill and Jones.
McClellan made no effort to revive Burnside's attack. Sykes' regulars and their cavalry
support were pulled back into a defensive perimeter west of the Middle Bridge.
Fitzjohn Porter urged an all too willing McClellan to retain the rest of V Corps in
reserve to support the Reserve Artillery. (This counsel of caution left the "Young
Napoleon" in the situation of his namesake, whose unwillingness to commit reserves
at the last hour of Borodino cost him his chance for victory and ultimately his empire.)
In contrast to this caution, Lee's attitude was one of hope. He ordered an attack made
on the Union right flank. Stuart scraped together a mixed force of all arms and moved
out. Stuart's men retreated when an artillery concentration, built up by Meade against
any such threat to his right, opened a thunderous cannonade. Even so feeble an effort,
however, helped McClellan convince himself that he should not make one last effort
to gain a decisive victory.
As night closed on the battlefield around Sharpsburg, some 25,000 men lay dead or
wounded. Some of the wounded, among them young Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.,
would live to fight again and lead full lives in a post-war world. Others would die of
mortal wounds, perish from infection or live permanently mutilated by the surgeon's
knife.
This butcher bill further served to undermine McClellan's will to fight. Even the
arrival of Couch's laggard division and of a fresh division of 9-month troops under
Andrew A. Humphreys did not seem to be enough reinforcements for the "Young
Napoleon." (McClellan would even try to blame his own hesitation on Humphreys'
"late" arrival, but that able officer would force his erstwhile commander to retract this
charge.)
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Lee's First Offensive
The Maryland Campaign of 1862
After the Battle
by Thomas M. Izbicki

On the day after the battle, 18
September, McClellan was
willing to let his forces sit in
place. Lee, on the other hand,
continued to look for a chance
to counterattack. Only slowly
were his lieutenants able to
convince him that such a
stroke simply courted disaster.
At last orders were given for
withdrawal into Virginia, and
the trains began to move to the
rear. After dark, the infantry
began a quiet, unhindered
withdrawal.

The crossing of the Potomac was a slow business, completed only early on 19
September. On the same morning Pleasonton's cavalry and Porter's V Corps began to
pursue the retreating Confederates. Lee's vanguard was in Martinsburg by the time the
Federals encountered his rearguard at Boteler's Ford. Porter sent a probing force
across the river, which captured some Southern guns.
In a panic, Chief of Artillery Pendleton appealed to Lee for help. A.P. Hill was sent
back too late to recover the guns. Hill did arrive in time to maul the raw 118th
Pennsylvania volunteers, the so-called Corn Exchange regiment, which belonged to
another probing force. This unit's commander had rashly failed to retreat when Porter's
other troops withdrew back across the Potomac. (These hapless volunteers were
further cursed with shoddy rifles, bought in Europe to equip the ever- expanding
Union host.) After this fight, McClellan let Lee retreat unmolested.
After spending a month boasting of his victory and calling for more men, McClellan
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finally attempted an offensive movement into Virginia. When Lee moved to block
him, McClellan readily gave up all thought of further action. Lincoln bitterly
complained that the Army of the Potomac had become nothing more than McClellan's
bodyguard.
Moved by this abortive campaign, by Stuart's successful raid as far as Chambersburg,
PA, and by fears that the "Young Napoleon" had political ambitions, Lincoln decided
to name a new commander of the Army of the Potomac. On 5 November 1862,
McClellan was ordered to turn over his command to Burnside. Although the new
commander was keenly aware of his own failings, he felt obliged to comply with
orders.
It remained to be seen, however, whether the Army of the Potomac would accept the
appointment. At first it seemed as if it would not. News of Lincoln's decision hit the
Army of the Potomac like a thunderbolt. Officers talked of marching on Washington
to oust the scoundrels in office there. Men in the ranks wept openly at the thought of
losing their leader. Despite these emotional displays by officers and men, McClellan
departed the army for a short-lived political career and a long period of literary effort,
writing and rewriting his memoirs in a vain effort to salvage a tarnished reputation.
Only a certain element in the Army of the Potomac would continue to believe that the
"Young Napoleon" had been wronged.
Officers as different as the dashing George Armstrong Custer and the priggish
Marsena. Patrick would remain alert to rumors that "Mac" was back. The rest of the
army learned to soldier on under Burnside, Hooker, and Meade, with diminished
enthusiasm for new leadership but a dogged devotion to duty.
McClellan had a great deal to explain away in his memoirs. Throughout the
Sharpsburg campaign, except when holding Lee's plan of campaign in his hand, his
leadership was hesitant. On the field of battle, McClellan made little effort to
coordinate his attack. Burnside was left idle, while Hooker attacked. Mansfield and
Sumner were allowed to commit their corps separately. When Burnside did attack,
little effort was made to help him. Franklin's and Porter's men were allowed to sit idle
while the chance to win the war in a day was thrown away. In McClellan's eyes
everyone, especially Burnside, was at fault. Later historians would reach a different
conclusion, that, whatever the failings of McClellan's lieutenants, he served them
worse than they served him. The Army of the Potomac fought bravely but with one
arm tied behind its back by its own commander.
Lee, in contrast, was ever bold, even rash. The operation against Harpers Ferry was
predicated on a contemptuous view of the opposing commander. Only when the Lost
Order was in his hand, however, did McClellan fail to act exactly as his opponent
expected.
Lee displayed, moreover, sound judgment of men and of terrain. South Mountain was
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used well as a shield, and maximum use was made of the advantages offered by the
bridges and fords over Antietam Creek, of the embankments along its course, of the
woods and eminences west of the stream. The Confederate divisions were assigned
where they were needed, each emergency being detected in time to remedy its effects.
Lee's handling of reserves, except for the accidental havoc wrought by Pryor's
blundering use of Anderson's men, was excellent. Small wonder that Lee would
remain the most feared of Confederate commanders during the war, becoming
nominal general in chief.
After the war, when it became necessary to choose a Confederate hero to symbolize
the reunification of the nation, Lee came to be admired in the North as well as the
South.
But what of the results of Lee's first offensive? Seen in the short range, it achieved a
limited success. Harpers Ferry was taken, and the war was carried on outside of
Virginia for a few weeks. On the strategic level, however, the Maryland Campaign
was an omen of disasters to come. The deadly peril created by the finding of the Lost
Order was overcome, but the costs in casualties to fight a stalemated battle around
Sharpsburg were high. The Confederacy was bleeding itself in attack as in defense,
losing men it could ill afford.
More immediately, the stalemate at Sharpsburg looked sufficiently like a Union
victory for Lincoln to issue the Emancipation Proclamation (22 September 1862).
Thereafter, the Union was able to gut the plantation economy of much of the South
and to recruit regiments of free blacks to fight and to provide garrisons. The European
friends of the Confederacy, moreover, were effectively muzzled, since no government
was willing openly to declare itself a friend of slavery.
Although McClellan had been unable to win the victory he had hoped to gain, Lincoln
was able to win a decisive political victory on the basis of a drawn battle. Eventually,
Lincoln would find a winning team of generals able to wear down Lee's army while
they dismembered the rest of the Confederacy.
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Lee's Second Invasion
Summer 1863
by Mark Seaman

Once again,
the Army of
the Potomac
had been
turned away.
Hooker's
attempt to turn the Confederate position at Fredericksburg had been smashed by the
devastating flank attack of Stonewall Jackson's corps. Unhinged by the counterblow,
Hooker retreated the Union army back across the Rappahannock. The Southern
victory came with a price it could ill afford, however the loss of Jackson himself to
friendly fire.
Photo: Gettysburg, July 1863, looking east along the Chambersburg Pike. Tree in
right background marks the Bloody Angle. (Library of Congress)
Despite the celebration of yet another victory over the Union army, the general
situation for the Confederacy was becoming increasingly perilous. The most serious
crisis was developing on the Mississippi with General Ulysses Grant threatening
Vicksburg and General Banks closing in on Port Hudson. If both places fell, the
Trans- Mississippi states would be cut off from the Confederacy and the whole length
of the river opened to Northern commerce.
The Southern leadership decided that a strategic initiative of some sort was necessary
to redeem the situation. One plan, proposed by Longstreet was a concentration against
the Union forces in Tennessee, led by General William Rosecrans. Longstreet, backed
by Secretary of War James A. Seddon and General Beauregard, argued that
reinforcing Bragg's forces in Tennessee would allow them to defeat Rosecrans
decisively and open the way to Ohio and Kentucky. Grant would be forced to respond
to this threat and lift the siege at Vicksburg.
Lee, on the other hand, saw the answer in another invasion north of the Potomac with
the Army of Northern Virginia. He reasoned that Grant might ignore the concentration
against Rosecrans and hold on to Vicksburg. The possibility of a victory over the
Army of the Potomac on Northern soil had to be powerfully attractive to the Southern
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commander. It was, as he argued, the most direct way the Confederacy could receive
the foreign recognition that President Davis had long made a cornerstone of
Confederate policy. Such was Lee's influence with the the government at Richmond
that his plan was adopted by the cabinet by a vote of five to one on 16 May, with only
Postmaster General John Reagan opposing.
Preparation
On the 18 May, Lee returned to his army to prepare. Chancellorsville had cost him
nearly 13,000 men, about half being permanent losses. Lee couldn't conceive of
replacing a leader like Jackson, so he reorganized his army instead. He disposed of the
two corps groupings of four divisions and changed to three corps of three divisions
each. He made up the ninth division by detaching two brigades from his largest
division (Hill's) and combining them with two brigades from Richmond and North
Carolina. Hill's senior brigadier, Henry Heth, received the command.
Longstreet retained command of the First Corps, composed of the divisions of
McLaws, Pickett, and Hood. Ewell received the Second Corps with Early's, Johnson's,
and Rodes's divisions. The new Third Corps went to A. P. Hill, with Anderson's and
Pender's divisions, along with Heth's new unit.
Lee also dispersed the reserve artillery, giving each corps a total of five battalions.
Stuart was given three more cavalry brigades to add to the three he already had.
With the replacements and conscripts gathered from all over the South, Lee shortly
had nearly 75,000 men in hand. This was it, however, and he knew it. His army was as
strong as it ever would be. On 3 June, barely four days after announcing the
reorganization, Lee began his move with McLaws' men breaking camp and starting
for Culpepper.
Across the Rappahannock, the Army of the Potomac spent the month shaking itself
out of the drubbing it had suffered and awaited its next move. The army was far from
demoralized by its defeat; the rank and file were by and large ready for another try at
the Grey Fox. The greatest loss suffered was a loss of confidence in its leader by the
men in Washington. Hooker had indeed been put in awe of Lee, and his actions
displayed a fear of being beaten rather than an anticipation of victory. His actions at
Chancellorsville, where he surrendered the initiative at almost the first contact, and his
misuse of both his cavalry and artillery also injured him in the eyes of many of his
subordinates. The decision was made to replace Hooker in the near future, but he
stayed in command for the moment.
The army had lost almost 17,000 men in the recent battle. Worse yet was the
expiration of enlistments for about 20% of the Army. This loss represented some of
the army's best veterans. These losses were the result of poor recruitment policy and
came at a particularly bad time. By the middle of May, the effective force numbered
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about 80,000 men, down from the 111,000 at the end of April. The cavalry was in
even worse shape. From something more than 11,000 on 30 April, their numbers stood
at less than 5,000 by the end of May.
Ostensibly as a result of reductions in number, Hooker ordered a reorganization of the
artillery. Attrition and mustering out had presented the Union army with a net
reduction of eleven batteries. In a move opposite his Southern counterpart, he
concentrated more of his batteries in the Artillery Reserve, which now held five
brigades out of the fourteen total. Ammunition trains were put under the direct control
of the corps chief of artillery, instead of being parcelled out to the divisions. Under the
control of General Hunt, the Union artillery was now in a favorable condition as
compared to its opponents.
One other area held a decided edge for the Union, although it was not quick to use it.
The North seemed able to acquire more hard military intelligence information than its
opponents. Hooker was given a report on 27 May that clearly predicted an invasion by
Lee. Throughout the coming campaign, the Union cavalry performed the role of
reconnaissance well, while the Southern horse would leave Lee nearly blind.
As Lee prepared to move, it became clear he had little idea of Hooker's intentions.
Because of this he ordered Stuart's cavalry to Culpepper at the end of May as a
defensive move should Hooker anticipate him. Hooker's own cavalry, now
commanded by Brigadier Alfred Pleasonton, also fanned out to give warning should
Lee attempt to cross the river against the Union right flank.
By 3 June, the tempo of war had begun to accelerate.
Following McLaws out of camp was Hood's division. The next day saw Ewell's full
corps move out. Early and Johnson's divisions followed. By Friday night Lee had
transferred his headquarters to Culpepper, leaving Hill to watch Fredericksburg.
Hooker Counters
Hooker learned of the enemy activity on 4 June, but he was unsure of its meaning. He
alerted three of his corps and ordered Buford's cavalry division and Sedgewick's VI
Corps to reconnoiter. Hooker informed Washington of the enemy moves and offered
to make an attack against the Confederate rear. A lack of faith in Hooker and a fear for
the safety of the Capital made Washington turndown the request. Hooker was ordered
to refrain from attacking Hill and to concentrate on Lee.
The same day, 7 June, Buford informed Hooker that the head of Lee's column,
composed of Stuart and virtually all the rebel cavalry were at Culpepper. Hooker
ordered Pleasonton to take all the Union horse, as well as 3,000 infantry, to attack
Stuart., In all, 11,000 men would make the attack, with General Barnes at Kelly's Ford
alerted for additional assistance.
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Meanwhile, Stuart was exercising his penchant for spectacle. On the 5 June he staged
a grand review of his cavalry force. Three days later, he restaged the event for the
arriving Lee, even as the Union was moving toward him. The rebels settled into their
positions after the parade, preparing to move out the next day.
They were rudely awakened the next day by Buford's troopers, and a wild fracas
lasting most of the day ensued around Brandy Station. Pleasonton's force was not
strong enough to dislocate or defeat Stuart, but he did handle him roughly, as well as
embarrass him with the surprise attack. The Union made an orderly withdrawal from
the field after the engagement had run its course. Stuart claimed victory, but he had
been bruised. Criticism, subtle inside the army but more blunt outside, rankled Lee's
cavalry chief and probably colored his judgment as the campaign progressed.
The battle had little real effect on the subsequent campaign, but it did prove that
Union cavalry had reached a par with its Confederate counterparts, and this situation
would only continue to improve with time.
Following the action at Brandy Station on 9 June, Lee continued his advance. Ewell
entered the Valley through Chester Gap the following day, with Winchester as his
immediate objective.
J.E.B. Stuart (Library of Congress)

Jenkins's cavalry brigade rode ahead of Ewell. On 12 June he sent Rodes and Jenkins
toward Berryville and continued toward Winchester with his remaining divisions. The
1800 man detachment at Berryville escaped, but the 5100 men at Winchester, under
Major General Robert Milroy, held their position. Milroy had been warned to
evacuate, but he felt his men could hold the town and stayed in place.
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On 14 June, Ewell split his force again, sending Johnson around Milroy's rear while
attacking late in the day with Early. Milroy began having second thoughts about his
decision to hold and withdrew as night fell. At dawn, on the road to Harpers Ferry, he
ran into Johnson and his command dissolved. He managed to escape with a few
hundred men, but over 4,000 men, 23 guns and three hundred supply- laden wagons
were lost. Ewell suffered less than 300 casualties.
During this time, Longstreet was moved from Culpepper to the Valley. His units were
positioned to cover the mountain gaps while Hill made his march. Hill reported from
Fredericksburg that the Union camps were empty on 15 June, even as Ewell was
mopping up Milroy. With Longstreet in position, Hill marched for the Valley. Lee
planned to have Ewell in the lead with Hill crossing the Potomac next, followed by
Longstreet.
Jenkins pushed up to the river the next day, with Rodes following. Ewell brought the
rest of his divisions behind. By 17 June, the lead units were across the neck of
Maryland and into Pennsylvania as far as Chambersburg.
As Hooker learned of Lee's movements, he reacted by trying to keep his army
between the Confederates and Washington. As Hill moved from Fredericksburg to
Culpepper, Hooker shifted his right up the Rappahannock, moving Pleasonton's
cavalry into the area of the Bull Run Mountains. For the next five days, this region
saw a series of cavalry encounters between Stuart and Pleasonton, as each sought
information about the enemy and screened its own forces. The Union fought with
gusto, often taking the field of battle, but they were able to learn little of Lee's
movements at this time.
What Hooker did know, combined with his orders from Washington, was enough to
get him moving north as well. By 13 June, he had XI Corps on the road to Manassas,
with the rest of the army following in succeeding days. The Army of the Potomac was
in a rough concentration north of Manassas by 17 June. Hooker spent the next several
days moving closer to the Potomac, but he was still unsure of Lee's intentions or
whereabouts. Part of this time was spent sparring with Washington. It was clear he
was aware that his days in command were numbered.
During this period, Jeb Stuart hatched his scheme for another ride around the Union
Army. He suggested leaving the brigades of Jones and Robertson to watch Hooker and
the Blue Ridge gaps, then taking three brigades around the right of the Union to do as
much damage as they could. Longstreet wanted Stuart to remain on First Corps' right
as a screen. But Stuart got the go ahead from Lee, provided he cross the Potomac
ahead of the Union army and link up with Ewell. Unfortunately, Jones and Robertson
allowed Hooker to get away from them and stayed in position until long after the
Northern troops had crossed the Potomac.
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Stuart left on 25 June, only to find that Hooker had begun his shift north, placing a full
Union corps in his path. He was thus obliged to ride a greater circuit south and east of
his original route. That placed him far behind Hooker and completely out of touch
with Lee. Added to his late start, the added miles and days meant that Lee was left
with virtually no cavalry "eyes" for a full week. Stuart finally crossed the Potomac on
28 June, as the Confederate advance was cresting on the Susquehanna and Meade was
leaving Frederick for his march into Pennsylvania. He never did find Ewell's flank in
Pennsylvania, missing him by a day at York and later at Carlisle. The Confederate
cavalry finally arrived in Gettysburg on the afternoon of 2 July.
The loss of his cavalry's services placed Lee at a big disadvantage. He was late in
discovering that the Army of the Potomac had crossed the Potomac and was blind to
its movements afterward. Conversely, the Union cavalry, particularly Buford's
division, kept its commanders supplied with good information.
From 24 June on, Lee extended the scope of his invasion. Both Hill and Longstreet
had crossed the Potomac, and Ewell was pushing on for Carlisle and the Susquehanna.
Ewell detached Early and sent him through Gettysburg and York, with Harrisburg as
an objective. The Confederates sent foraging teams across the rich Pennsylvania
countryside to gather as much supply as possible. Lee ordered the foraging to be
handled in a strictly legal fashion, paying for what they took (in Confederate money).
By and large, the Southern troops acquitted themselves well in this regard, leaving as
little resentment among the population than most invading armies would, before or
since.
By 28 June, most of Lee's army was at Chambersburg, with the exception of Ewell
and Stuart. Hooker had completed his concentration around Frederick, with an eye to
striking west across Lee's lines of communications. It was this night, however, that
Hooker had his final row with Washington. A major battle was brewing and Lincoln
still had no confidence in Hooker, so General Meade was given the command.
Lee learned of the change the following night, at the same time discovering that the
Union army was at Frederick. Stuart was still missing, though. With the Union closer
than he had thought, Lee began concentrating his army, vehemently inquiring after his
missing cavalry. Meade, already concentrated, initiated movement to bring his new
command into contact with Lee on favorable ground.
The invasion campaign was now over, since the objective on both sides was battle,
rather than maneuver.

Comparing the 1862 and 1863 Invasions
Lee made two invasions of the Northern states during the Civil War, apparently
contradicting the purely defensive policy espoused by the Confederate President,
Jefferson Davis. In reality, both offensives were attempts to support that policy.
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Taking his cue from the fact that the French assistance in the War for Independence
was a major contributing factor in the American victory, his chief aim was the
recognition and assistance by Britain and France. By fostering a defensive stance,
Davis hoped to make the South appear the injured party, but as the war progressed, it
became clear that a demonstration of the Confederacy's ability to carry the war to its
opponent, and to beat them, was necessary.
After the twin victories over McClellan's army on the Peninsula and Pope's at Second
Manassas, the first invasion was carried out ' almost on impulse. Although the Army
of Northern Virginia was worn from the summer fighting, it appeared the North was in
much worse shape. With the territory of Virginia virtually stripped by the intense
campaigns, offering little in the way of supplies or forage, Lee concluded that he
would have to retreat or go forward to the unravaged lands of the North.
Lee did not intend to seek a decisive battle in the early invasion, given the condition of
his troops. As he marched, attrition and straggling worsened this condition, cutting
into the 50,000 troops he started with. His opponents, on the other hand, recovered
with remarkable speed. McClellan was again in charge and his administrative abilities
showed through. He got his beaten army on its feet and marching much sooner than
Lee had anticipated. This recovery and the fabled "Lost Dispatch" put Lee's first
invasion in jeopardy nearly from the outset.
In 1863, the invasion was again a response to a Confederate defensive victory, but it
was more premeditated and planned. The main goal, foreign recognition, remained the
same; but the events in the Mississippi Valley lent a strategic importance to the plan.
Lee was in command of an army more powerful and fit than in 1862; he was confident
of his ability to meet and defeat his opponent. In 1863, Lee undoubtedly sought a
decisive battle.
The primary objective of the Union in both instances was the destruction of Lee's
army. This would hasten the downfall of the Confederacy faster than any other event.
In addition, there was a real need for a victory in 1862 for political reasons (i.e., the
release of the Emancipation Proclamation).
This objective explains the dismay in Washington at McClellan's procrastination in
1862 and Meade's inability to follow up after Gettysburg in 1863. Secondly, the safety
of Washington had to be maintained. Its fall to Confederate arms would have seriously
damaged, if not destroyed, the North's ability to carry on. It would also have had a
major effect on the European nations. Many feel that paranoia about Washington
hampered Union army operations in the field, keeping troops from the front line. But
it did deny the South an easy victory, given the superior abilities of the early Southern
commanders.
In both invasions, the North sought a decisive battle, especially in 1862. The Union
leaders knew that Lee's army was not in good shape and the numbers were in their
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favor. McClellan was also out to salvage his reputation after the fiasco in front of
Richmond. The "Lost Dispatch" whetted his appetite, even if it failed to improve his
common sense. Meade displayed a better ability to handle a battle, but, like
McClellan, he lacked the killer instinct to follow up a defeated enemy and grind him
down.
Both invasions also allowed Lee to avail himself of the enemy's resources. The 1863
invasion was far more organized in this respect and was a prime reason for the
campaign. In 1862, his needs were more immediate; in 1863, he intended to gather
enough plunder to keep his army going for a long time. In this he was largely
successful, stripping a wide swath of Northern countryside from Hagerstown to
Carlisle. Only the swift march of the Union army north halted his foraging.
Both invasions were climaxed by superlative battles. Sharpsburg has the record of the
bloodiest single day in the history of the war, and Gettysburg was the longest,
sustained full-scale battle. The battle at Sharpsburg occurred because of McClellan's
pressure on Lee's divided army and because Lee was able to choose the ground,
thanks to the spirited Southern defense at South Mountain. McClellan's past timorous
handling of his army contributed to Lee's accepting battle. The battle at Gettysburg
was partially the result of Lee's orders to concentrate for battle. He had chosen
Cashtown as his site, but confidence in his army let him accept battle elsewhere.
The failure of both invasions ensured that the South would be unable to achieve a
dictated peace, and denied Davis his foreign recognition. A victory in either case
would not have ensured either of these ends, but their chances would have been better
with a Southern victory. The 1862 campaign changed the political complexion of the
war with Lincoln's issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation, while the 1863
campaign changed the South's outlook on the war from one of believing it would win,
to one of hoping it could hold out until the North got tired of fighting.
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The Naval War
in the Mediterranean
1940-1943
Italians and British
by John D. Burtt

The land war
in North
Africa during
World War II
has been
discussed
and dissected by writers and historians at length for the past 40+ years. Less well
known than the fluctuating fortunes on land was the 3-year struggle for naval
supremacy between the British Royal Navy and the Italian fleet. Most people dismiss
the Italian Fleet's role in the conflict, citing the battles of Matapan and Sirte.
Top photo: The Italian battleship Vittorio Veneto, of the Littorio class at her
commissioning.
To a large extent, they have a point - the Italian battle record is less than auspicious.
But it is a fact that from the outbreak of the war to the Italian surrender in 1943, Italian
and British ship losses were nearly dead even - 193 Italian ships lost compared to 191
British vessels sunk. And of these British losses, the Italian Navy can lay claim to over
half.
The naval conflict in the Mediterranean was characterized by large inconclusive
engagements with no clear cut decisions to lopsided victories, such as Matapan. The
saga includes acts of extreme heroism against heavy odds on both sides: the 48 British
fliers against the Italian Fleet at Taranto or the 6 Italian frogmen against the British
Fleet at Alexandria. As will be seen, the outcome was determined by luck,
miscalculation, missed opportunities, leadership and, ultimately, by the men who
fought.

The Italians
The commencement of hostilities in June 1940 caught Italy's war machine only
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partially prepared for war. Mussolini was far short of the stockpiled materials needed
to sustain an all-out war effort on the scale of which he dreamed. Most significant in
this shortfall was the fuel oil for the Navy -- the country had only a year's supply and
no real hope of conquering any more. In addition, Italian industry, while known for its
quality, could never hope to compete in quantity with its soon-to- be foes. This
shortcoming would be magnified by the lack of raw materials.
Of all the military services, the Navy was perhaps the most prepared, although the
declaration of war caught many ships still undergoing refits. The Fleet was built
around four modernized WWI battleships sporting 12.6" guns, two brand new 15"
battleships (with two more under construction), and seven new 8" cruisers. With its
escorts of light cruisers, destroyers, submarines, and the famed MAS torpedo boats,
the Italian Navy was a formidable force. To compare rival ships:
a. BattleshipsThe new Littorio class battleships were armed with 3x3 15"/50
guns with a maximum range of nearly 46,000 yards. The main British
battleships in the Mediterranean were the modernized Queen Elizabeth (QE)
class with 4x2 15"/42 guns having a maximum range of only 32,000 yards. It is
worth noting that while the accuracy at these ranges approached the "extreme
luck" stage, the difference was a real concern to the Royal Navy. Of more
importance was the speed of the rival ships; the Littorio class was designed for
a speed of 30 knots and achieved a sea speed of 28 knots. The QE class had
speeds in the 22-24 knot range, depending on how well the ship's machinery
had been cared for. With the older Italian battleships capable of 26 knots, the
Italians held the edge in speed and power.
b. Cruisers The Italian cruisers were even more threatening. The Trento class'
main armament consisted of 4x2 8"/50 guns ranging between 30-34,000 yards.
Their best wartime speeds were held around 31 knots. The British countered
with their 6" light cruisers, comparable in speed (32 knots), but their 6" /50
main rifles were outranged by a good 10,000 yards. The Italians also built fast
light cruisers of their own. One big advantage the Italian heavy cruisers had
that was unknown at the time was their resemblance to the older Italian
battleships. This resemblance would plague British spotters throughout the war.
Apart from the main vessels, the Italians had a group of ships that gained most of the
glory for the Italians and put them in a class by themselves as far as innovative use.
These were the light craft. The motoscafi antisommergibili (MAS) torpedo boats
played havoc on enemy submarines, convoys, and ports when used aggressively.
Armed with two 17.7 torpedoes and six depth charge and capable of speeds of 40-44
knots, these boats and their complement of assault craft turned out to be the most
effective weapon the Italians had.
Four main types of assault craft were used with the MAS forces.
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The first was the pocket submarine' carrying torpedoes and two men, very
similar to the Japanese midget subs used at Pearl Harbor.
Second were the "hogs", piloted torpedo carrying two men and a detachable
200-300 Kg warhead.
Third were the explosive boats, motor boats packed with explosives and piloted
by a single man, essentially modern fireships.
Finally, there were mines capable of being towed by swimmers.
Material Edge
Materially, the Italians held the edge in newer equipment throughout the conflict.
Their opponents rated them highly for gunnery, speed, torpedoes, communications,
and maneuvering. However, the Fleet had four main drawbacks. First was the lack of
aircraft carriers. Mussolini steadfastly refused to authorize the building of one,
deeming Italy and her Air Force an unsinkable carrier.
The need for a carrier was brought out early in the opening skirmishes and hammered
home at Matapan (more on the Air Force later). Second was the lack of radar, which
affected their long-range gunnery and their night fighting capabilities (Matapan
again). Third, the Italian designers built for speed and sacrificed armor to do it. This
made the Italian ships fast and powerful, but it adversely affected their sea handling.
In rough weather the Italian ships, particularly the light cruisers and destroyers, had
severe problems.
For example, the Italians suffered more damage from the foul weather than from
British gunnery at the second battle of Sirte. Finally, the most important flaw was in
the command structure of the Italian Fleet. The officers were well informed, trained
and competent, but received their orders and instructions from Rome through a chain
of command that effectively stifled individual initiative.
A discussion of the Italian Fleet's preparedness for war would not be complete without
a brief discussion of the Italian Air Force. As mentioned previously, Commando
Supremo (the Italian High Command) felt an independent air force could do anything
required by the Navy. There were, unfortunately, two problems with this thinking.
The first involved the interaction between forces, in particular Supermarina and
Superaereo. If a fleet commander needed air support, he had to request it from
Supermarina who passed the request along to Superaereo. If the Italians were taking
the initiative, cooperation was slow but reasonable. But if the fleet was reacting to
enemy moves, this chain of command was extremely cumbersome - and generally
futile.
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But aside from a few reconnaissance aircraft, the fleet was bound by this process. The
second problem lay with the Air Force's tactical doctrine of over-water attacks. The
Air Force trained in and used high level, small bomb attacks, ignoring the tactics of
dive bombing and torpedo bombing virtually throughout the war. Although intensively
trained in these tactics, Italian airmen displayed little accuracy in battle and even
worse target recognition. Both these problems came to light as early as off Punto Stilo
in July 1940, where the Italian airmen bombed both fleets for hours and inflicted a
single dud hit on a British cruiser.
But perhaps the single biggest problem the Navy faced during the war was Commando
Supremo's opinion of its strength and capabilities. Rome held the opinion that the fleet
was weaker than its opponents and therefore relegated it to a passive defensive role.
The principle laid down by Supermarina for fleet use reflected these high level
attitudes:,
1. The battleline was to be kept ready to intervene in case of an important
enemy initiative. (Belot, "The Struggle for the Mediterranean, 19391945" (Greenwood 1969))
2. Operations were to be carried out with light, fast elements; mines were to be
laid across enemy lines of communication, especially in the Sicilian Channel.
3. The greatest emphasis was to be placed on air action in direct or indirect
collaboration with the Navy.
4. Assault craft were to be developed and used in surprise attacks.
So the picture of the Italian Navy as it began the 3-year struggle shows a fleet wellarmed, well-trained, and well motivated, with its good and bad points. But it was
saddled with a higher leadership which doubted its capabilities and commanded
absolutely, with poor direction and planning.

The British
Prior to 1937, the Mediterranean was virtually an Allied lake; despite the Italian
presence, the British and French held sway over the region. The Royal Navy was
based at Malta and Alexandria, with responsibility for the eastern portion, while the
French fleet in Algeria and her own south coast covered the west. For the British, the
Mediterranean was vital as it offered access to her oil interests in the Middle East.
Without that control, the British would have to ship around the horn of Africa, adding
some 8000 miles to the journey. In addition to the importance of her oil, British
strategists saw the Mediterranean theater as the most likely choice for a counterattack
against a continental foe, underscoring their belief that "who holds the Mediterranean
holds the world." This philosophy was to cause considerable argument with American
strategic planners.
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In 1937, Mediterranean politics underwent a radical change as the Italians launched
their assault on Ethiopia. From this act it became clear that Italy could no longer be
considered a friendly power. The Royal Navy's base at Malta came under close
scrutiny from London. While the tiny island was centrally located and perfectly placed
for interdiction of the Central Mediterranean, it was also terribly vulnerable from the
air, especially with Sicily only 90 miles to the north. The island required the
importation of 75% of its food, so that a major supply effort would be needed to keep
the population from starving, much less keep a battle fleet at combat readiness.
The reluctant decision was made to rebase the Malta ships at Alexandria. The decision
was based on comparing the Royal Navy presence to that of the Italians. Combined,
the Royal Navy was more than a match for the Italian fleet, but split into two sections
2000 miles apart, each half became weaker than its potential enemy, situated directly
across their lines of communication. Each half could then be subjected to defeat in
detail, should a major fleet action take place. It is ironic that the Italians continued to
compare their fleet strength with the combined Royal Navy. Both sides entered the
conflict thinking itself the weaker.
When war broke out in 1939, Italy, by staying neutral, gave the British some breathing
space. Not having to counter an immediate threat to her Mediterranean pipeline
allowed her to strip away much of the fleet strength to meet commitments elsewhere
in the world, particularly against the ill-prepared, but powerful Kriegsmarine. With the
French fleet still controlling the western Mediterranean, the British were lulled into a
false sense of security - soon to be shattered.
In June 1940, Britain was faced with a very serious, unforeseen situation. She had not
expected that the fall of France would carry with it all French foreign holdings AND
the French fleet. In addition, the Royal Navy had been in effect blockading Italy's
colonial trade, stifling raw material importation and pushing the neutral country closer
to war. With France on the verge of falling in an incredibly short period of time,
Mussolini declared war to get in on the action, catching the British with their
proverbial "pants" down.
Instead of having the French fleet to aid the battle with the Italians, Britain now saw
the distinct possibility that those same ships would be operating against them under
Axis control. When Mussolini declared war, the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean was
weak, divided, and alone. At the outbreak of hostilities, the fleet based at Alexandria
consisted of three QE class remodernized battleships, five light cruisers, two destroyer
flotillas, and eight submarines. This surface fleet was augmented by the old aircraft
carrier Eagle.
By the end of June, this force was strengthened with Force H at Gibraltar, consisting
of HMS Hood, 2 QE battleships, 2 cruisers, 12 destroyers, and the carrier Ark Royal.
However, these ships not only had responsibility for the western Mediterranean but
also had to contend with the areas in the Atlantic vulnerable to German raiders. Far
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more significant to the British than the difference in ships available was the difference
in area air power. British air strength in the Mediterranean that June totalled no more
than 200 aircraft, mostly obsolete biplanes such as the Swordfish bomber and
Gladiator fighters. These few planes had to oppose an Italian air force nearly ten times
larger. It was no wonder the British felt uncertain about their future in the
Mediterranean.
Ship comparisons with the Italians have already been mentioned. The Italians could,
by virtue of their speed and armament, determine when and where to seek action,
when to break off, and when to avoid. An additional disadvantage of the British ships
was their wholly inadequate antiaircraft batteries aboard ship. The sole material
advantage the British held was in better sea handling and heavier armor - but not
enough to offset the difference in guns, especially with the cruisers.
Advantages
The Royal Navy in the Mediterranean did have two advantages over its numerically
superior foes. One was its aircraft carriers.
Rather than be chained to land-based air support, as were the Italians, the fleet was
able to function with an air arm under its direct control, considerably enhancing
cooperation between surface and air units. The second advantage was radar, although
the early sets were primitive, hard to decipher, and prone to malfunction if the vessel
fired or was fired upon. The equipment gave the fleet valuable early warning of
incoming air attacks and allowed vessels to "see" the enemy in night actions.
There were also several Royal Navy advantages that were not technological. The first
was its command structure. While the Admiralty in London set down the basic
strategy for the fleet, it left the implementation of those directives to the field
commanders. And, as always, exceptional leaders emerged when Britain needed them
to see her through the crisis. Cunningham, Somerville, and Vian, to name three,
displayed the qualities necessary to achieve their goals against the odds. The Royal
Navy's field commander had all segments of the fleet under his direct control, again
enhancing the coordination between the various arms of the service.
This advantage even the Italians agreed was significant. Added to this advantage was
the morale of the British sailor. Even when faced with terrible odds, the British tar felt
superior to his Italian counterpart. This feeling translated into extraordinary efforts
which the Royal Navy took as part of its tradition.
The final advantage the Royal Navy held was in its naval tactics. The Italians felt that
night engagements between major surface units was infeasible due to technological
problems; they concentrated instead on developing their night destroyer torpedo
attacks. The British, on the other hand, aided considerably by radar and large caliber
flashless powder, developed and practiced night fleet engagements. Italian air tactics
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were limited to high level bombing runs. The Royal Navy used its
"Stringbag" (Swordfish) bombers in a torpedo bombing role, gaining a distinct
advantage despite the obsolescence of the aircraft.
Both contestants felt themselves at a disadvantage at the start of the war. Italy, with
her emphasis on the battleship, felt outnumbered. Great Britain felt inferior in air
power and the fact that her enemy held the central position. The difference between
the two nations lay in their response to this inferiority complex.
As mentioned, Italy adopted a defensive posture, robbing it of most of its very real
advantages. The British decided to mask their weakness with an aggressive policy, led
largely by Admiral A. B. Cunningham, the Mediterranean Fleet Commander. This
decision to push instead of wait was to pay tremendous dividends and would totally
alter the course of the war.
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The Naval War
in the Mediterranean
1940-1943
The Opening Moves - 1940
by John D. Burtt

The respite given the Allies by
Italian neutrality in 1939 had
both good points and bad, as
discussed previously; the
respite Italy gave the Royal
Navy in 1940 cost the Axis the
war.

The first time a carrier had acted in coordination with a surface fleet." (Hutchinson's
Pictorial History of the War)
This respite was the lack of offensive action on the part of the Italian fleet against a
weak, scattered foe. The blame for this lay squarely with Rome and Commando
Supremo. Two reasons have been mentioned before. First, Supermarina felt itself
weaker than its opponent and adopted a defensive posture. Second, Italy lacked a
sufficient stockpile of fuel oil to sustain any large offensives.
But the underlying cause was Mussolini's view of Italy's role in the war. Italy entered
the war when she did solely because of her leader's envy at Hitler's success. It was
virtually a snap decision, catching Commando Supremo by surprise. None of the
armed forces was prepared with plans of action - in fact, there was no strategic plan at
all.
A good example of just how inopportune the declaration of war was lies in Italy's
merchant shipping and her fleet. Mussolini's call for war caught over a million tons of
Italy's merchant shipping either on the high seas or in foreign ports, causing a loss she
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could ill afford, given her poor stockpile status.
In addition, four of her six battleships, including both new Littorio class ships, were
still refitting in the shipyards and were out of action for the first 2 months. Had the
British possessed a sizable strategic bombing force in the Mediterranean, these ships
might not have seen action at all!
Had Italy waited (or at least thought) to declare war, her merchant shipping would
have been collected and her fleet would have been at full strength. Perhaps even a
comprehensive plan of action might have been prepared. As it was, the first offensive
move in the war came several hours after war was declared - a ten plane raid on Malta.
There should have been plans to assault - or at least neutralize - the three main British
bases, Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria.
There was a German plan to take Gibraltar with the aid of Franco's Spain, which was
frustrated by the latter's neutrality. Italy had a plan for the capture of Malta in 1940,
which at this point was extremely weak, but there had been no preparation for it and
the plan was discarded. In short, Italy's leaders started her into a war with no true
direction, a lack of which hampered her capabilities and destroyed her reputation, both
abroad and at home.
Italy's lack of offense meant that Britain could turn to a poten. tially serious problem that of the French fleet. Although the Franco- German armistice declared specifically
that the fleet could not be used by the Axis, Britain was not certain that the Vichy
Government wouldn't be persuaded to allow the fleet to join the Axis cause.
Therefore, with misgivings but total resolve, Britain's Royal Navy took the initiative,
neutralizing the French fleet in two main actions -- at Mers el Kabir by bombardment
and at Alexandria by maneuver and diplomacy. By mid-July, the French threat had
been eliminated.
Despite the French fleet's neutralization, the
British were still in a vulnerable position. Early
on, however, Adm. Cunningham decided to
pursue an aggressive policy. A major decision
taken was that Malta was to be held, reinforced,
and ultimately used by light forces against the
Axis supply lines to Africa. Another decision led
to the first major sea action between the
combatants.
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Cape Spartivento
Needing reinforcements for Alexandria, Cunningham decided to force the central
Mediterranean with the new ships and a convoy to Malta. The naval forces involved
included the carrier Eagle, battleships Warspite, Malaya, and Royal Sovereign; five
light cruisers; and six destroyers.
On 9 July 1940, this force ran into an Italian fleet returning from convoy duty to
Africa off Cape Spartivento. The Italians were led by their older battleships Cavour
and Cesa, 6 heavy cruisers, 12 light cruisers, and accompanying destroyers.
Although outnumbered, Cunningham forced the action with Eagle's aircraft attacking
the Italians to no avail. In the naval fight the Cesare took one hit from Warspite and
heavy cruiser Bolza took several 6" hits during the cruiser action. The Italians broke
the action, covering their withdrawal with a destroyer torpedo attack.
It was an important engagement, despite the lack of mate damage. It was the first time
a carrier had acted in coordination with a surface fleet. It was the first chance for both
sides to study their respective air-sea tactical doctrines. The Italian high level bombing
was shown to be particularly frustrating -- and nearly disastrous as they repeatedly
bombed their own ships. The action led to a very bitter fight in Rome between
Supermarina and Superaereo, leading to lowered Italian morale. Finally, and most
importantly, it showed Cunningham that the Italians, despite their material
preponderance, could not deny him access to the Central Mediterranean.
Italian Morale
Italian morale continued to be lowered by the results of smaller actions in the region.
One light cruiser was sunk and another damaged in a skirmish on the 19th; several
destroyers were lost to both surface vessels and incessant Fleet Air Arm attacks on
Axis harbors. Effectively unopposed, the Royal Navy conducted sweeps of the
Mediterranean, hoping to lure the Italians out to battle, ran convoys to both Malta and
Alexandria, and raided exposed Italian bases, causing Supermarina to abandon them.
The only offensive gestures shown by the Italians during this time were their raids on
Malta and, on 20 August, a raid on Gibraltar. This lack of opposition led to the British
occupation of Crete, only days after the Italians declared war on Greece. From there,
British aircraft played an important role in the early battles and ultimately led to one
of the bloodiest fights of the War.
But Cunningham wasn't satisfied. Regardless of Italian inaction, their fleet posed a
threat to his control, especially since late August when her other four battleships came
into service. This threat had to be countered with a fleet that badly needed refitting,
especially the older battleships.
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Air Attack on Taranto
Therefore, he decided that if the Italians weren't going to come to him, he'd go to the
Italians. Using the newly arrived carrier Illustrious and her complement of old
Swordfish bombers, he attacked the Italian anchorage at Taranto in one of the most
daring and successful operations of the war.
On the night of 11 November, two waves of Swordfish swept through the intense flak
of the harbor and dropped their fish. Set to run under the Italian torpedo nets around
the capital ships, the torpedoes struck home with telling effect. Cavour was struck
only once, but her old bulkheads gave way and, although she was refloated, she never
saw action again. Duilio, a 12.6" battleship and the new Littorio were each hit,
knocking both out of the war for 6 months. At the cost of two aircraft, half the Italian
battleship strength was effectively taken out.
The victory gave Cunningham three big advantages. First, he was able to retire his
older battleships home for well needed refits. Second, it caused the Italians to move
their major fleet units to anchorages further up the coast, away from the main theater
of action. And finally, it was one more victory in his campaign to beat the enemy's
morale.
This last advantage was perhaps the most important. The rest of the year was the
Royal Navy's. An inconsequential duel between battleships and the daring
bombardment of Verona, where the Italians learned a bitter lesson about adequate
recon, only served to deepen the hold Cunningham had on the Italians. Against all the
odds, his aggressive policy had proved itself, allowing the British to retain and
strengthen what had been a very tenuous hold on the Mediterranean.
Cape Matapan
By the end of 1940, The
British had things pretty much
their way. They had cowed the
Italians into inaction; Malta
was being steadily
strengthened and reinforced,
and Alexandria had been
reinforced.
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HMS Valiant and HMS Barhman firing broadsides at Cape Matapan. (Hutchinson's
Pictorial History of the War)
In January 1941, however, things changed. The Germans, angered and worried about
the Italian reverses, intervened. Troops were sent to Africa and Luftwaffe units sent to
Sicily.
Within days of Fliegerkorps X's arrival, Cunningham found out just how effective
dive bombers could be. On 11 January, his only carrier, HMS Illustrious, was ripped
apart off Malta by Stukas and their 1100 pound bombs. She survived solely by good
fortune and undamaged engines. Malta became the target of intensive raids, and HMS
Southhampton was caught alone and sunk. Suddenly, the Central Mediterranean was
no longer safe for Cunningham's ships.
In March, the Germans began to focus on the Balkans. They persuaded Commando
Supremo to commit the Italian fleet against the British troop convoys in the Aegean
area. The deciding factor was a German intelligence report indicating only one British
battleship as currently serviceable. The orders were cut and given the Admiral Angelo
lachino, the newly appointed Italian Fleet commander. Iachino was an intelligent,
respected naval officer, well versed in tactics and gunnery. Given a different
command structure, he might well have changed Italian fortunes in the Mediterranean.
He was, as events bore out, aggressive but unlucky. The planned sortie he had been
given was tightly controlled by Rome, with air cover and support mapped out for the
entire venture. Iachino had strong misgivings about the operation, especially about the
air support, but he set sail with 6 heavy cruisers and 2 light cruisers, divided into two
divisions and flagged by the new 15" battleship Vittorio Veneto.
In Alexandria, Cunningham, alerted by the increased number of Italian reconnaissance
flights over the harbor, decided a major operation was in the works. His plans from
that point on were aimed not only at protecting the troop convoys under his command,
but also at destroying any Italian naval forces involved, particularly any battleships
involved. He hoped to finish what 1940 had started. His main battle fleet was built
around three battleships - not the one that the Italians were expecting - and the newly
arrived armored carrier Formidable. Scouting ahead of this formidable force was
Admiral Pridham-Wippel with four 6" light cruisers.
The Italian cruisers Pola,
Zara, and Fiume lost at Cape
Matapan
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From the outset, the British were plagued with reconnaissance communications
problems which would ultimately foil Cunningham's goals. Reconnaissance planes
ahead of the fleet reported two separate groups of strange ships, both approximately
the same size as Pridham- Wippel's force, causing the latter to believe his ships had
been sighted by the British pilots. In actuality, both Italian cruiser divisions had been
sighted.
Thus, on 28 March the British light cruisers ran headlong into the Italian 1st Cruiser
Division (1CruDiv) and came under fire from their 8" main rifles. Totally outranged,
they turned and steamed back toward Cunningham's main body, hoping to draw the
Italians under the guns of the British battleships. However, after a fruitless chase,
firing at the snaking British line, the Italians reversed course and headed west on
orders from Iachino.
Pridham-Wippel followed suit to shadow this force, not knowing that the Italians were
pulling the same trick on him that he had just tried. The Vittorio Veneto was sailing to
converge on the British.
At 1100 hours, the trap was sprung. At a range of 12 miles (21,000 yards), the Italian
battleship opened fire. Pridham-Wippel immediately turned tail and ran under cover of
smoke, but Iachino's flagship followed at speed, continuing to rain accurate but wide
spread fire on the fleeing light cruisers. The British at this point were in serious
trouble; they couldn't outrun the Vittorio Veneto and 1CruDiv was also again closing
into range.
Cunningham launched Formidable's aircraft to aid the beleaguered cruisers, but once
again communications nearly caused a disaster. His message to Pridham-Wippel read
simply "Torpedo attack on the way", from which the cruiser commander interpreted
that an Italian strike was coming in. He ordered his ships to fire on the planes.
Despite the mix-up, the airstrike did its job; the Italian battleship was forced to dodge
the whole attack and broke off its pursuit of the British. The returning pilots reported
at least one hit on her. Taking this to be true, Cunningham paused to recover his
aircraft.
Unfortunately for the British commander, the Vittorio Veneto had not been hit and the
Italians gained time and distance from the main body -- it would prove to be an
insurmountable lead.
Iachino, frustrated at his two missed chances at the British light cruisers and angered
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because of NO air cover at all, felt justifiably unable to continue the operation in the
face of total British air superiority. The Italians joined up and retired to the west,
harried by continued strikes from Formidable's aircraft and from the British base at
Maleme, Crete.
His worries came true as, in mid-afternoon, the Vittorio Veneto was hit aft by a
torpedo and her engines stopped. She was soon able to proceed but at a much slower
speed. The British were now faster in force than the Italians and they began closing
the gap. Cunningham began to think in terms of a night action, deciding upon a
destroyer torpedo attack followed by a fleet engagement.
The night events that followed were set up by the last British air strike of the day.
Heavy cruiser Pola took a fish amidships and flooded her boilers. Iachino, upon
getting the damage report, dispatched the rest of the 2nd Cruiser Division (2CruDiv),
heavy cruisers Zara and Fiume and four destroyers, back to aid the stricken ship. He
felt a flag officer should be there to make t e necessary decisions and to help protect
his valuable cruiser from what he expected to be, at most, a British destroyer attack.
His own reconnaissance sightings had been worse than Cunningham's, and he still had
no knowledge of the British battleships. Overall, his decision reflected the rigidity of
Italian command structure an naval tactics.
Meanwhile, Cunningham, with Pola showing on his radar homed in on what he
thought was the damaged Vittorio Veneto. The entire force was then surprised to sight
2CruDiv sailing in line across their bows at a range of 4000 yards. As the British we
prepared for a night engagement, their surprise soon turned action and the battleships
opened fire at point blank range on the unsuspecting Italians. Some 19 broadsides
were loosed in the minute span, and the two heavy cruisers were virtually blown of the
water without firing a shot.
The Italian destroyers attacked the overwhelming line courageously, losing two of
their number but forcing the British to evade the attacks. In doing so, they turned their
course away from the main chase. It was, in fact, this attack, combined with the earlier
pause to recover aircraft, that ensured Iachino's remaining force would reach harbor
safely.
Nearly an hour after Zara and Fiume met their flaming end, a British destroyer
stumbled upon stricken Pola. The cruiser's internal power had not been restored and
her crew was demoralized and, by most accounts, drunk. She went down to a torpedo
after the crew had been taken off. With her sinking, the battle of Matapan came to its
conclusion.
Lessons
For the Italians, Matapan taught several hard lessons. First, the worth of an aircraft
carrier proved itself as opposed to land based air support, which had been nonexistent.
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Mussolini authorized the immediate construction of a carrier for the fleet (Aquila never completed). Second, radar proved a significant factor in the battle, solving at
least one of the technological problems that convinced the Italians that night
engagements were unrealistic; their scientists began working on the systems again -- a
unit was installed on Littorio but proved inconsistent. Third, Supermarina became
very aware that its tactical doctrines were deficient, especially in night actions. The
Italian fleet was ordered to avoid them in the future until Italian technology made
them feasible. Unfortunately, the major problem of sea-air coordination between
Supermarina and Superaereo, while intensely argued, was never solved, despite the
loss of five ships and some 2000 lives directly attributable to it.
For the British, the battle was a staggering success. They had evaded a dangerous
situation and had turned the tables to destroy five new ships for the price of a single
aircraft and her crew. But the battle also proved frustrating in the extreme. Confused
and inaccurate sighting reports, compounded by faulty interpretation, had caused
Cunningham to miss an opportunity to catch and sink another Italian battleship. Radar
had proved its worth but it still had to be mastered - it had taken a visual sighting by
HMS Stuart to alert the fleet to the presence of the Italian cruisers that night.
In summary, the battle was a tremendous British victory in the tactical sense. Their
convoys proceeded to Crete and Greece unmolested from the surface. The Italians had
been dealt another hard blow to their morale. The battle gave Cunningham virtual
control of the sea, which proved necessary as the Greek campaign came to a close and
thousands of British soldiers needed to be evacuated. Strategically, the Italians
remained strong enough to prove a threat to British interests in the Mediterranean
despite the loss of three heavy cruisers.
And while a British battlefleet never again made contact with an Italian battlefleet,
they were to contact another type of fleet which would shatter their supremacy. This
new fleet was in the air.
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The Naval War
in the Mediterranean
1940-1943
Battle of Crete
by John D. Burtt

In early spring, 1941, the Royal Navy had, with its victory at Matapan, assumed full
operational ascendancy over the Mediterranean. Britain's other fortunes were not as
good. British air power was still very weak, particularly in light of the growing
German involvement. In Africa, Wavell's brilliant riposte against the Italians was
grinding to a halt due to supply difficulties, maintenance problems, and German
intervention.
At the time of Matapan, Cunningham's force had been in the process of transporting
thousands of troops into Greece to bolster Allied resistance there - from 4 March to 18
April nearly 58,000 troops were landed. But on 6 April, the Wehrmacht struck in the
Balkans and within two weeks, the Albanian front collapsed.
On 25 April, barely a week after the completion of troop transport operations, the
evacuation of Greece began. It was a beach operation this time as the only "safe"
harbor the British controlled, Piraeus, had been virtually wiped out in a bombing raid
that had blown up a fully loaded ammunition ship. But in the face of full Axis air
superiority, the Royal Navy evacuated fully 50,000 men from Greece between 25-29
April. Half were transported to Alexandria while the other half went to Crete. By May
the island held some 32,000 troops, most without their equipment. Once again, as at
Dunkirk, the British and Commonwealth forces had been saved, but at high material
cost.
On 12 May, Cunningham received word that an assault on Crete was expected shortly.
His orders were simple - stop any and all seaborne landing attempts. As with other
tacticians of the time, the thought of Crete falling solely to airborne troops was beyond
reason, so to stop reinforcements from the sea would, in effect, keep Crete from
falling.
To handle the task, Cunningham had at his disposal 1 carrier, 4 battleships, 8 light
cruisers, 3 antiaircraft cruisers (4300 tons, eight 4" guns), and 32 destroyers. He
divided his force into four battlegroups with orders to encircle the island. His
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positioning put cruiser/destroyer groups in line to interdict the Aegean sealanes, while
his capital ships stood to the west to intercept any attempt by the Italian Navy to
interfere. Opposing him was the Fliegerkorps XIII, mustering some 700 aircraft.
The air assault on Crete began on 20 May and need not be recounted here. In
summary, it was the elite of the Wehrmacht against a disorganized, underequipped
Allied force twice its size - a savage unrelenting affair. This savagery was mirrored on
the sea lanes.
On the night of 21-22 May, British radar picked up the reflections of a large convoy
headed for Crete. Composed of some 20 vessels, escorted by a single 1000 ton Spica
class torpedo boat, the Lupo (three 3.9" guns,four torpedo tubes), they were totally
outclassed by the intercepting naval force of three light cruisers and four destroyers.
Despite the odds, the Lupo put up a tremendous defense of her charges, earning the
respect of Allied and Axis alike. With smoke and torpeclos, the small ship was only
able to delay the inevitable, however, and all but three ships were sunk. An excellent
start to Cunningham's plan.
One final note: The Lupo had been hit by no less that 18 6" shells. She not only
survived the action, but aided significantly in the rescue of the convoy's survivors truly a bright spot in Italian naval annals.
During the day of the 22nd, Admiral King and his cruiser force of four light cruisers
and three destroyers intercepted another convoy headed for Crete. But attacking in
daylight was a different matter than the previous night action. A courageous defense
by another Italian escort, the Saggitario, and merciless air attack by German bombers,
forced the British to withdraw, leaving the convoy intact but retreating. During this
withdrawal, bombers caused serious damage to three light cruisers and one destroyer
of King's force. Even after joining with two battleships, the air attacks continued.
HMS Warspite took a direct hit on a 6" secondary causing severe damage and a bad
fire; HMS Valiant was hit but not seriously damaged.
The situation, already bad, was made worse as King made the same mistake Iachino
had at Matapan - he split his forces. The first victim was HMS Greyhound, sent off to
sink a lone Axis ship. The destroyer was overwhelmed and sunk in short order. King
then dispatched light cruisers Gloucester and Fiji, and two destroyers to aid
Greyhound's survivors; neither light cruiser survived. By splitting his forces, the weak
antiaircraft batteries of the ships were simply unable to stem the bomber attacks
individually.
Between the 23rd and 27th, Cunningham kept the bulk is forces safe in Alexandria,
but the slaughter continued. Two destroyers were sunk on 23 May, including Lord
Mountbatten's HMS Kelly, after bombarding German positions. The most damaging
stroke came on the 26th, as a battle group was returning from a strike against German
airfields in the Aegean. Carrier HMS Formidable was hit twice and seriously damaged
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in the air attacks and another destroyer mangled. The Formidable's loss would not be
made up for months, depriving Cunningham of his greatest asset. On the 27th, his last
battleship, HMS Barham, took a bomb on a stern turret.
On Crete itself, despite the failure of any seaborne troops to be landed, the Allied lines
collapsed and on the 27th, evacuation was ordered. In the next four days, the Royal
Navy did what it was fast becoming expert at: pulling men out of a lost battle. More
than 17,000 men were rescued at a cost of two destroyers and an antiaircraft cruiser
sunk, and two light cruisers damaged. Over 12,000 Commonwealth and British troops
went into captivity.
Despite the early warning, despite the heroics of the Royal Navy and Freyberg's
troops, Crete had become another major disaster for the Allied cause. Cunningham's
forces had done exactly what they had been ordered to do, but they ended the
campaign in grim shape.
Of the 48 ships he had started with on 20 May, 11 had been sunk and 20 badly
damaged. His effective force on 2 June consisted of two battleships, one light cruiser,
and 15 destroyers. He had lost over 2000 men and officers, 40 planes and crew and
over 60% of his effective forces, including his only carrier. The Germans had suffered
high infantry losses and over 200 planes, including transports.
Major Question
One major question persists concerning Crete - the nonappearance of the Italian Navy.
With the Royal Navy in such bad shape, a naval sortie in strength could well have
finished the British presence completely. Several reasons were given for the Italians
not taking part. The first was the continued shock over earlier British successes. The
second was that Supermarina still gauged naval strength in terms of battleships; and,
of theirs, only one was in service at the time of Crete. The Taranto survivors were
nearing the completion of their repairs and the Vittorio Veneto was still repairing the
near-fatal damage from Matapan 6 weeks earlier.
But the most serious reason for Italian inaction was the relationship between Germany
and Italy. To call it strained would understate the case; they were more like bitter
rivals than allies and neither side made any real effort to change the situation. The
command of Fliegerkorps XIII, quite frankly, didn't want the Italians to take part for
two reasons. The first was he didn't want to share the victory, and the second (and
more practical) was that the German pilots could not distinguish between British and
Italian ships. It was a fact that Germany did not share her plans with Italy - Crete came
as more of a surprise to them than to the British.
After Crete, there were no major fleet actions. The war became one of attrition, with
light striking forces as the major weapons, and harbors and convoys as the major
targets.
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The Naval War
in the Mediterranean
1940-1943
The Light Forces:
Italy and Britain
by John D. Burtt

Italy
During the war, the Italians led
the world in the innovative use
of their light assault craft.
These forces, in conjunction
with MAS squadrons, were
used with daring, skill, and an
aggressiveness that contrasted
sharply to the use of Italy's
major fleet units.

A pilot jumps from "Barchino" and the explosive-laden craft continues towards its
objective.
They provided a series of dramatic victories and near misses that could well have
thrown the Mediterranean to the Italians had they been exploited by an alert,
aggressive general staff. As it was, they had little strategic impact.
The two main types of assault craft used in the raids were the barchini and the maiales
(pigs). Some details on each:
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a. Barchiniswere 16-foot flat-bottomed motorboats with detachable prows
filled with 300-kg explosive charges. These boats had speeds of 32-34 knots
and a full-speed radius of 60 miles. A single pilot would aim the boat at the
target, then eject onto a flotation backrest upon which he could survive the
coming explosion.
b. Maiales were Italy's
two man torpedoes.
They were nearly 7
meters in length,
carrying a detachable
charge of 300 kg. They
could move at a little
over 2 knots within a
radius of 15 miles and
could submerge to depths of 25-30 meters. The major drawback of these
weapons was their limited range. They had to be transported to the vicinity of
their targets area and this transportation step caused the failure of many of the
planned missions. But some got through.
On 26 March 1941, five barchinis penetrated Suda Bay, Crete, and gave the British
Admiralty their first taste of how effective these craft could be. HMS York, the only
8" cruiser in the Mediterranean theater, was the primary target and had her stern
blown off, forcing her to be beached. The Luftwaffe later destroyed her and claimed
the credit, causing more hard feelings between the Axis Allies. A tanker and transport
were also sunk in the raid, but accounts vary. In all, a very successful first for the
Italians.
Four months later, Malta's Grand Harbor was the target, the primary objective being
the submarines berthed there. Both barchini and maiales were used. Despite Malta's
coastal radar stations, the attack force came close to penetrating the harbor. But the
explosion that destroyed the harbor boom also collapsed a bridge into the path of the
assault craft, cutting off their entrance to the harbor. Alerted, Malta's coastal batteries,
aided by radar, and her air force destroyed the whole force. Although the attack had
been unsuccessful and ended in annihilation of the attacking force, it had been a near
thing.
In September, maiales tried to penetrate Gibraltar. Failing that, they attacked merchant
shipping in the Roads, sinking several ships. Gibraltar would feel their bite later, from
maiales based in a freighter at anchor in Spain.
On the night of 19-20 December 1941, a British destroyer came through the harbor
defenses at Alexandria. In her unconscious wake came three maiales. The attack sank
HMS Queen Elizabeth and HMS Valiant, and a tanker. Six men in one stroke had
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repaid the British for Taranto and shifted the balance of power back to the Italians by
taking out the only two battleships Cunningham had left. The saving grace was that
the Italian command took a long time to realize that the attack had been successful.
Even when they did, they didn't take advantage of the new situation.

Great Britain
It has been stated before that Cunningham had not been satisfied with simply holding
onto the beleaguered island of Malta - he wanted to use her for offensive operations
against the Axis convoy routes to Libya. In spring 1941, with Italian fortunes at a low
ebb, he took steps in that direction.
On 11 April, the first Malta Strike Force (MSF) was born, consisting of destroyers
Jervis and Janus (six 4.7 guns, ten torpedo tubes) and destroyers Nubian and Mohawk
(eight 4.7 guns and four tubes). Four days later, after two unsuccessful interception
attempts, the MSF caught a convoy of five merchant ships and three escorting Italian
destroyers.
In the ensuing melee, all three escorts were shot up by the MSF and the five merchants
sunk, carrying some 15,000 tons of supplies to the bottom. HMS Mohawk was
torpedoed during the engagement and sank, but the decision to base offensive ships
had reaped its first rewards.
The Strike Force was pulled
out of Malta to aid in the
slaughter that was Crete.
British losses were so severe,
that it was October before
another force was sent to
Malta. The island was enjoying
a respite in its siege because
most of the aircraft pounding
her had been reassigned to
Russia. Malta-based
submarines and aircraft were increasingly active against the Axis supply lines. To this,
Cunningham added Force K, composed of light cruisers Aurora and Penelope (at
right) and destroyers Lively and Lance.
Again it was only a matter of days before Force K justified its existence. The target
was a large convoy of five cargo ships and two tankers, carrying nearly 40,000 tons of
vital supplies under the close escort of six destroyers. Also trailing the convoy was an
escort of two heavy cruisers and four destroyers. Force K, aided immeasurably by
radar, attacked and sank all seven merchant ships and, in spite of active participation
by the Italian heavy cruisers, escaped without a loss. It was an incredible display of
skill, practice, and technology that had a severe impact on the Axis.
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Ten days after this convoy was destroyed, while the Italians were devising other
convoy methods, Operation Crusader was launched; and Rommel, starved for supply
(in October/November 1942, 60-70% of his supply were sunk by Malta based forces),
began his first westward retreat.
On 23 November, Force K sank two merchants escorted by the Lupo, the Italian escort
of Crete fame. Again the little craft gave everything she had in defense of her charges,
damaging the Penelope. But, as off Crete, she was only delaying the inevitable. The
Force was becoming so successful that Cunningham reinforced them with light
cruisers Ajax and Neptune and three destroyers.
On 9 December, the destroyers attacked and sank two Italian light cruisers, carrying
180 tons of barrelled fuel each on their decks. Once the fuel had been breached and set
aflame, the two light cruisers never had a chance and both went down to torpedoes.
Six days later, Force K took part in the First Battle of Sirte, escorting supplies into
Malta.
On the night of 18-19 December, after two months of success, Force K, searching for
an Italian convoy, ran into a newly laid minefield. Neptune was sunk, along with a
destroyer that went to her aid, and Aurora and Penelope damaged. What air attack and
surface attack had failed to do, the minefield accomplished in a single moment. Force
K was virtually wiped out.
The destruction of Force K, combined with the daring success of the Italian maiale at
Alexandria left the British in a very bad position. The deteriorating Far East situation
kept them from reinforcing Cunningham, and German U-boats and Luftwaffe units
were again making their presence felt in the Mediterranean. The balance of power had
shifted again and with it the focal point of the Mediterranean struggle. As it was in
early 1941, the conflict centered around the undisputed key to the region - Malta.
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by John D. Burtt

The year 1941 ended in total
disaster for the British Navy.
In November, German U-boats
torpedoed and sank carrier Ark
Royal and HMS Barham (at
right, Barham sinks). In
December, battleships Queen
Elizabeth and Valiant, light
cruisers Galatea and Neptune
were lost. Adding to this
carnage were the losses of the
Prince of Wales and Repulse to
the Japanese and the onslaught
in Malaya.

By 1 January 1942, only three light cruisers and some destroyers were operational out
of Alexandria. The return of a large Luftwaffe presence in Italy put the Central
Mediterranean in jeopardy and with it, Malta. Cunningham was forced to withdraw his
surface forces from the renewed blitz, and keeping the island supplied became a major
problem.
A taste of these problems came in the Gulf of Sirte on 17 December 1941. A British
cruiser force of three light cruisers and four destroyers escorted a large supply ship to
Malta. En route they were met by the then-intact Force K. Also at sea was an Italian
convoy of four ships with a Doria class battleship, three light cruisers, and ten
destroyers in close escort. Trailing this vital African convoy was another force
consisting of battleships Littorio, Doria, and Cesare, two heavy cruisers, and ten
destroyers as added escort. Very late in the day the Littorio group brushed briefly with
the British cruisers. The "action" lasted all of 10 minutes, with no damage to either
side before the Italians retired from the potential of a night action. So ended the First
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Battle of Sirte.
Both sides claimed victory from the clash, and both had good reason. Each convoy
had made its respective ports safely, providing valuable supplies to their forces.
For the Italians, this was a significant success, given the slaughter of their merchants
in October and November. But the use of 100,000 tons of warships to convoy 20,000
tons of supplies was exceedingly costly in oil and effort. The level of effort was a
credit to the effectiveness of the British campaign against the African convoys.
For the British, their claim was based on their supply ship getting to Malta safely and
having survived an encounter with a wholly superior force. Admiral Vian's tactics of
harassment and maneuver worked well, although it certainly was not tested
significantly. Had the encounter taken placed earlier in the day, the story might well
have had a different ending. The true significance of the battle was the fact that the
Italians came out at all. It signalled the fact that the Central Mediterranean was again
to be contested.
By early spring, 1942, things were bad and getting worse. New cruisers were trickling
in, but HMS Naiad was sunk, almost taking Vian with her. Malta was under severe
bombardment and getting closer to absolute starvation. It was apparent that another
convoy to the battered island was needed and, in March, it set out. Four supply ships,
carrying 26,000 tons, sailed, escorted by light cruisers Cleopatra, Dido, and Euryalus,
and four destroyers. Antiaircraft cruiser Carlisle and five destroyers provided close
escort for the convoy, and Force K survivor Penelope joined in route.
Alerted to the convoy's departure, Iachino sailed to intercept with heavy cruisers
Gorizia and Trento, light cruiser Bande Nere, and ten destroyers, flagged in Littorio.
The weather was deteriorating rapidly as the two forces converged. At 1400 on 22
March, the Italian heavy cruisers found the escort group and engaged at long range.
Vian's force spread smoke, which blew directly toward the oncoming Italians, and
began weaving in and out of the cloud, sniping at the enemy. The heavy cruisers
retired to the north, hoping to draw the British after them in the ruse they had used at
Matapan. Vian instead rejoined the convoy and pressed westward.
Iachino united his command and closed in. At 15,000 yards, Littorio opened fire on
the reappearing cruisers. Vian again made smoke and opened fire, dodging in and out
of the smoke. Gunnery was bad on both sides as smoke and spray combined to block
the fall of the shot. The wind continued to blow directly at the Italians, keeping the
smoke screen between the converging lines. Vian occasionally lost sight of some of
the enemy ships and had to dodge eastward to ensure that no ships were attempting to
slip around the rear of the escorts to fall upon the convoy.
Several hours into the engagement very little damage had been done. Bande Nere had
planted a 6" shell into Cleopatra's bridge. Euryalus was peppered by a 15" near miss
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and another 15" shell passed completely through destroyer Kingston. For this, the
Italians had received minor damage to Littorio, the primary target of the British
gunners. lachino had closed to within 11,000 yards and was forcing the British to veer
south away from Malta.
Toward dusk, Vian ordered his destroyers to attack with torpedoes. The valiant
destroyers charged the enemy line, closing to within 5000 yards before launching their
deadly fish. There were no hits scored for the 25 torpedoes launched, but lachino had
to evade and discontinue his attack. As darkness fell, the Italians withdrew, following
their orders to avoid night actions, and the British watched the surface threat to their
valuable convoy disappear into the stormy darkness. The Second Battle of Sirte had
ended.
Epilogue
An epilogue is in order before analyzing the action. Of the four supply ships in the
convoy, only two fought their way through the Axis air attacks to actually reach
Malta. Both were sunk at their moorings in Grand Harbor after off-loading only 5000
tons. The Italians were severely punished by the storm that worsened after the battle two destroyers sank and Bande Nere was damaged so extensively that major repairs
were required. (She was sunk by submarine on her way to those repairs.) Two of the
damaged British destroyers were laid up and ultimately sunk at Malta.
In retrospect, the battle could be considered an outstanding British tactical success, but
the results of the battle are much less conclusive. Vian's aggressive harassment of a
superior enemy was extraordinary in all respects - such a battle early in the war would
have been unthinkable by the period's tacticians. The Italians did not get to the
convoy, despite 4 hours of trying.
But that convoy was ultimately destroyed from the air, having delivered only a
fraction of its cargo. Malta was certainly spared by the action but not saved by any
stretch of the imagination. The Italians had pressed their attack vigorously, despite the
weather and return fire - given better weather, they could have well blown the escorts
aside and attacked the convoy. This fact was acknowledged by the British Admiralty.
The weakness of the British in the eastern Mediterranean was such that the Lords
decided not to risk a convoy in April or May, due to the continued threat of the Italian
fleet and the lack of British air cover. For this alone, the battle could well have been
awarded to the Italians.
On the Italian side, while frustrated in his efforts to reach and destroy the convoy,
lachino did push the British far out of their intended line of sail, allowing Axis air
superiority more time to operate. So, while the immediate goal was not met, the
overall objective was. The Italian commander has been severely criticized for not
sending a force windward to flank the British line.
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This is certainly a valid point. Had he done so, the British smoke screen would have
been worthless, and wholesale slaughter in all probability would have ensued. He
chose instead to keep his force intact together between Vian and his destination, a
totally valid tactic, and not risk damage and delay by sailing ships into the teeth of a
27 knot wind to flank the enemy line. As the post-battle weather damage proved, his
was a genuine concern.
In summary, the British won an impressive tactical victory against superior odds,
granting them another badly needed morale boost, but they had that victory nullified
by the inability to protect themselves from the Axis air blitz. The situation remained
very much in doubt. Admiral Cunningham in the last days of his reign over the eastern
Mediterranean could still only muster 3 light cruisers and 15 destroyers against the
combined strength, both surface and air, of the Axis. The battle of Sirte had not
delivered enough supplies to Malta, and the island remained close to surrender. The
gauntlet would have to be run again.
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by John D. Burtt

Malta had
been given a
slightly
longer lease
on life by the
supplies
brought in
March. But
the air blitz
intensified
with Italian
planes and
Fliegerkorps
11 and X
hammering
away
relentlessly.
In April
alone more
than 9500
sorties were flown against the island, dropping some 6700 tons of bombs.
Italian reconnaissance photograph of Malta harbor, April 1942. (Minstero della
Difesa-Marina)
In the middle of this firestorm, an attempt to reinforce the island's fighter defenses was
made using the American aircraft carrier USS Wasp. Forty-six Spitfires were flown in,
but they were caught on the ground and, within 3 days, had been wiped out. In early
May, the last offensive punch of Malta, its submarines, was withdrawn from the island
due to losses and the destruction of maintenance facilities.
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On 9 May, 60 Spitfires from carriers Wasp and Eagle were flown in, and this time the
island was prepared for them. The fighters began taking a heavy toll of the daylight
raiders and the bombing slowly slacked off. As Rommel prepared for his Gazala
offensive, Fliegerkorps 11 was assigned to his support. For all intents, the blitz had
been beaten.
Operation Harpoon
But the island was still surrounded and in dire threat of starving due to lack of
supplies. With the prospect of better fighter support near the island, the Admiralty
decided to push supplies through in June. It was to be a two-pronged attempt.
Operation HARPOON would leave Gibraltar with five freighters under the close
escort of antiaircraft cruiser Cairo and nine destroyers.
Accompanying this force to the Sicilian Narrows would be battleship HMS Malaya
and three light cruisers. Operation VIGOROUS, leaving Alexandria, would have 11
merchants with 7 light cruisers, 26 destroyers and HMS Centurion, an old target ship
made up to look like a QE class battleship. VIGOROUS would be under the tactical
command of Admiral Vian in HMS Cleopatra, but under the overall command of
Admiral Harwood, the victor of the River Plate battle with the Graf Spee. Harwood
had assumed command of the Mediterranean on 1 April, relieving Adm. Cunningham.
It was not the best of changes. In particular, having the overall commander back in
Alexandria during the operation would duplicate the problems that the Italians
experienced throughout the war - that of slow command reaction to on-going events.
HARPOON got off to a good start, as the intense Axis air attacks were beaten off by
the escort's heavy AA fire. But after the Malaya and her cruisers parted company, the
convoy ran into the Italian 7th light cruiser division, made up of light cruisers Eugenia
di Savoia and Montecuccoli, and five destroyers. HMS Cairo and four destroyers
engaged to keep the Italians at bay. The Italians had a substantial range advantage
over the Cairo's 4" guns and held target practice, scoring heavily against the cruiser
and two of the destroyers. The British returned the favor by shooting up, two of the
Italian destroyers attempting to break through to the convoy.
Cairo was forced to pull more destroyers away from the merchants to fight off the
aggressive Italians. In doing so, the air attacks were able to press home their assaults
and three of five merchants were hit. A respite was granted suddenly as da Zara
withdrew to cover a gap in the minefields that the convoy was entering, allowing the
escorts to regroup and recover. The Italian admiral has been widely criticized for this
action, during which he thought he was engaged with a superior British force.
Cairo was able to send the two merchant survivors on through the minefield to Malta
and prepared the others for scuttling. Da Zara reappeared and did the job for them, as
well as sinking a destroyer and damaging another. But the Italians did not press home
the attack against the fleeing merchants -- a costly error. Despite the error and the
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overall criticism leveled at Admiral da Zara, his action was one of the finest fought by
an Italian naval force.
VIGOROUS's history is much more checkered. The convoy was pounded heavily
while in route, losing one merchant quickly. However, Centurion's ruse seemed to
work as the German pilots concentrated on her. Harwood received word via submarine
that lachino with Littorio and Vittorio Veneto, two heavy cruisers and two light
cruisers, had left port and were converging. Knowing that without help from the
weather such as existed in March, the heavier Italian units would destroy his force,
Harwood ordered the convoy to turn back. Submarine attacks on the Italian line
erroneously reported hits on the battleships, and Harwood reversed his order.
Once again, the VIGOROUS convoy headed for Malta. When the error revealed itself
via air reconnaissance in a wholly intact Italian battlegroup, Vian was again ordered to
reverse course. Additional confusing reports made Harwood issue a fourth turnaround
order, but this time, Vian continued back toward Alexandria. Harwood's final return
order came a short while later. There was no surface contact, but opposing submarines
scored for each side. Vian lost light cruiser Hermione and an Australian destroyer,
while the British sank heavy cruiser Trento and - finally - put a real fish into Littorio.
VIGOROUS's return to Alexandria marked the dismal end to the June convoy attempt.
Only 2 of 16 merchants made it to Malta, adding their cargoes to the meager stores
there. Losses were severe, with many ships damaged. What was worse was the morale
situation. The British had "run" from one engagement, and da Zara's cruiser action
marked the first time that Italian surface vessels had scored significantly. It was a
position the British didn't enjoy at all.
In the next two months, fortunes changed dramatically for the British. The air assault
on Malta lessened to a degree where submarines were again stationed there. Their
renewed presence in the vicinity of the Axis supply lines began to have a grave effect
on the African situation. Rommel was stopped at El Alamein. More importantly, for
the first time since the beginning of hostilities in the Mediterranean, Allied air strength
was in rough parity with its Axis opponents, especially given the transfer of German
units to the Russian conflict. But there was still Malta, starving in an Axis sea.
Another convoy was imperative and in August Operation PEDESTAL, the most
famous Malta convoy, was organized.
At Gibraltar, 14 fast merchants, carrying some 100,000 tons of supplies were
gathered. In close support were light cruisers Nigeria, Kenya, and Manchester,
antiaircraft cruisers Cairo and Charybdis, and 12 destroyers. In attendance were
battleships Rodney and Nelson, 2 antiaircraft cruisers and 12 more destroyers. To
provide the vital air cover were carriers Eagle, Victorious, and the new Indomitable.
To oppose this formidable force, the Axis mustered nearly 1000 aircraft, 20
submarines, new minefields, 23 MAS boats, and in reserve for the coup de grace, a
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division of 3 heavy cruisers, 3 light cruisers, and a dozen destroyers. For both sides
the importance of the convoy was apparent and each was ready to do what was
necessary. It was going to be a fight.
The Axis scored first as, early on 11 August, a U-boat penetrated the destroyer screen
and put four torpedoes into carrier Eagle. The old ship sank, cutting the convoy's
fighter umbrella by a third. The day's only air attack came at dusk, but failed to draw
blood. Fortunes changed on the 12th. Over 100 Italian aircraft attacked but failed to
score. One innovative attempt came close, though. Two Italian fighters, made up to
resemble Hurricanes, joined the British fighters in their landing patterns after the
attack, but the bombs they dropped on Victorious's crowded deck were duds. The
attack could have taken the carrier out of the fight.
Later in the day, Indomitable wasn't so lucky. Stukas swarmed over the convoy,
sinking a merchant and a destroyer, and hitting the new carrier three times. But
overall, the 12th belonged to the British. The massed Axis air attack had failed
miserably in its efforts.
As night fell, the convoy began entering the Sicilian Narrows. The heavy escorts, the
battleships and Victorious, turned back. With them went the British good fortune.
PEDESTAL ran into a pack of waiting Italian submarines. One spread of torpedoes
damaged Nigeria, the legendary tanker Ohio, and sank HARPOON survivor Cairo.
Another took out two merchants and blew away Kenya's bow.
The confusion that ensued from the ambush continued into the night as the MAS
squadrons struck. By the time the fast boats had disappeared, light cruiser Manchester
and four merchants had been sunk.
On the 13th, air attacks again
swarmed over the depleted
convoy, sinking two more
merchants and heavily
damaging several others,
including the apparently
unsinkable Ohio (at right). But
the key threat to the survivors
failed to appear. The Italian
cruiser division, which would
have made short work of the
surviving British escorts, was
recalled by Supermarina when the air cover promised the force did not appear. As so
many times in the past, the communications problems between Supermarina and
Superaereo, and between Italian and German, had succeeded in thwarting Axis plans
more effectively than anything the Allies could do.
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Without the Italian surface interception, Malta air cover enabled the convoy survivors
to reach Valletta safely. In all, five ships, including Ohio, and 30,000 tons of supplies
were landed. Malta could breathe easy for the first time in nine months.
In retrospect, many things contributed to the convoy's success. Axis plans were
thorough and the submarines and MAS units performed extremely well, but the Axis
air assaults simply failed to penetrate the British screen and do their share. Of course,
there was the final humility of the recalled cruiser division. Good Allied tactics,
enhanced fighter protection, and poor Axis cooperation were keys in keeping Malta in
the battle on the Allies' side. But even with the good luck and planning, PEDESTAL
had been a very near thing. Without PEDESTAL's supplies, Malta would have been
forced to surrender within weeks. The fact she remained untaken through the war was
a major factor in the Axis losing the war. The failure remains one of the largest
unanswered questions of WWII.

Malta
Historians agree that a key strategic mistake made by the Axis was not capturing the
fortress of Malta. A study of the fortunes in North Africa shows an indisputable
correlation: when Malta was neutralized, the Axis went east toward Egypt; when she
wasn't, they retreated west. The reasons for the failure to capture this key
Mediterranean position lies in both Berlin and Rome.
The key figures in Malta's fortune on the German side were Hitler, Kesselring, and
Rommel. To the two subordinates, Malta was a required target, but Rommel usually
tempered his opinion with the tactical judgments of his own command. Kesselring
felt, as Goring did about England, that an air bombardment would pave the way to an
easy capture, or indeed, an outright surrender. He was very nearly right, but he made
the same mistakes Goring did: he never completed the destruction of one target
(airfields, port facilities, defense emplacements) before switching the attacks to
another target.
But the real key was Hitler. To him, the Mediterranean had always been a secondary
theater. He had entered the fight solely to bolster Italy's flagging fortunes and to
protect his southern flank before his invasion of the Soviet Union. To him, the
Mediterranean was a diversion that kept the British busy while he tended to business
in the east. It never occurred to him that his foray into Russia was the "diversion"
Britain needed to stabilize the Mediterranean in its favor.
For the Italians, especially Mussolini, war was an impulse - a quick land grab from a
foe weakened by events in Europe and the start of a colonial empire. But he failed to
prepare adequately for the conflict which he saw as a short-term proposition. For the
short term, Malta could be neutralized from the air; it would fall later. From the start
the Italian war machine had no real direction. It lost the initiative and very nearly
everything else.
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Once the Germans came in, the Italians assumed a secondary role, despite the position
they held in the region. It became their contention that they could not take Malta
without German help. Events proved them correct. The Italian Air Force alone could
not neutralize the island. It was only when the Germans were present in force that
Malta could be silenced. It led to the Maltese prayer, said when an air raid alert was
sounded, "Please, let it be the Italians!"
Operation Herkules
The most complete preparations for the capture of Malta came during the blitz of early
1942. The Luftwaffe had basically neutralized and isolated the island and Rommel had
pushed back to the Gazala line. All parties concerned felt the time was ripe for
Operation HERKULES, code name for the invasion. Preparations were started, Italian
paratroops trained, sea landings practiced, glider strips built. The plan involved
General Student's elite veteran Fallschirmjager Division, and the German-trained
Folgore and Spezia Air Divisions for the initial landings, followed by five aeaborne
Italian divisions. A total of 100,000 men (six times the force that captured Crete) were
against four isolated, half-starved infantry brigades (30,000- 35,000 men) garrisoning
the island. It was scheduled for May 1942.
But on the Gazala line, Rommel was observing a British buildup and argued that if he
didn't attack first, Malta would be a mute point. Hitler agreed and the priorities were
set. Rommel would attack the Gazala line and take Tobruk, then HERKULES would
be launched.
Things went basically according to plan. Tobruk fell, but Rommel kept going. In his
defense, it should be pointed out that he was as aware as anyone of the threat that
Malta, unneutralized, posed against his supply lifeline. But he found himself facing a
weak and dissolving British foe, with Egypt and the Suez tantalizingly close. He
wanted to exploit the situation; and Hitler, mesmerized by the brilliant successes of
the new Field Marshal agreed.
Mussolini, with internal dissension among his HERKULES commanders concerning
the operation's potential success, went along. In the end, however, Malta had the last
word. With Spitfires countering the diminishing Axis air assault, Malta again went on
the offensive against Axis supply lines. Rommel starved and went west for the final
time.
Final Question
A final question exists: if HERKULES had been initiated, would it have been
successful? There are a lot of opinions. The Italians say yes, given prompt German
support in the form of air power, paratroops, and fuel oil. But the support was the
critical item. The Italians had been forced to pump fuel OUT of their battleships to
feed the merchants going to Libya. Without the support, the Italians weren't even
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going to attempt the invasion. The German field commanders, Kesselring, Student,
and Ramcke were optimistic, particularly over the abilities and morale of the Italian
paratroops.
But Hitler was unconvinced. He was still conscious of the bloodbath on Crete that
decimated his elite paratroops, and he remained derisive of the Italian's fighting ability
and resolve. He was positive that if the British Royal Navy intervened during the
operation, the Italian fleet would run and leave the paratroops stranded. Arguments
that air superiority would lead to a another slaughter of British ships, such as the one
off Crete, fell on deaf ears.
For the British, the invasion posed less of a threat than that of starvation. Their
intelligence was better, and they felt the initial landings would have been mauled
worse than the ones on Crete. The Royal Navy would have intervened simply because,
with the disasters in the Far East and the fall of Tobruk, the British morale at home
would have demanded a total attempt to hold the island. If the fortress had fallen, a
government collapse would have been a distinct possibility. From a tactical viewpoint,
several major differences between Crete and Malta would have affected the chances of
success.
First, the antiaircraft strength on Malta was extraordinary. The flak over Malta was
greatly feared by the Axis pilots. This difference may have been partially neutralized
by the night glider landing planned in HERKULES to eliminate AA positions in the
main landing areas. Second was simple geography. Malta was smaller than Crete.
There was no place where Axis forces could regroup unseen. The island was crisscrossed with stone walls, limiting the possible landing areas, and creating problems
for advancing infantry once on the ground. And the area picked by the Italians for the
primary sea landing beaches was essentially blocked by cliffs, hard to handle by
experienced troops in the daylight, nearly impossible for inexperienced troop at night
as was planned! Finally, Malta was far enough away from enemy ports to have to rely
on seaborne supply until a port was captured, increasing the potential for effective
Royal Navy intervention. The British were confident that an Axis invasion would have
failed.
Looking at the situation in hindsight, HERKULES had a chance of success from a
military point of view, but died on the political table. The Axis "partners" simply
didn't trust each other, and cooperation was minimal at high levels. Both would have
been ready to pull out immediately at any sign of hesitation by the other. If Axis
cooperation had not been as strained as it was, Malta in all probability would have
been taken, with an extraordinary effect on the war.
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The Naval War
in the Mediterranean
1940-1943
End Game
by John D. Burtt

With Malta's siege broken and Axis superiority fast disappearing into the Russian
meatgrinder, Axis hopes for a Mediterranean victory were extinguished. But several
major actions remained to be played out.
The destroyer Gioberti, split in half by torpedoes. The forward section continues while
the stem explodes.
In November 1942, Anglo-American forces landed in Algeria (Operation TORCH).
Except for initial spirited Vichy French resistance and sporadic bombing, the Axis
powers made no move against the operation, other than to plan pipedream captures of
Gibraltar.
There were several reasons for this nonaction. Germany was preoccupied with events
in Russia, particularly the battle raging at Stalingrad. Italy's fleet was immobilized for
lack of fuel and, more importantly, lack of air cover. The Allied brought with them a 51 air superiority. Even had the fuel and air support been available, the fleet faced a
monstrous combined Allied fleet of 5 battleships, 5 carriers, 12 light cruisers, and over
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100 escorts. Any sortie would have been a suicide mission, more for honor than
substance.
During the next 5 months, the major Mediterranean conflict centered around Axis
convoys to Tunisia. It was Malta in reverse. Allied strategic bombing was destroying
the southern Italian ports, forcing the major fleet units north. One raid on Naples
knocked the entire 7th Cruiser Division (three light cruisers, four destroyers) out of
action. Convoys and escorts were hammered from air, surface, submarines and mines.
In the battle, 243 ships were sunk and 242 damaged, including 167 naval units. One
significant casualty was the valiant Lupo, lost in an action with four destroyers. On 13
May, Tunisia fell.
The next 2 months saw tremendous air bombardment in preparation for the invasion of
Sicily. The Axis were split as to exactly where the landings would take place, with the
Germans favoring Sardinia. But the real question was whether the Italian Fleet would
be committed. The question would not have come up for Great Britain. Their doctrine
would have called for fleet opposition to a homeland invasion, regardless of loss or
numerical inferiority. But there were other considerations for the Italians. The fuel
situation was much better now, but the location of the fleet units, due to the Allied
bombardment, in the north put the fleet a day's sail away from any invasion theater.
Given the overwhelming air superiority of the Allies, the approaching fleet would in
all probability be spotted and attacked en route. There was no air cover to speak of,
and the Tunisian convoy battle had destroyed most of the escort ships. In fact, the fleet
could muster Littorio, the new Roma, six light cruisers, and ten destroyers total to
fight through Allied air attacks and face a superior Allied fleet. For these reasons
Commando Supremo decided not to commit the Fleet except in event of a national
collapse. It was a prudent, if not heroic, decision.
Operation HUSKY, the invasion of Sicily, got underway on 10 July. Involved were
2775 ships, including 280 warships and 4000 aircraft. The primary naval covering
force consisted of 6 battleships, 6 light cruisers, 2 carriers, and 24 destroyers. Only
MAS and submarines made attempts to interfere; eight submarines were sunk. Two
long distance raids by Italian light cruisers came to naught. On 24 July, Mussolini, in
the face of disintegrating Italian morale, was deposed. The end was in sight. It came
with the Armistice on 8 September.
The final task of the Italian fleet was to escape the grasp of the Germans for
internment in, ironically, Malta. Two separate groups, comprising five battleships
(Littorio, now named Italia, Roma, Vittorio Veneto, Doria, and Duilia), 8 light
cruisers, 7 destroyers, and 24 MAS boats made the journey. German aircraft, using
glider bombs, damaged the Italia and blew up the Roma, the fleet flagship. The
remnants of the fleet were scuttled or seized.
Sad to note: during the period of active warfare, the Italian fleet lost 193 vessels. An
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additional 220 vessels were lost before peace came to Europe. This total included
heavy cruiser Bolzano, sunk by Italian maiale to keep her from being used by the
Germans.

Summary
To quote Cmdr. Marc Bragadin from his book, The Italian Navy in World War II:
"The African war was one of maritime supply, marked by a struggle for naval
and air supremacy at sea that would permit supplies to flow freely."
That in a nutshell was the war in the Mediterranean. And, as was also proved in the
Pacific, air power reigned supreme over naval forces. The struggle pitted Italy, a
nation thrust unprepared into war by impulse and envy, aided by an "ally" for whom
the theater was always a secondary diversion, against a British Empire being torn
apart by world events, but served with aggressive resolve by a professional and
committed service -- the Royal Navy. It was a struggle where several key decisions,
on both sides, and events could have easily tipped the scales of fortune from what was
to what might have been.
This was the war in the Mediterranean.
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Malta
The Critical Factor?
by Martin Anderson

The Beaufort slowly banked
into position for a torpedo run
on the 4,870 ton tanker
Proserpina. The crew had
watched in frustration as the
Blenheims failed to score with
their bombs. Unhampered by
antiaircraft fire, the plane flew into optimal range. The bombardier released the
torpedo, which traveled directly to its target. Multiple explosions roared through the
ship after impact, and she was obscured in fire and smoke. The Proserpina would
never reach North Africa.
Photo at top: Convoy reaches the safety of Malta's harbor. (Hutchinson's Pictorial
History of the War)
It was October 26, 1942. At DAK headquarters, the loss of the desperately needed
tanker was taken with equanimity. Yet subconsciously everyone blamed Malta for
their plight. Unfortunately, the Blenheims; and Beauforts that sank the Proserpina
were from No. 15 squadron South African Air Force and No. 47 squadron Royal Air
Force, all stationed in Egypt.
Malta's role has generally been overemphasized, primarily because of the drama of its
solitary struggle. The view that Axis failure in North Africa was due to interdiction of
Axis supply by Malta has been repeated so often that it has almost become beyond
critical evaluation. But other factors led to Axis supply problems, and the Axis battle
failures cannot all be blamed on inadequate supply. To assess Malta's real role, a
fundamental understanding of supply, as well as Axis strategy in the Mediterranean, is
needed.
[The following supply analysis deals in approximations and is taken primarily from
The Mediterranean and the Middle East, Volume IV, Chapters 4 and 9, by I.S.O.
Playfair (British Official History) and Supplying War, Chapter 6 by Martin Van
Creveld.]
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First, just what does a combat division need in the way of supply to fight? While daily
requirements can fluctuate, depending on the degree of combat a unit is engaged in,
300 tons a day (roughly 10,000 tons a month) is a good low figure for a typical
threeregiment division. Supply needs fall basically into three categories: artillery, fuel,
and general supply (medical, small arms, food, clothing, etc.).
Artillery
Artillery ammunition dominates the daily tonnage. Take, for example, a unit of 100
rounds for each artillery weapon in a German infantry division (circa 1942):
36x105mm guns firing a 33 lb shell (36x100x33) = 59 tons, 12x150mrn guns firing a
96 lb shell (12x100x96 57 tons), 36x50mm antitank guns firing a 4.5 lb shell
(36x100x4.5 = 8 tons), 18x75mm infantry guns firing a 12 lb shell (18x100x12 10
tons), 6x150mm infantry guns firing an 83 lb shell (6x100x83) 24 tons), and
54x81mm mortars firing a 7.5 lb shell (54x100x7.5 = 20 tons). All this totals 178 tons.
Given a rate of fire of two rounds per minute, this supply could be consumed in less
than an hour -- hardly an abundant reserve. To supply a tank regiment with 100 PzIIIs,
each with a full load of 87 50mm. rounds, would require 19 tons. These figures give a
good idea of what is required to maintain an adequate supply of artillery ammunition.
Fuel
Fuel is the next largest part of the daily tonnage. The typical tank in use during 1942
got slightly more than one mile to the gallon and had a fuel capacity of about 100
gallons. A typical truck got about 10 mpg (heavy trucks more like 7.5 mpg) and held
25 gallons. One ton equals 250 gallons. Thus a top-off for 150 tanks and 1000 vehicles
would take 160 tons of fuel. This would give a range of about 125 miles for the tanks
and 250 miles for the other vehicles. This is a 2-3 day supply at most, or 1 day if the
division is advancing (not to mention fighting!)
General supply takes up the balance and is not considerable. So, 300 tons is just
adequate for a division, with infantry divisions needing more artillery and motorized
divisions needing more fuel. The British Official History gives 400 tons as the daily
requirement for an armored division.
During the course of the desert war, Axis forces averaged two German panzer
divisions, one German motorized division, five Italian infantry divisions, one Italian
armored division, and one Italian motorized division. Italian divisions, being two
regiment formations with fewer vehicles and fewer artillery pieces firing smaller
shells, needed only 100 tons of supply a day. Being generally understrength, the
German divisions probably needed 300 tons a day.
This gives an average requirement of 48,000 tons a month needed for delivery just to
the combat units! Factoring in the rear echelon units like antiaircraft, Luftwaffe, and
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Italian Air Force would probably add an additional 24,000 tons to this figure. So the
Axis in North Africa needed about 72,000 tons of supply per month.
Just figuring supply requirements isn't enough. This supply has to reach the units as
well. A line of supply can generally be divided into three parts. The first is from the
point of production to a port or railhead. This part is covered by shipping or rail and
can be of virtually unlimited length. Its capacity was unlimited in Europe where there
was rail access to almost any point. However, overseas, the capacity was limited both
by shipping tonnage and by the unloading capacity of the port of disembarkation.
The second part of the supply line is from the port or railhead to a supply dump
accessible to the supply units of the combat divisions being supplied. This part was
covered by motorized transport. In Europe the distance was generally 100 to 200 miles
and, depending on the proximity of the railhead, could actually be eliminated.
One or two truck companies per division sufficed to cover this distance. The British
Official History, in reference to capacity and limitations of motor transport to move
supply, states: "a company with a total lift of 300 tons ran 100 miles a day (a figure
which may seem on the low side to a peace-time eye but which takes account of such
matters as stops for minimum rest and maintenance, economic speed, road space, and
so on)." In capacity, this part of the supply line is obviously limited by the availability
of motor transport. Lifting more than 300 tons can only be exceeded by adding more
truck companies.
The length of this part of the line can be extended past 100 miles, but again only by
adding more trucks. The Allies were in a far superior position than the Germans. The
German Army relied on rail transport to within a short distance of the battlefield and,
thus, did not produce a great deal of motor transport. Italy simply did not possess the
industrial capacity to produce an abundance of trucks.
The third part of the supply line is covered by the combat unit's own supply
companies, using either motor or horse drawn transport. The capacity is no more than
the unit's daily requirement and the distance must be short. In North Africa, the British
tried to keep this distance to no more than 50 miles.
With this supply line in mind, examining the Axis situation in North Africa reveals
several limiting factors. First, there were only three ports available: Tripoli (45,000
tons a month maximum capacity), Benghazi (80,000 tons), and Tobruk (45,000 tons).
During the 20 month period from 1 April 1941 to 30 November 1942, the Axis only
held all three ports for 4 months. For 1 month, they only held Tripoli, also held during
February and March 1941. For 15 months, they held Tripoli and Benghazi. However
for three of those months, Benghazi was newly captured and relatively worthless as a
port. In fact, Benghazi only averaged about half its maximum capacity during this
time.
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Matching port delivery limitation against the minimum of 72,000 tons of supply for
the Axis forces, the real problem with Axis supply shows up. Averaging Axis
deliveries to North Africa during the same period indicates that about 70,000 tons
were delivered per month.
No Rail
Once the supplies arrived in North Africa, the next problem was immediately
encountered - no rail transport. everything had to go by motor transport.
The following distances are illustrative: Tripoli to El Agheila = 480 miles, and to
Benghazi = 600 miles; Benghazi to Tobruk = 290 miles; Tobruk to El Alamein = 370
miles. The only route was the coast road, subject to air attack, armored car and Long
Range Desert Group raids. Desert conditions were much harder on motor transport
than in Europe; generally one third of the transport was out of commission at any
given time. Motor transport from Tripoli to El Alamein would require twenty times
the transport of a rail-supplied unit of similar size in Europe. Germany just didn't have
it. From Benghazi to Tobruk, Tripoli to Benghazi, Tobruk to El Alamein, the
requirement was four to six times. Rommel put this together only with long lines of
captured British lorries.
OKW in Berlin would have considered a request for adequate transport totally absurd.
The final problem with the lack of rail transport was fuel consumption - 100 trucks
each consuming 125 gallons from Tripoli to El Alamein would have required an
additional 50 tons of fuel, clearly an unsupportable drain. In short, when considering
port capacity, Tripoli must be eliminated from consideration whenever the Axis
armies were at or past Tobruk (fully 12 of the 20 months above). The Axis thus never
had more than around 40,000 tons a month in supply capacity from a port with
conventional supply range, with sporadic supplies arriving from the more distant
ports. This was under the minimum requirements and OKW couldn't do anything
about it. So, Rommel relied on capturing supply from his enemy.

British Supply
The British situation was completely different. At Suez and Port Sudan, they had ports
of almost unlimited capacity. They had rail lines to Alexandria, the Egyptian border,
and eventually to Tobruk, which relieved the demand on motor transport. The smaller
British Army had a greater degree of motorization and a far more efficient
organization of second phase supply delivery with its General Transport Companies.
Even so, every British offensive from Egypt resulted in a reduction in forces past
Benghazi because of supply problems. Twice, this allowed the Axis to rebound. Even
Montgomery arrived at El Agheila with considerably scaled-down forces from what
he started with at El Alamein. If it hadn't been for Operation Torch, Rommel might
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have stood at El Agheila with fresh forces from Tripoli.
So most of the supply problems faced by the Axis in North Africa were caused by
limitations in the supply line itself, not direct enemy interdiction. But did Malta affect
the outcome of the desert war at all?
Among the several critical points in the war, only two failures in Axis plans can be
arguably traced to Malta's interdiction of supply: Rommel's failure to take Tobruk in
September/October 1941 and his defeat at Alarn Halfa in August 1942. Other critical
points were attributable more to exhausted troops and over-extended supply lines. For
example, in July 1942, Rommel was stopped at El Alamein despite the fact that it was
a record month for supply deliveries.
Rommel's offensive to capture Tobruk in 1941 was postponed for lack of supply;
sinkings in the Mediterranean did amount to about one month's supply. However, if he
had taken Tobruk then, he would have faced British forces of Crusader strength on the
Egyptian border. There is no reason to believe he could have defeated them and
advanced to Alexandria.
The Desert Fox specifically tied his attack on Alain Halfa to the delivery of promised
supply. He was promised 6,000 tons in seven ships and went ahead with his attack.
Four of the ships were sunk, mainly by Malta-based forces, and only 2,332 tons
arrived. But this in itself didn't cause his defeat -- he was soundly beaten at Alain
Halfa. The supplies were projected for further operations, so the sinkings merely
confirmed his decision to call off the attack.

Malta's Role
Finally, to assess Malta's role, it is necessary to view it in relation to Axis strategy in
the Mediterranean. As has been pointed out in the main article, Mussolini's declaration
of war caught Italy's armed forces by surprise and totally unprepared. Given the
pending invasion of Russia, it is fair to assume that Germany would have been better
off had Italy stayed neutral. Italian neutrality would have sealed off Europe's
underbelly with neutral states requiring no German intervention. Yugoslavia and
Greece would have probably stayed neutral if Italy had. Given that Italy could not
defeat Britain or Yugoslavia - or as events proved, eve Greece - her entry necessarily
led to the diversion of German troops into the arena.
Given a fait accompli, Hitler's efforts in North Africa were an attempt to return a level
of neutrality to the theater by stabilizing the front at El Agheila. He wanted a
stalemate long enough for him to defeat Russia. Hitler got his needed time from
Rommel but lost in Russia in 1941. This required a continued stalemate in North
Africa in 1942 so he could try again. Again Rommel delivered, but again Russia
prevailed.
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The Axis goal in the Mediterranean was to divert as little force (troops, air, and
supply) as possible. Rommel was denied anything more than adequate supply because
everything he got took away from the Eastern Front. Winning in North Africa would
not have changed the war which was ultimately lost at Stalingrad.
What was Malta's role?
Hardly critical. In the long term she survived because she wasn't worth the German
effort to capture her. Her forces never really reached blockade status; only 16% of
Axis supply was lost. Air attacks curbed the successes. Focussing only on the
Mediterranean, it would seem that the failure to capture Malta was a key mistake. For
Italy it was. For Germany, seen in the context of the struggle in Russia, it is apparent
that any diversion of strength was not warranted in view of the lack of war winning
objectives in the theater.
Malta's importance has been exaggerated primarily because her role has been assessed
from the British and Rommel's point of view. Malta did give England somewhere to
strike from, giving the Allies some victories that bolstered morale and resolve.
For the British, Malta was important because the island mirrored England -- an island
in solitary, but triumphant struggle. However, victory in the Mediterranean for
England was a gift from Mussolini -- not Malta.
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48th Panzer Korps
Coming in Issue # 3
by John D. Burtt

December
1942: the
German
Sixth Army
was cut off
in Stalingrad.
Soviet forces
drove
westward,
attempting to
exploit the
huge hole in
the Axis line.
To the west
of Stalingrad,
the Soviet
5th Tank
Army attacked across the Chir River, attempting to push the German forces further
back towards their vital bottleneck at Rostov. Defending the Chir were the 11 th
Panzer Division and several infantry formations under command of 48th Panzer
Korps.
In six days of mobile battle the Germans barely managed to hold the river line and
roughly handled two Soviet corps. The Battles on the Chir River later would be cited
in many history texts as examples of masterful mobile warfare in the face of imposing
odds. But this tactical victory was bought at the price of losses the Germans could not
afford; the severe casualties prevented 11th Panzer from joining the relief attack
towards Stalinegrad.
48th Panzer Korps simulates these tense days along the Chir River. The game
emphasizes weapon type interactions in a mobile setting. In combat, units fire at one
another; weapon and target types determine effectiveness. For example, infantry units
are feeble against armor, but deadly against unprotected guns. Target priority rules
determine which units must be fired upon, so that armor units can protect personnel
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and personnel can protect artillery. Each weapon needs the support of the others.
Morale is critical; units with strong morale can remain in place or press home an
attack despite heavy losses, while units with weak morale may have to retreat
immediately. Players have options of retreating or attempting to stand in place.
The sequence of play highlights the distinction between mobile and set-piece combats.
Players have the choice between coordinating multiple stacks in "prepared combat" after which units can move half the normal distance at most - or fighting with
individual stacks in "mobile combat", which also allows full movement. The right
combination of power (prepared combat) and movement (mobile combat) is essential
to victory for either side.
To provide background, Dr Russel Stolfi discusses the Chir River battles which
provide the context for 48th Panzer Korps and General Otto von Knobelsdorf provides
insights into the command problems of the 48th Panzer Corps with his debriefing by
the US Army after the war in 'Reverses on the Southern Wing'.
Also coming in CounterAttack 3: John Prados discusses the fighting 'To Save Dien
Bien Phu' and reveals some interesting material on the final military phase of the
French Indo-China War and how the US nearly became involved - even to the point of
employing atomic weapons.
The Frog-bashing continues with Mike Joslyn's description of the most vicious
conflict of this century: the Algerian War. This one had everything: Christian versus
Moslem, French versus Arabs, African French versus European French, the French
Army Versus the French Government, communists versus de Gaulle, de Gaulle versus
the French Army; two military revolts, assassination, riot, torture, the invasion of
Corsica....
In a new feature, 'FORUM', Major Donald Alexander rebuts Owen Stanley's 'Soviet
Conventional Combat Philosophy' in the sectors of policy, economics of technology,
ratios of numbers to victory, and the will to win. In another new feature, 'PAGES',
books of interest are critically reviewed.
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15.6 Scenario 3: The Pennsylvania Campaign
15.7 Scenario 4: Collision at Gettysburg

1. INTRODUCTION
"A great battle can never be regarded as a 'solitaire', a jewel to be admired or condemned
for itself alone, and without reference to surrounding objects or circumstances. A battle is
always one link in a long chain of events; the culmination of one series of maneuvers, and
the starting point of another series - therefore it can never be fully understood without
reference to preceding and subsequent events."
-- George B. McClellan
Lee Invades the North simulates the 1862 and 1863 invasions of Maryland and
Pennsylvania by the Army of Northern Virginia under Robert E. Lee. The game is
designed to show the command problems that each side faced at the operational level.

2. GAME COMPONENTS
●
●
●
●
●
●

A complete copy of Lee Invades the North includes:
200 die-cut counters
one 22" x 34" map
One roster sheet card
One 12-page rules booklet
Players will also need two six-sided dice (not included).

If any of the components are missing or damaged, write to us and we'll happily replace
them. In addition, if you have questions concerning these rules, write to us and we'll
answer them. CounterAttack Magazine, PO Box 23651, Oakland, CA 95623
2.1 Map
The map depicts the area of Northern Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania where the
campiagns occurred. It includes Command Boxes to hold units controlled by leaders on
the map. The two basic terrain types are clear and ridge. Slopes run along some, but not
all, sides of ridges. In some cases a small amount of ridge color may overlap an adjacent
clear hex; consider each hex to be of the type which clearly predominates.
River and Stream Hexes. The map shows two kinds of waterways: rivers and streams.
Rivers have special effects on play.The effects stated for "rivers" do not apply to streams.
Friendly Territory. The friendly territory to each side is:
Union
All hexes of Maryland
All hexes of Pennsylvania
All hexes of Washington, D.C.Alexandria (hex 3446)
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Harpers Ferry (hex 1529)
Alexandria (hex 3446)
Hex 3343
Confederate
All hexes of Virginia
Harpers Ferry (hex 1529)
Holding Boxes. Often large numbers of pieces will be stacked together with a high
ranking leader (e.g., Lee or McClellan). When this occurs, players may place all the lowerranking units in that leader's holding box along the edge of the map. Units in a holding
box are considered to occupy the same hex as the corresponding leader; units may move
between holding box and map at any time.
2.2 Counters
The Lee Invades
the North
counters are
units and
informational
markers Combat
Units. A combat
unit is a counter
with an infantry,
cavalry, or
artillery symbol.
A combat unit
with a leader
name represents
that leader with
his accompanying troops. Such units will be referred to as leaders, but they include troops
as well.
Each leader has a troop strength, recorded on the Player Record Sheet (see 2.5). Points
may be transferred from one leader to another only through detachment and reattachment
(see 6.3). A leader can control only the troop type indicated by his symbol. If a unit loses
all its strength points, remove it from play.
Other types of combat units are detachments and militia. Non-combat leaders and wagons
are non-combat units.
Non-Combat Leaders. A counter with a leader name and oneormorestars represents a
leader with no accompanying troops. These are non-combat units and will be referred to
as non-combat leaders. These leaders include:
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●
●
●

1. One department leader commanding all his side's units.
2. One cavalry commander who can command all his side's cavalry units.
3. Confederate corps leaders. Each corps leader commands a number of
subordinate divisions (see 6.2). The function of corps leaders is to extend the range
at which Confederate units can receive command points.

Unit Sizes
●

●

●

●

Each Union infantry unit - except detachments - represents a corps. A Union
detachment is smaller than a corps.
In 1862 scenarios each Union cavalry unit represents a brigade; in 1863 scenarios,
a division. The Union artillery unit represents a division.
Each Confederate infantry unit - except a detachment - represents a division. A
Confederate detachment is smaller than a division. Note that a Confederate corps is
a formation of several division-size unit counters, while a Union corps is a single
counter.
Each Confederate cavalry unit represents a brigade.

1862 and 1863 Units. The counter mix includes two units each for Meade, A.P. Hill,
Hooker, and Anderson. One counter is used in 1862 scenarios and the other in 1863
scenarios.
2.3 Game Scale
Each hex represents approximately
2 miles across; each strength point
300 men or 6 artillery pieces; each
turn 2 days.

2.4 Charts and Tables
Charts and tables are used to determine movement allowances and costs, resolve combat,
and determine attrition losses.
2.5 Player Record Sheets
Each player has a Player Record Sheet for each
scenario. The record sheet shows when and where
each leader enters play. Players also use the sheet to
record the current strengths of combat units. Each
player's Record Sheet is secret from his opponent.

3. SEQUENCE OF PLAY
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In each turn both players move - and react to enemy movement - and then all battles are
resolved in a single Combat Phase. Not all parts of all phases are used in all scenarios;
exceptions will be noted in the sequence outline and in the special rules for each scenario.
3.1 Sequence Outline
A. Initial Phase:
I. Reorganization (Scenario 2 only; 15.4):
IL Attrition (1862 only; occurs on odd-numbered turns, and not on turn 1): Each
player determines attrition losses (15.2).
III. Replacements (1862 only; 15.2.):
❍
❍

On odd-numbered turns, each player gets 1 replacement point.
On even-numbered turns, each player gets 2 replacement points.

IV. Militia: If the Confederate player has earned 5 victory points or has a combat
unit within 15 hexes of Harrisburg, the Union player may receive militia units
(4.2).
V. Supply Wagons
❍

❍

The Confederate player receives a Confederate supply wagon on every third
turn per each scenario (4.1).
The Union player may place Union supply wagons in any hexes containing
Wagon Creation markers (9.2).

V1. Hooker Dissatisfaction (Scenario 3 only)
B. Initiative Phase:
I. Lost Dispatch (1862 scenarios only; 5.1).
II. Initiative: (5)
C. First Command Phase:
I. Command Points: first player determines command points (7.1).
II. Command Point Broadcast: first player may broadcast commands.
D. First Movement Phase:
I. The first player moves his units. In 1863, the Confederate player may receive
reinforcements during his Movement Phase (15.5).
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II. The second player may attempt reaction movement (8.5).
III. During movement, the first player's units may destroy or repair bridges or rail
lines (8.7) and may entrench (8.8).
E. Second Command Phase:
Identical to the first, second player gets and broadcasts command points.
F. Second Movement Phase:
Identical to the first, second player moves and the first player reacts.
G. Combat Phase:
I. Combat: Opposing units in the same hex may now have combat. Combat results
are applied and retreats made.
II. Wagon Depletion: Wagons having Depletion markers are flipped to their
depleted sides.
H. Conclusion Phase:
I. Morale Recovery: Players attempt to remove demoralization (12).
II. Wagon Undepletion: Wagons which have met the requirements to become
undepleted (9.2) are flipped to their undepleted sides.
III. Victory Points: record Victory points scored during this turn.
At the end of the turn, players advance the Game Turn marker one space along the Turn
Record Track. The sequence above is repeated each turn.

4. INITIAL PHASE
During this phase Confederate supply wagons and Union militia may enter play. In 1862
scenarios only, players determine attrition losses (11) and replacement points become
available (15.2). In scenario 2 only, the Union player attempts to reorganize units.
4.1 Confederate Supply Wagons
The Confederate player receives one supply wagon every three turns, beginning on a turn
specified in each scenario. He may place it at any of his supply depot hexes. The
Confederate player may voluntarily delay entry of the wagon if he wishes. The
Confederate player is limited to six supply wagons.
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4.2 Union Militia
The Union player may begin rolling for militia units if the Confederate player has earned
5 net victory points or has a combat unit within 15 hexes of Harrisburg (hex 4001). Once
either condition has been met, the Union player rolls for militia on every turn for the rest
of the game. He consults the Union Militia table and places the indicated number of units
at Harrisburg. Militia cannot appear if Harrisburg is Confederate-controlled.
Militia Units. Militia units may move or recover morale only if stacked with a Union
leader (including a detachment), using that leader's movement allowance and initiative
rating. A militia unit is not a leader, and no leaders ever arrive with militia; if he wants to
move his militia, the Union player must move a leader or detachment to the militia.
The Player Record Sheets are not used for militia. A militia unit's strength is printed on
the counter. A face-up militia unit is flipped face- down if the unit suffers one combat
loss. A face-down militia unit which suffers a loss is eliminated.

5. INITIATIVE PHASE
In this phase the Confederate player rolls the die. On a roll of 1-5, the Confederate player
then immediately chooses who will be the first player (i.e., move first) for the turn. On a
roll of 6, the Union player chooses.
5.1 The Lost Dispatch
Starting on turn 6 of both 1862 scenarios, the Union player attempts to discover the Lost
Dispatch. (Note: Scenario 1 begins on turn 4, so turn 6 will be the third turn of play.)
The Union player rolls the die. On a roll of I or 2 the dispatch is discovered. This has the
following effects:
●

●

For the rest of the game the Union player - not the Confederate - rolls the die to
determine initiative. On a roll of 1-5 the Union player decides who will be first
player. On a roll of 6 the Confederate player decides.
The Union player adds I to his Command Point Table die rolls for the rest of the
game.

6. LEADERS
To reflect the individual qualities of the officers involved, leaders have been given four
different ratings:
●

●

Command rating, together with the number of command points received,
determines the leader's movement allowance each turn.
Initiative rating affects morale recovery, force march, reaction movement, and the
ability to leave enemy-occupied hexes.
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●
●

Combat bonus rating only affects combat die rolls.
Rank indicates the officer's seniority in his army. It determines which leader's
ratings are used when leaders are stacked together.

6.1 Department Leaders
Department leaders obtain command points from the Command Point Table and then
broadcast them to other friendly leaders. Department leaders for each side are:
Confederate: R.E. Lee in all scenarios
Union: G. McClellan in all 1862 scenarios
J. Hooker and then G. Meade in scenario 3 (15.6)
G. Meade in scenario 4
6.2 Subordination
Certain leaders are subordinate to others, reflecting each army's organization. The Player
Record Sheets list which leaders are subordinate to which others in each scenario.
●
●

●

●
●

All units are subordinate to the department leader.
All cavalry units are subordinate to the cavalry commander. (Thus, cavalry units
are subordinate to both the department leader and the cavalry commander. The
cavalry commander's function is to control cavalry at long distances from the
department leader.)
Confederate divisions are subordinate to their corps commanders. The only
significance of Confederate corps is that a corps leader may broadcast commands
only to divisions of his corps.
In 1863 scenarios, Union militia are subordinate to Couch (15.5).
All wagons are subordinate to all friendly leaders.

Subordination is indicated by color bands on the counters. Each Confederate corps leader
and his divisions have a distinctive color band, as do Union cavalry and militia.
6.3 Detachments
Detachments represent unnamed leaders controlling a body of troops. A detachment can
include only infantry, cavalry, or artillery at any one time.
Creating Detachments.
Detachments can be created at the start of each unit's movement:
1. The player places a detachment unit in the hex.
2. The player decides how many strength points to assign to the detachment. He notes this
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number on the Player Record Sheet. He subtracts that number from the detaching unit,
noting this also.
3. For a Confederate infantry detachment, the player notes the unit's corps in the
Subordinate To column of the Player Record Sheet.
4. The detachment's movement allowance in the current turn is the same as the detaching
unit's. The detachment - but not the detaching unit - must also pay a cost of 1 MP.
Restrictions and Options
●
●

●

●
●

Only one unit can contribute strength to each detachment.
A detachment may not receive more than one-third of the detaching unit's current
strength points.
A detachment is treated in every way like a named leader, using the printed leader
ratings. Subordination affects detachments the same as named leaders: cavalry
detachments are subordinate to the cavalry commander, and Confederate infantry
detachments are subordinate to the same corps as the detaching unit.
If players run out of detachment counters they may coin their own.
Militia units may not form detachments.

Reattaching. A detachment can be reattached to any leader of the same troop type in the
same hex at the start of the Movement Phase. The leader must pay 1 additional movement
point. The leader may not absorb detachment strength in excess of his original strength at
the start of the game; any excess is forfeited. A Confederate leader may absorb a
detachment of a different corps.
6.4 Rank
Each leader has a rank rating (see sample units). Rank determines which leader is in
overall control when several are stacked together. Various rules refer to the "highestranking" leader in a stack. The leader with rank rating 1 (for example, Lee for the
Confederates) is highest, rating 2 is next highest, and so on.
A corps leader may control divisions which do not belong to his corps, if he is the highestranked leader in the hex. Corps subordination does not affect the rank rules.

7. COMMAND PHASE
Command points (CPs) are received during the Command Phase and determine units'
movement allowances.
7.1 Command Points and Movement Allowances
A unit's movement allowance is determined by the following:
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A. The basic movement allowances for each type of unit are printed on the map. (Militia
units may move only if stacked with a leader.)
B. During the Command Phase, department leaders and cavalry commanders get CPs.
They broadcast CPs to subordinate leaders.
C. Each unit may use some percentage of its basic movement allowance. The number of
CPs received by the highest-ranking leader in each hex determines the percentage for all
units in the hex.
D. Stacking effect: At the instant a unit moves, its movement allowance is modified for
units which move in a stack with it or which moved out of the hex previously in that turn
(8.2).
Receiving Command Points. During his Command Phase a player determines the number
of CPs the department leader and cavalry commander have for the current turn. Only
department leaders and cavalry commanders receive CPs.
The procedure for receiving CPs is:
1. The player rolls the die once for the department leader and once for the cavalry
commander.
2. He modifies the die roll as listed beside the table for line of communications
(7.2), year, and the Lost Dispatch (5.1).
3. On the Command Point Table, he reads the result corresponding to the modified
die roll. The result is the number of Cps the department leader or cavalry
commander receives that turn.
Broadcasting Command Points. In broadcast, one leader attempts to give another leader
the same Cps he has received. The following leaders may broadcast:
●

●

The department leader and cavalry commander may broadcast the Cps they receive
from the Command Point Table to other friendly leaders not in the same hex.
Confederate corps leaders to whom CPs are broadcast can in turn broadcast to
subordinate units not in the same hex.

Leaders never broadcast to units in the same hex; their own command ratings determine
movement allowance for units in the hex.
Each leader can broadcast only to subordinate units. For the department leader this is all
friendly units; for the cavalry commander it is only cavalry units and wagons. Exception:
The department leader may not broadcast to the cavalry commander.
Only the highest-ranking leader in each hex can get CPs by broadcast. The number of Cps
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he gets will determine movement allowances for every unit in the hex (see Determining
Movement Allowances). This is true even if the hex contains infantry and cavalry.
A leader always attempts to broadcast his full number of Cps to another leader. A leader
does not 'expend' some of his CPs on himself and then broadcast others. He uses his full
CP allotment to determine his own movement allowance, and then can broadcast his full
allotment as well. (In effect he uses the CPs twice.)
A leader may attempt to broadcast his CPs to every hex containing subordinate leaders.
He doesn't 'expend' CPs on different hexes; he attempts to give his full allotment of CPs to
every hex.
Broadcast Procedure. The broadcast procedure is as follows:
1. The player counts the distance in cavalry movement point costs from the
broadcasting leader to the subordinate leader.
2. Find the corresponding Command Broadcast Table column.
3. Roll one die, modify for line of communications, year, and the Lost Dispatch as
applicable, and cross-reference with the column.
4. Results are as follows:
-1, -2, -3: If the result is a negative number, that number of CPs did not get
to the subordinate leader. If the negative number is greater than or equal to
the number broadcast, the subordinate gets no CPs.
Full: The subordinate leader receives the full number of CPs that the
broadcasting leader received that turn.
5. Place a number marker to record the CPs each leader receives.
Broadcast Distance. Broadcast distance is counted in cavalry movement points, not hexes .
When computing broadcast distance do not count the broadcasting leader's hex, but do
count the subordinate's hex. Any hex traced along a friendly, undestroyed rail line counts I
regardless of terrain. Movement costs for ZOCs must be paid, unless a friendly combat
unit occupies the hex. There is no maximum broadcast distance. The broadcast path may
not be traced through enemy units, but it may be traced out of the broadcasting leader's
hex even if enemy units are in that hex.
Confederate Corps Leaders. In the Confederate player's Command Phases, after Lee has
broadcast, each Confederate corps leader can broadcast the Cps he had received in turn to
subordinate units. Corps leaders do not receive Cps from the Command Point Table.
Each Confederate unit can receive CPs either from Lee or from its corps leader, but not
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both. The Confederate player has the choice to broadcast directly from Lee, or to use his
corps leader. (The Confederate player would want to use the corps leader only if that
reduces the broadcast distance.) If the Confederate player uses the department leader for a
particular hex, for example, and isn't satisfied with the result he obtains, he can't try again
with the corps leader.
Example: R.E. Lee is five movement points away from Longstreet and nine from Pickett
(using cavalry costs). Pickett is 4 MPs from Longstreet.
The Confederate player's Command Point Table die roll is 4. This means that Lee receives
- and can broadcast - 2 Cps. Lee broadcasts to Longstreet. The Confederate players rolls
another 4 and checks the "5-8" column. The "Full" result means that L.ongstreet receives
2 Cps (the full amount Lee has).
Rather than have Lee broadcast to Pickett and roll on the "9-12" column, the Confederate
player has Longstreet broadcast to Pickett (who belongs to Longstreet's corps). He uses
the "1-4" column and rolls a 1. The "A " result means that one of the two CPs fails to get
through, and so Pickett gets 1 CP.
CPs and Movement Allowances. Each unit will be able to use some percentage of its basic
movement allowance. This percentage depends on CPs (exception: Minimum Movement
Allowance):
●

●

●

●

●

Department Leader: Compare the department leader's CPs to his command rating,
and express the ratio as a percentage: for example, if his command rating is 4 and
he has 2 CPs, his CPs are 50% of his rating. This is the percentage of his basic
movement allowance which he may expend that turn.
Units Stacked with Department Leader: All such units use the same percentage of
their movement allowance as the department leader, even if they do not remain
stacked with him during movement. (Exception: Wagons and artillery - see below.)
All Other Leaders: Select the highest-ranking leader in each hex. Modify his
command rating if necessary (see Command Rating Modifier), and then make the
same computation for him as for the department leader. Use the number of CPs
broadcast to the highest-ranking leader, and that leader's command rating. Every
leader in the hex (exception: Union artillery) receives the same percentage of
movement allowance as the highestranking leader.
Wagons and Artillery: If a wagon is stacked with a leader, and the leader has
movement allowance 6 or less, the wagon has the same movement allowance as the
leader. If the leader's movement allowance exceeds 6, the wagon's allowance is 6.
If a wagon is not stacked with a leader, its movement allowance is determined
using the wagon's command rating by the same procedure as for a leader. The
Union artillery unit uses these same rules.
Militia: A militia unit may move only if stacked with a Union leader, using that
leader's percentage of movement allowance.

Minimum Movement Allowance. A unit which remains more than 6 hexes - measured
without regard for terrain, units, or zones of control - from all enemy units during its
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entire move may always expend 50% of its printed movement allowance, regardless of
CPs. (Exception: A militia unit still may move only if stacked with a leader.) This does
not entitle the unit to entrench, nor to destroy or repair bridges or railroads. To perform
any of those operations, a unit must have enough CPs for the required movement points.
Modifier to Command Rating. If a force has three or more combat units, and the highestranking leader in the force is not a department leader nor a corps leader, add I to the
highest-ranking leader's command rating for movement allowance or battle commitment.
Command Point Restrictions
●

●

Leaders getting more CPs than their command rating may not save these points,
nor increase their movement allowance.
A unit may not move if its hex receives 0 CPs. (Exception: Minimum Movement
Allowance.)

Comprehensive Example:
R E Lee, Longstreet, and all units of Longstreet's corps except Hood are in hex 1622.
Jackson, A.P. Hill (division), J. Jones, and Hood are in 1625. D.H. Hill is in 1924.
Lawton is in 1629.
The Confederate player rolls 2 for Lee's command points; this yields 1 CP. He attempts to
broadcast this CP to Jackson; rolling 5 at the distance of 3 hexes, he succeeds in
broadcasting the CP. He could broadcast to D.H. Hill from either Lee or Jackson; Lee is
closer, so he uses Lee. A roll of 1 gives result "-1 " at distance four hexes; thus, Hill
receives 0 CPs. Jackson now broadcasts the CP he has just received to Lawton; a die roll
of 3 or more will give Lawton 1 CP.
Lee's command rating is 1 and he is the highest-ranked leader in his hex, so all units in
that hex may use their full movement allowances. Likewise, Jackson's command rating is 1
and he has 1 CP, so all units in his hex can use theirfull MAs. Notethatthis applies to
Hood as well as to the units which belong to Jackson's corps.
D.H. Hill cannot move at all, unless he stays more than 6 hexes away from all Union units
throughout the phase (see Minimum Movement Allowance). Lawton can use 1/3 of his
movement allowance, i.e. 3 MPs.
7.2 Line of Communications
When using the Command Point Table a player must check if the leader being rolled for
has a line of communications (LOC). When using the Command Broadcast Table he must
check if the broadcasting leader has a LOC. (Thus, the leaders concerned with LOC are
department leaders, cavalry commanders, and corps leaders.)
The following procedure is used to trace a LOC:
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1. A department leader or cavalry commander traces LOC to a friendly supply
depot. The LOC may be traced over at most four non-road hexes (not through
unbridged major rivers) to a road or rail hex, and then any distance along a
continuous path of road or rail hexes, in any combination, to a friendly supply
depot.
2. A corps leader traces LOC to R.E. Lee. He traces LOC to Lee exactly the way
Lee traces to a supply depot. Lee must then be able to trace a LOC himself; if he
cannot, the corps leader has no LOC.
LOC Effects
●

●

If a department leader or cavalry commander cannot trace a LOC there is a -1 dieroll modifier on both the Command Point Table and the Command Broadcast
Table. Exception: This modifier does not apply to Confederate units on turns 1-6 of
the 1862 scenarios.
If a corps leader has no LOC to Lee, or if Lee cannot trace a LOC, the corps leader
suffers a -1 die-roll modifier on the Command Broadcast Table.

LOC Restrictions
●
●

●

A LOC may not go through an enemy unit. ZOCs have no effect.
No portion of a LOC may be traced through an unbridged major river (not even
through a ford).
The road or rail portion of a LOC may not be traced across a destroyed bridge or a
destroyed rail line hex.

8. MOVEMENT PHASE
During a player's Movement Phase he may move every unit whose computed movement
allowance is greater than 0. Detachments may be created before a unit moves (6.3). In
movement, units may entrench and may repair or destroy bridges and railroads.
8.1 Movement Procedure
Units may be moved singly or in stacks (8.2). Each unit must expend movement points to
enter each type of terrain and to cross hexside terrain features. Detachments must pay 1
MP when created, and a leader absorbing a detachment must pay 1 MP (see 6.3). The
Movement Costs Chart lists the costs for each type of unit. A combat unit may not enter a
hex if it cannot pay the full cost.
Stacks. If a stack of more than one type of unit moves together, each unit's movement
allowance will be reduced (8.2). During the move, each unit pays the costs for its type.
The stack must stop moving as soon as any unit has exhausted its modified movement
allowance. Stacks may not split up during movement, nor drop off units; whenever units
move as a stack they must end their move together.
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Terrain Notes
●

●
●

●

Units which enter a hex through a hexside crossed by a road may use road
movement rates. (A road negates slope costs but not ford costs.) Otherwise, the
unit pays the cost for the base terrain.
Every rail line is also considered to be a road line.
If two road lines run parallel in a hex but do not connect, a unit may not enter the
hex on one line and leave on the other using road movement rate in the same turn;
it pays the full cost for the base terrain in the second hex. A unit may leave the hex
in which it starts its move along any road, regardless of how it entered the hex on a
previous turn.
Units pay an extra cost to move either was across a slope hexside. In some cases
slopes face each other, on opposite sides of the same hexside. A unit crossing such
a hexside pays the slope cost twice.

8.2 Stacking and Forces
Units may move together in stacks. A stack of units moving together is called a force. A
force moves with the movement allowance of the slowest unit in the force. Stacking also
affects the units' movement allowances (see Movement Allowance Modifications).
A force may not split up in movement. If a player wishes units to end their moves in
different hexes he must move them separately.
Movement Allowance Modifications. Combat unit movement allowances are modified
when units move together as stacks or when units leave a hex separately. These
modifications apply both in the units' own Movement Phase and in reaction movement.
When more than one Union corps or more than two Confederate divisions move
together as a force, the force's movement allowance is reduced. A Union's force's
movement allowance is reduced by 1 for each added corps. A Confederate force's
movement allowance is reduced by 1 for each added division after the second division.
●

For purposes of the above effect, each of the following is treated as one corps (for the
Union) or one division (for the Confederates):
●

25 or more strength points of cavalry
25 or more strength points of detachments
The Union artillery unit
Every three militia units (ignore fractions: for example, two militia units have no
effect)
If units which begin the Movement Phase stacked together move out of a hex
separately, movement allowances are reduced. A Union combat unit loses 1 movement
point for each Union corps moved out of the hex ahead of it. A Confederate combat unit
loses 1 movement point for each Confederate division moved. Any other units (including
●
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detachments, cavalry, or artillery) have no effect. There is no cost for enemy units which
have left the hex. A wagon's movement allowance is never reduced for units which have
left the hex.
A unit's movement allowance is never reduced to 0 because of stacking; it always
retains one movement point.
●

●
●

Reductions are cumulative.
Stacking does not affect movement allowances of wagons or non- combat leaders.

8.3 Enemy-Occupied Hexes Entering Enemy-Occupied Hexes.
A unit must expend 1 additional movement point to enter a hex occupied by an enemy
combat unit. There is no additional cost to enter a hex occupied only by non-combat units.
A unit which enters a hex occupied by an enemy combat unit may not expend any more
movement points in that Movement Phase. A noncombat unit does not have this effect.
In an enemy Movement Phase, if an enemy unit moves into a friendly unit's hex, the
friendly unit may immediately attempt to leave through reaction (8.5). If the friendly unit
fails to leave the hex, it may not attempt reaction again during that Movement Phase if
enemy units occupy the hex. e In a friendly Movement Phase, if an enemy combat unit
using reaction movement enters the hex of a moving a friendly unit, neither unit may
expend any more movement points in that Movement Phase (not even for bridge/railline
destruction in that same hex).
Exiting Enemy-Occupied Hexes.
A unit which begins the Movement Phase or a reaction move in a hex occupied by an
enemy combat unit may attempt to leave it, but a die roll is required. The player carries
out the following procedure:
1. He rolls the die.
2. He compares the initiative ratings of the highest-ranking leader attempting to
leave the hex and the highest-ranking enemy leader in the hex. He adds 1 to the die
roll if the enemy leader's initiative rating exceeds the friendly leader's; he subtracts
1 if the enemy leader's initiative rating is less than the friendly leader's. If the
initiatives are equal, there is no modifier. Use the initiative of the highest-ranking
enemy leader in the hex even in a reaction move triggered by a different enemy
leader.
3. The modified die roll is compared to the initiative rating of the highestranking
moving leader. If the result is equal to or less than the initiative rating, the force
may leave the hex, paying 1 additional movement point to do so. If the result
exceeds the initiative rating, the force's movement immediately ends
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Before carrying out this procedure a player must declare exactly which units are
attempting to leave the hex. If this procedure fails for the force, the player can't attempt to
move any of those units for the remainder of the phase. Other units in the hex can attempt
to leave and are rolled for separately.
Non-combat Units. If a department leader, cavalry commander, corps leader, or supply
wagon occupies a hex with no friendly combat units, enemy units may enter the hex at no
additional movement cost. The friendly unit is eliminated.
8.4 Cavalry Zones of Control
Each cavalry unit has a zone of control (ZOC), except when an enemy combat unit
occupies its hex or when it is entrenched. ZCCs increase the cost for enemy units to enter
controlled hexes. The hexes a unit controls depend on its facing.
Facing. Cavalry combat units are the only units that have facing. Each cavalry unit has
three front hexsides, as illustrated below. The three adjoining hexes are called frontal
hexes.
A player decides a unit's facing at the time he moves it into a hex, before the enemy
declares reaction attempts. After a battle (including any retreats) each player may orient
the facings of involved cavalry units however he wishes.
Illustration 8-A

Union Cavalry Zones of Control. Each Union cavalry unit exerts a ZOC into its three
adjacent frontal hexes (controlled hexes). Enemy units must pay 1 added movement point
to enter a controlled hex.
Illustration 8-B

Confederate Cavalry Zones of Control. Each Confederate cavalry unit's ZOC extends a
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distance of two hexes through its frontal hexsides, as illustrated below. Confederate ZOCs
do not extend through hexes occupied by Union combat units, but do extend into such
hexes. (For example, in the figure below if a Union combat unit occupied hex A, F. Lee's
ZOC would not extend into hex B.) Union non-combat units do not block zones of
control.
Union units must pay 2 additional movement points to enter a Confederate cavalry unit's
frontal hex, and 1 additional movement point to enter a ZOC hex two hexes away from the
cavalry unit.
Illustration 8-C

Limits on Cavalry Zones of Control
If an enemy combat unit occupies its hex, a cavalry unit does not exert a ZOC. The ZOC
disappears at the instant the enemy unit enters the hex, and remains as long as the enemy
unit is in the hex. It reappears at the instant no enemy units are in the hex. When a unit
moves from an enemy cavalry unit's hex into a frontal hex of that unit, it does not pay
ZOC costs; the ZOC reppears only after the moving unit has entered the new hex.
Cavalry ZOCs extend across rivers only at intact bridge hexsides.
Cavalry ZOCs do not extend into or through ridge hexes.
Entrenched cavalry units do not have ZOCs.
Opposing cavalry units' ZCCs do not neutralize each other.
A cavalry unit's own hex is not part of its ZOC.
Illustration 8-D
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General Rules for ZOC Effects. A unit need not stop on entering an enemycontrolled hex,
but must pay the movement point cost for every such hex entered. A unit may move
directly from one controlled hex to another. ZOC costs are not cumulative: if more than
one unit exerts a ZOC on a hex, use the greatest cost that applies. A friendly combat unit
in a hex negates an enemy ZOC on that hex for purposes of command broadcast, but not
for movement.
8.5 Reaction Movement
Leaders may attempt reaction movement during the enemy Movement Phase. Each leader
has a reaction zone, which extends in all directions for a number of hexes equal to his
initiative rating. The hex the leader occupies is part of the reaction zone. (Reaction zones
are separate from ZOCs. All leaders exert reaction zones in all directions, and there is no
MP cost to enter a reaction zone.)
Reaction zones do not extend into or through ridge hexes. They extend across river
hexsides only at intact bridges.
Example: Fitz Lee (not Robert E. Lee) has initiative rating 2. His reaction zone is
illustrated.
Illustration 8-E

When any enemy unit (combat or non-combat) enters a reaction zone, a player may
attempt reaction movement. The attempt occurs before the enemy unit expends any more
MPs for movement or bridge/rail line destruction.
The following procedure is used:
1. The player announces the stack attempting to react.
2. The player rolls the die.
3. If the die roll is equal to or less than the initiative rating of the highestranked
leader in the stack, the reaction succeeds.
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4. If the reaction succeeds, any or all units of that stack immediately may move - as
a stack - up to 50% of the basic movement allowance of the slowest type of unit in
the force. (CPs are not relevant here.) Compute the movement allowance taking
stacking into account and then halve.
If an enemy unit (including the unit reacted to) is in the reacting stack's hex, reacting units
wishing to leave the hex must carry out the procedure for leaving an enemy-occupied hex
(8.3). If they fail, they may not leave the hex, and may not attempt reaction again during
that Movement Phase while enemy units occupy the hex. Units could expend part of their
reaction movement in the hex before attempting to leave.
Number of Attempts Allowed. A leader may attempt reaction and Make reaction moves
any number of times in the same Movement Phase. (Conceivably the total of his reaction
moves could exceed his movement allowance.) However, a leader who enters an enemyoccupied hex during reaction movement may not move for the remainder of that
Movement Phase.
Any number of enemy leaders can react after each hex of friendly movement. A player
must declare all attempts before resolving any. A player may attempt reaction any number
of times against the same enemy force. Each stack may attempt reaction only once per hex
of enemy movement.
Stacks and Reaction. A player may attempt reaction with a stack only if enemy units have
entered the reaction zone of the highest- ranking leader in the stack. He always uses the
highest-ranking leader's initiative rating to resolve the attempt.
Units which begin a reaction move in the same hex must move as a stack. Some can stay
behind and others move, but all units which move out of the hex must move as a single
stack.
Reaction from Enemy-occupied Hexes. Units in an enemy- occupied hex may attempt
reaction. If they succeed, they must carry out the usual procedure to attempt to leave the
hex. If they fail either in the reaction attempt or in the attempt to leave the hex, they
cannot attempt reaction movement again in the same phase while enemy units occupy the
hex.
If a unit makes a reaction move while stacked with enemy units which entered the hex that
same turn, it may not leave the hex through any hexside the enemy units entered by.
Other Restrictions
●
●

●
●

A player's leaders may not use reaction in his Movement Phase.
Reaction may be attempted only after an enemy force has moved, not before it
begins its movement.
Entraining within a reaction zone does allow reaction attempts.
Reaction may not be attempted during the Combat Phase.
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8.6 Force March
Any unit which is entitled to use 100% of its printed movement allowance may force
march. (Le., the highest-ranking leader in the stack must have received CPs, equal to his
command rating.) Each unit may expend additional movement points equal to the
initiative rating of the highestranking leader in the stack. This holds true whether they
move together with that leader or separately. No die roll is required. If the highestranking leader does not qualify, no units in the stack may force march.
A unit may not force march and destroy bridges or rail lines in the same Movement Phase.
Effects of Force March. Units which force march may lose strength points. Immediately
after the unit moves, the player rolls the die.
On a roll of 1-4, no points are lost.
On a roll of 5 or 6, 10% of the unit's strength is eliminated. If a stack force
marches, every unit loses 10% separately. Round the 10% up in all cases: for
example, a 4-point unit loses 1 point.
8.7 Destroying and Repairing Bridges and Rail Lines
Destroying Bridges. A force totalling 5 or more strength points may destroy a bridge
hexside. The force must expend movement points in an adjoining hex as follows:
4 movement points to destroy a rail bridge across the Potomac River
3 movement points to destroy any other bridge
+2 movement points (to each of the above costs) if an enemy combat unit occupies
a hex adjoining the bridge.
Place a Bridge Destroyed marker on a destroyed hexside. If a rail bridge is destroyed, the
player also places a Destroyed Rail marker in the hex his unit occupies.
Units may not destroy bridges during force march.
Repairing Bridges. A force totalling 5 or more infantry strength points may repair a
bridge. Cavalry or artillery units may not repair bridges.
Repair requires one full friendly Movement Phase (not three, as stated on the Movement
Costs Chart.) Throughout each Movement Phase of repair the following conditions must
be satisfied:
●

●
●

The unit must be adjacent to the hexside, and there cannot be an enemy unit
adjacent to the hexside.
The unit must not move.
The unit must have at least 1 CP.
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At the end of the movement phase of repair, remove the Bridge Destroyed marker.
Repairing a rail bridge does not remove the Destroyed Rail marker placed at the time of
bridge destruction. That must be repaired separately, after the bridge has been repaired,
using the normal procedure for rail repair.
It is not possible to build new bridges; players may only repair printed bridges which have
been destroyed.
Destroying Rail Lines. A force totalling 5 or more strength points may destroy a rail line
by expending 3 additional movement points in the hex. Place a Destroyed Rail marker.
Rails may not be destroyed if enemy units are in the hex.
Repairing Rail Lines. A force totalling 5 or more infantry strength points may repair a rail
line The unit must expend 4 additional movement points in the hex, and the Destroyed
Rail marker is removed.
●
●
●
●

Rail lines may not be repaired if enemy units are in the hex.
The same unit may not simultaneously repair rail lines and a bridge.
Only rail lines in friendly territory (see 2.1) can be repaired.
Cavalry or artillery units may not repair rail lines.

8.8 Entrenchment
Combat units may entrench. Entrenchment requires two full friendly Movement Phases.
Throughout each Movement Phase of repair the following conditions must be satisfied:
●
●

The unit must not expend any movement points.
The unit must have at least 1 CP.

At the end of the first Movement Phase of entrenchment, place a Constructing
Entrenchment marker in the hex. At the end of the second phase, flip this marker to its
Entrenchment side.
The two phases must occur on consecutive turns; if a unit with a Constructing
Entrenchment marker fails to meet the conditions on the following turn, remove the
marker.
Each unit must entrench for itself. A unit entering a hex with an entrenched unit does not
thereby become entrenched. One unit cannot take over another unit's Constructing
Entrenchment marker. If an entrenched unit moves, remove its Entrenchment marker. To
become entrenched again - even in that same hex - it must repeat the entrenchment
procedure.
A unit which attacks remains entrenched if it occupies the hex after the combat. But it
gains no benefit from entrenchments during the battle.
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Effects of Entrenchment
Entrenched defending units receive benefits when defending (see 10.5) and in
demoralization die rolls (see 10.6).
Entrenched cavalry units do not have a ZOC.
Units defending at Harper's Ferry (hex 1529) receive no entrenchment benefits if at least
one attacking infantry unit entered the combat from hex 1629. (Units on Maryland
Heights in hex 1629 could easily bombard the entire town, negating effects of
entrenchments.)
8.9 Railroad Movement
Only Union units may move by rail. The Union may use any rail hex north of the Potomac
River and the B&O hexes south of the river. (The B&O connects hex 1529 with 1021; it
does not include the line from 1529 to 1031.)
Rail Movement Procedure
1. The unit must move to a rail hex. (It need not start the Movement Phase in one).
2. The unit must expend 1 movement point to entrain.
3. Place an Entrained marker on the unit.
4. The unit must then expend 1 movement point for every 7 hexes it wishes to move by
rail. (Exception: Destination markers.)
5. The unit may - but is not required to - detrain. Detraining costs I movement point. After
detraining, the unit may expend any remaining movement points for non-rail movement.
6. If the unit does not detrain, the player may place a Destination marker.
Restrictions and Options
●

●

●

A unit may remain entrained at the end of the Movement Phase and use rail
movement again in the next phase, without having to entrain again.
In a single Movement Phase a unit may move as many hexes by rail as its
movement allowance permits.
A unit may not use rail movement during reaction movement. An entrained unit
may not react.

Rail Capacity. In a single Movement Phase the Union player may move by rail either:
One corps, or
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His artillery division, or
Two detachments, militia units, supply wagons, or cavalry divisions.
The Union player may move his department leader and cavalry commander by rail in
addition to the above limits. A unit which starts the Movement Phase entrained but does
not move by rail does not count against the capacity limit.
Destination Markers. If the Union player leaves a unit entrained at the end of the
Movement Phase, he may place a Destination marker. For each numbered Entrained
marker there is a Destination marker having the same number, on the back of a different
Entrained marker. In the next Union Movement Phase, the entrained unit may continue
toward its destination without receiving a CP. It may move up to 28 hexes (4 movement
points' worth) per turn. The unit must move towards the destination by the most direct
route. On arriving at the destination it may detrain, without receiving a CP. If the Union
player wishes to move the unit on any different route, or to any different destination, the
unit must have a CP, and the Destination marker is removed. (The marker represensts
having given orders for a journey which may last more than one turn.)
Entrained Units in Combat. An entrained unit may not attack. If attacked, it immediately
detrains. The Union player must subtract I from his commitment die roll if any such unit is
involved.

9. SUPPLY
Units must be in supply in order to function normally during combat. There are two types
of supply sources: wagons and depots. For supply range, effects, and depletion see 10.2.
Supply has no effect on any game function other than combat.
9.1 Supply Depots
Supply depots for both sides are printed on the map. Supply depots never become
depleted.
Enemy Units. If an enemy combat unit occupies a supply depot hex, friendly units not in
the hex may not use it for supply or line of communication. Friendly units in the hex may
use the depot normally. There is no permanent effect on the depot.
9.2 Supply Wagons
Supply wagons carry a limited amount of supply and may be depleted. Union Supply
Wagon Creation. The Union player may use leaders including detachments - to create
supply wagons. The leader must spend one full Movement Phase in a Union supply depot
hex. The leader must have 1 CP and not move throughout the phase. The Union player
places a Wagon Creation marker in the hex. During the Initial Phase of the following turn
the Union player may place a wagon in the hex. If all supply wagons are in play, none can
be created. If more than one leader occupies a depot hex, each can create a wagon.
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Undepleting a Supply Wagon. Supply wagons may become depleted after supplying
combat (see 10.2). To become undepleted, a wagon must remain stationary for one full
turn, located on a road or rail hex and within four undestroyed rail and/or road hexes of a
friendly supply depot. Only rail hexes in friendly territory may be used. Road and rail
hexes may beused in any combination. The four-hex path cannot be traced through enemy
combat units; ZOCs have no effect. The supply wagon is flipped to its undepleted side
during the Conclusion Phase.

10. COMBAT PHASE
During the Combat Phase, combat may occur in any hex occupied by both sides. In each
such hex, the players determine whether there will be combat, and if so, immediately
resolve the combat. The first player determines the order in which potential combat
situations are resolved.
Use the following procedure to determine if there will be combat:
1. Compare initiative ratings of the highest-ranking leaders on each side.
2. The player with the higher initiative rating may decide whether to attack first. If
initiatives are equal, the player moving into the hex second decides whether to attack first.
3. If the player having the first choice decides not to attack, his opponent may decide to
attack.
4. If neither player attacks, there is no combat and all units remain in the hex.
10.1 Combat Procedure
To resolve each combat, players carry out the following steps:
1. Each player checks supply (10.2).
2. Each player chooses a combat option (10.3) and checks for wagon depletion.
3. Players compare combat options and determine the number of rounds to be
fought.
4. Each player determines troop commitment (10.4).
5. Rounds are fought (10.5).
6. Retreats are executed (10.6). Each player may reorient facings of involved
cavalry units.
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7. The winner determines whether he has achieved a major or minor victory (10.8).
Participating Units. If a player elects to attack, he may use some or all of his 32 units.
(Exception: Demoralized units never attack.) Units which do no attack are not affected by
the battle. All defending units in the hex always are considered to take part in the battle.
Union Artillery Unit. The Union artillery unit may attack only if at least one Union
infantry unit simultaneously attacks. Once the battle begins' it is treated the same as any
other unit. The artillery unit may not attack if all other Union units involved are cavalry.
10.2 Combat Supply
A player must check whether his units engaging in combat are in supply. A combat unit is
in supply if either:
●
●

An undepleted supply wagon is within two movement points, or
A supply depot is within four movement points.

A single wagon or depot may supply any number of different units, in any number of
different combats, in a single Combat Phase.
Tracing Supply Lines. Trace from the unit to the supply source. Count terrain costs using
the combat unit's terrain costs and ZOC costs. Railroads count as roads, but rail movement
may not be used for supply.
A supply line may not include a hex occupied by an enemy combat unit, other than the
hex of the units being supplied. A supply line may be traced through the following:
●
●

●

Enemy ZOCs (paying additional costs as in movement)
Hexes which were enemy-occupied earlier in the turn but are not now enemyoccupied.
Hexsides through which enemy units entered the battle.

Effects of Being Unsupplied. A combat unit unable to trace a supply line of the correct
length is unsupplied.
●

●

If a player's units are unsupplied, he may not choose the Pitched Battle or Assault
combat options.
Unsupplied units must retreat at the end of the final combat round, unless the
enemy units are forced to retreat because of demoralization.

Wagon Depletion. A supply wagon used to supply a combat may become depleted. Right
after chossing a combat option the player rolls the die.
●
●

If the combat option is Pitched Battle, a roll of 5 or 6 depletes the wagon.
If any other combat option is chosen, a roll of 6 depletes the wagon.
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Place a Depletion marker on a wagon which becomes depleted. At the end of the Combat
Phase the wagon is flipped to its Depleted side (and the marker removed). The wagon may
still be used for supply throughout the current Combat Phase.
A player may not voluntarily choose to be unsupplied. He must trace a supply line if
possible, and risk depletion.
10.3 Combat Options
In resolving each combat, both the attacker and the defender choose a Combat Option
chit. There are two sets of five options each. Each player takes one set of chits at the start
of the game. Players choose options secretly and simultaneously, placing the chits facedown on the table. Chits are revealed after both players have chosen.
Permissible Options
Attacker

Defender

Probe

Withdraw

Assault

Stand

Pitched Battle Pitched Battle
Restrictions:
If a player's units are unsupplied, he may not choose the Pitched Battle or Assault options.
If a player's units have no legal retreat path (10.6), he may not choose the Withdraw
option.
Effects of Combat Options
The players cross-reference their choices on the Combat Options Chart. Results are as
follows:
1, 2: The combat lasts for this number of rounds. If neither side retreats by the end
of the specified number of rounds, all units remain in the hex.
U: Rounds continue until one or both sides become demoralized.
The pitched battle option increases the player's Commitment Table die roll by 1 and also
affects supply wagon depletion (10.2).
The probe option reduces the player's Commitment Table die roll by 1.
A player who chooses the withdraw option must retreat at the end of the battle. The
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Withdraw option also reduces the player's Commitment Table die roll by 1.
10.4 Commitment
Immediately before combat rounds begin, each player must determine commitment:
1. Select the highest-ranking friendly leader in the hex, and modify his command rating if
necessary (7.1). Note that command rating is used, not combat bonus rating.
2. On the Commitment Table, select the column corresponding to the modified command
rating.
3. Roll two dice and add applicable modifiers from those listed beside the table.
4. Cross-reference the modified die roll with the column. The result is the percentage of
the force's total strength points which may be used in the combat.
Commitment occurs only once, before rounds begin. The second round is fought with the
initial committed strength minus losses in the first round, and so on.
McClellan. General McClellan's command rating is treated as 4 for all combat purposes
(commitment and demoralization). His printed rating of 3 applies only to movement.
10.5 Resolving Rounds
To resolve a round, each player carries out the following procedure:
1. He totals and modifies the strength of his committed units (see Strength Modifications
below).
2. He locates the corresponding column of the Combat Results Table. If he is attacking
and the defender is entrenched, he shifts one column left.
3. The player rolls one die, modifies as listed beside the table, and crossreferences with
the column.
4. The result is the number of enemy strength points eliminated. The enemy player
chooses which of his units will suffer losses.
Fire is simultaneous: in each round, each player uses his full committed strength, before
extracting losses.
Strength Modifications
x 1/2 if the unit entered the hex during the current turn through adjacent bridge or river
hexside. (Does not apply if the unit entered the hex in earlier turn.)
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x 1/2 if the combat occurs in a ridge hex, and the unit entered during the current turn
through a slope hexside in that hex.
x 2 if a unit is defending and entrenched. Only units actually entrenched are doubled. If
less than 100% of the defending force was committed , the defender may take entrenched
points to be committed before non-entrenched ones.
Modifications are cumulative. Apply modifiers to the total strength of all units to which
they are applicable, and then round fractions to the nearest whole number, rounding 1/2
up. If some units are doubled or halved and others not, double or halve the corresponding
proportion of the committed strength points.
Column Shift. If any defending unit is entrenched, the attacker shifts 1 column left. This
applies even if the defender chooses the Withdraw option.
Example: A force moves through a river hexside to attack an entrenched defender.
Assume the attacker's committed points total 36 and the defender's total 10. The attacker
is halved for the river; a strength of 18 falls into the 17-25 column. He then shifts one left,
and uses the 6-16 column. The defender doubles his 10 for the entrenchments, and will use
the 17-25 column.
Die-roll Modifiers
+ combat bonus rating of highest-ranking leader on firing side
+1 if the player chose Pitched Battle
-1 if the player chose Withdrawal or Probe
+1 to all fire by the defender, in all battles
Note that each player uses only one combat bonus, that of his highestranking leader
present.
Excess Strength. If a player's committed strength exceeds 56, he rolls once using the 56
column and again for the excess.
Example: A player's committed strength is 120. He rolls twice using the 56 column
accounting for 112 points and once for the remaining 8 points, using the 6-16 column.
10.6 Demoralization and Retreats
At the end of the combat round in which his force's losses first total 10% or more of the
initial committed strength, and every subsequent round, a player must check for
demoralization. A player checks demoralization with a single die roll for all participating
units, not unit by unit.
Example: A player has a 30-point force, of which 60% - 18 points - is committed. Ten
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percent of 18 strength points is 2. His force loses one point in the first round and another
in the second round. The player must check for demoralization at the end of the second
round, and every round thereafter.
Demoralization Procedure. To check for demoralization a player rolls one die and adds the
following modifiers:
+1 for every 10% of the initial committed force lost. (Ignore any fraction less than
10%; for example, if the player has lost 29%, add 2.)
+1 if his highest-ranking leader has command rating 4 (this includes General
McClellan)
-1 if his highest-ranking leader has command rating 1
-1 (defender only) if any units in his force are entrenched
+1 if any units begin the battle demoralized
If the modified die roll is equal to or greater than 6, all participating friendly combat units
in the hex immediately become demoralized. Flip units over to indicate demoralization.
Only combat units become demoralized. Units in the same hex but not taking part (only
the attacker can have such units) are not affected.
Effects of Demoralization
●

●

●

●

●

●
●

If a force fails a demoralization check in battle, all participating friendly units in
the hex must retreat immediately. If a force includes demoralized units at the start
of the battle, it must retreat only when it fails a check during that battle; the mere
presence of the already-demoralized units does not require a retreat.
Demoralized units cannot attack - i.e., the attacker cannot count them in his total
strength.
If any units in a defending force are demoralized, the defender must subtract 1
from his commitment die roll.
If any units in the defending force are demoralized, the defender cannot choose the
Pitched Battle combat option.
If any units in a force begin the combat demoralized, the player must add 1 to all
demoralization die rolls.
Demoralization does not affect reaction.
There is no additional effect if a demoralized unit becomes demoralized again.

Retreats. Units must retreat in the following cases:
Immediately when demoralized. (A force which begins a combat with demoralized
units must retreat only if demoralized again.)
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At the end of a combat, if unsupplied, unless the enemy retreats because of
demoralization.
At the end of a combat, if the player chose the Withdrawal option.
In all cases units in the same hex but not participating in the combat need not retreat.
When to Retreat. A retreat occurring because of supply or the Withdrawal option occurs
after the full number of rounds specified by the Combat Options Table have been fought
through. A retreat because of demoralization occurs immediately.
Note that it is possible for both sides to retreat. In this case the player whose highestranking leader has the worse command rating (e.g., 3 as opposed to 2) retreats first. If
command ratings are equal the attacker retreats first.
Retreat Procedure. A player retreats his own units, on any path he wishes subject to the
restrictions below. He can retreat different units of a force to different hexes.
Retreating units move 4 movement points (not paying ZOC costs). A unit can expend
more than 4 MPs if no path exactly 4 MPs long is available, but must expend as few
additional MPs as possible.
A unit which must retreat but has no legal route at least 4 MPs long is removed from play.
Effect of Enemy Units. With one exception, retreating units cannot enter hexes occupied
by enemy combat units, nor may they exit the combat hex by any hexside through which
enemy units entered the battle, unless the enemy units retreated first.
Exception: In both cases, enemy units totalling less than 20% of the strength of the
retreating force do not block retreat. At a bridge hexside, enemy units totalling at least
10% block retreat. Units may retreat through any enemy-occupied hex only if there is no
alternative.
Retreating units may enter hexes occupied only by non-combat units, if there is no
alternative. Effects on the non-combat units are the same as in movement.
Example: A force of 20 points could retreat through a hex occupied by 3 enemy strength
points, if there were no alternative. At a bridge hexside, however, the 3 strength points
would block the retreat Q is 15% of 20).
Other Retreat Restrictions
Retreating units cannot cross unbridged river hexsides.
A unit retreating because of demoralization must end its retreat in a hex from which it can
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for example, if the unit is defending in a depot hex - the unit must retreat to a hex which is
closer to another friendly force than the combat hex, if possible.
Example: Demoralized Union units retreat from a battle in hex 3035. The nearest supply
wagon is in 3337 (four MPs away by road). The Union units could not retreat to 3037,
because that is five MPs away from the wagon; nor could they retreat to 3335, which is
four MPs away (this would not be a shorter supply line than in the combat hex). They
could retreat to 3336 (two MPs away) or 3337.
Units retreating because of being unsupplied or the Withdrawal option must retreat to a
hex which is closer to another friendly force than the combat hex, if possible.
Supply Wagons. Supply wagons stacked with a retreating force may accompany that force
for the full length of its retreat (ignore supply wagon terrain costs). Likewise, any supply
wagon in a hex a force retreats through can accompany that force for the full length of its
retreat.
10.7 Excess Losses
If losses exceed a player's committed strength, some - but not necessarily all - of the
excess is removed from his uncommitted strength. The other player rolls the die, adds the
number of excess losses to the die roll, and consults the Excess Losses Table. The result is
the number of uncommitted points removed.
10.8 Major and Minor Victories
If only one side retreats after the combat, the other side has won a victory. Victories are
classified as major or minor as follows:
●

●

●

If the retreating side lost at least 15 strength points not counting militia, the battle
is a major victory.
If the retreating side lost fewer than 15 strength points (not counting militia), the
battle is a minor victory.
Militia strength points lost are not included when determining major victories.

The winner scores 5 victory points for a major victory. He scores 0 for a minor victory.
If combat has occurred in a hex on more than one consecutive turn, all losses - except
militia - during all consecutive turns of combat are counted when determining type of
victory, whenever one side finally does retreat.

11. ATTRITION
In 1862 scenarios (only) each side suffers attrition. During the Initial Phase of each oddnumbered turn except turn 1 (i.e., turns 3, 5, 7, etc.), each player rolls one die and consults
the Attrition Table. The result is then applied to each of a player's units.
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Attrition never affects the following units:
Units currently located within four movement points of a friendly supply depot (traced
using the unit's movement costs, and not traced through enemy units)
Supply wagons
11.1 Attrition Table
A player makes just one die roll to determine losses for all his units. The table has two
columns, Friendly Territory and Enemy Territory. For each of his units, a player
determines if the unit occupies friendly or enemy territory (2.1) and reads the number of
losses from the corresponding column. Every infantry unit suffers the indicated number of
infantry losses and every cavalry unit suffers the indicated number of cavalry losses.
Losses are removed by unit, not by stack.
No unit can be reduced to 0 strength points by attrition.
Line of Communications Effect. If a unit has no line of communications at the time
attrition is determined, add 1 to the die roll to determine its losses.
Example: The Union player rolls a 5. Every Union infantry unit in Union territory loses 1
point. Every Union infantry unit in Confederate territory loses 2 points, and every Union
cavalry unit in Confederate territory loses 1 point. For each Union unit which has no line
of communications, read the result from the "6" line - for example, each such cavalry unit
in Union territory would lose 1 point instead of 0.

12. MORALE RECOVERY
During the Morale Recovery Phase each player attempts to restore his demoralized units
(including those demoralized that same turn) to good morale. To do so, a player adds 1 to
the leader's initiative rating and rolls the die. If the die roll is equal to or less than the
modified initiative rating, the unit becomes undemoralized.
Department Leaders and Cavalry Commanders. If a department leader is stacked with a
demoralized unit, the player may choose to use the department leader's initiative rating
instead of the demoralized leader's, before rolling the die. The department leader's rating
may be used for any number of units in the same hex. Each unit is still rolled for
separately. A cavalry commander may give this same benefit, but may benefit only
cavalry units.
Militia. Militia units may recover morale only if stacked with a Union leader. Use the
leader's initiative value, rolling separately for each militia unit.

13. WASHINGTON FORTIFICATIONS
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Union units in a fortification hex are automatically considered entrenched. (This effect
remains even if a Confederate unit has occupied the hex at some point.) Further, each hex
has an intrinsic strength.
Intrinsic Strength. The intrinsic strength has a value of 15 points initially. Any losses must
be recorded on scratch paper. If Union combat units defend in the hex, the intrinsic
strength is added to theirs exactly as though it belonged to a combat unit. Intrinsic strength
may not attack.
The intrinsic strength is eliminated if demoralized or if all Union combat units retreat
from the hex. (The automatic entrenchment effect remains, however.) If the intrinsic
strength defends without combat units, the Union player may not choose the Withdrawal
option.

14. OPTIONAL RULES
The following rules can be used at the players' discretion.
14.1 Solitaire Play
Lee Invades the North can be played by one player moving the units for both sides, even
without too much of a split personality (Braxton Bragg take notice). The biggest obstacle
is the combat options. To choose options, carry out the following procedure:
1. Choose an option for the attacking side.
2. Roll one die. If the highest-ranking defending leader has combat bonus 2 or 3,
subtract 1 from the die roll.
3. Choose the defender's option according to the modified die roll:
Die roll Defender Option
1-2 Pitched Battle (if defender unsupplied, roll again)
3-4 Stand
5-6 Withdraw
14.2 Surprise Attacks
A player may attempt a surprise attack if the following conditions hold:
He force marches units into an enemy-occupied hex
All enemy units in the hex either fail to react or do not attempt reaction.
To attempt a surprise attack, the moving player rolls the die. If the die roll is less than (not
equal to) the initiative rating of the highest-ranked moving leader, the player may make a
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surprise attack.
The surprise attack is resolved immediately (during the Movement Phase). The following
special rules apply:
Players do not choose combat options. The combat lasts two rounds (unless one side is
demoralized in the first).
The defender applies none of the usual Commitment Table modifiers. The attacker applies
only the force-march modifier, no others.
The attacker shifts one column right on the Combat Results table.
The defender may not fire during the first round.
Units which have made a surprise attack may not move for the remainder of the phase.
If both sides have units in the hex at the start of the Combat Phase, combat may occur
there as usual.
14.3 Leader Casualties
Any time a player rolls a natural 6 (i.e., before modifiers) in a combat round, there is a
chance of leader casualties. The player rolls again for each of his combat or corps leaders
separately. (Exception: The Union artillery leader is never killed.)
On a roll of 5 or 6, the leader is killed. Replace his unit by a detachment of equal strength.
Department leaders and cavalry commanders never become casualties.

15. SCENARIOS
Lee Invades the North has four scenarios. Scenarios 1 and 2 simulate the 1862 campaign,
while scenarios 3 and 4 are set in 1863. There are special rules for each year as well as for
each separate scenario.
How to Set Up. There is a separate Player Record Sheet for each scenario. On the player
record sheet are listed the starting hexes - or turns of arrival - for all units. Place the units
in the hexes listed. In some cases set-up instructions appear at the bottom of the sheet.
Introductory Scenario. It is suggested that players use scenario 4 for their first game. This
scenario simulates the high point of the 1863 campaign. It plays quickly and omits some
of the standard rules.
15.1 VICTORY POINTS
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Victory is determined by victory points (VPs). At the end of the game each player totals
his VPs, and the Union total is subtracted from the Confederate. The net Confederate VP
total determines victory. If the final total lies in between the values required for each side's
tactical victory, the game is a draw.
VP awards are the same in all scenarios.
VPs for Major Victory. Each player gets 5 VPs for each major victory (10.8) VPs for
Towns and Cities. The Confederate player (only) receives VPs for control of certain towns
and cities. To gain these points, he must satisfy the following:
●

●

A single Confederate infantry unit with at leas~ 10 strength points must occupy the
town or city for one complete turn (that is, from Initial Phase through Conclusion
Phase), with no Union units in the hex. If a Union unit enters the hex - even if it
enters the hex and retreats in the same turn - or the unit's strength falls below 10,
the town does not become controlled.
To receive the full VP value, the Confederate player must have a line of
communications to the hex throughout the turn. If he does not, he receives one-half
the printed value (retain fractions). If he later satisfies the conditions with LOC, he
receives the other half.

Points are awarded at the instant the above conditions are satisfied - not at the end of the
game. The Confederate player can gain points only once for each location. Place a
Confederate Control marker to indicate that points have been awarded for a hex. If the
Confederate player has received only half the points, place the marker face down.
The Confederate player keeps the VPs if Union player reoccupies the hex.
In all scenarios, towns and cities are worth VPs as follows:
Place (Hex Number)lVictory Points
Washington (3541,3542, 3642)/5 per hex
Fortification hexes/2 per hex
Baltimore (4631)/5
Carlisle (3103)/2
Chambersburg (1910)/l
Ellicott City (4131)/1
Gettysburg (3014)/1
Hagerstown (1719)/1
Hanover junction (4313)/l
Harpers Ferry (15290
Harrisburg (4001)/2
New Oxford (3513)/l
Rockille (3035)/l
York (4410)/l
York Haven (4406)/1
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VPs for Rail Interdiction. If a Confederate infantry unit occupies any hex of the rail line
connecting Baltimore with Harrisburg at the end of the game, the Confederate player
scores 2 VPs. For occupying the railroad connecting Washington with Baltimore, the
award is 3 VPs. Line of communications does not affect these awards.
VPs for Harrisburg Bridge. If the bridge in hexside 3902/4002 is destroyed at the end of
the game, the Confederate player scores 2 VPs.
Victory Point Marker. Players may use the Victory Point markers on the Turn Record
Track to keep a running total of net VPs. If the net Confederate score reaches 5, the Union
may begin receiving militia (4.2).
15.2 1862 Special Rules
All the following rules apply to both scenarios 1 and 2. Note that attrition (11) is used
only in these scenarios.
Replacement Points. In 1862 scenarios only, each side receives replacements.
Replacements begin on turn 5. (Note that turn 5 is the second turn of scenario 1.) On turn
5 and after, each player receives one replacement point on each odd-numbered turn and
two on each even- numbered turn. Each player may expend replacement points to add
strength to combat units (or for the Union, to intrinsic fortification strength), as follows:
One infantry strength point costs 1 replacement point
One cavalry strength point costs 2 replacement points
A player notes the increase in strength on his Player Record Sheet. Players may add in
excess of a unit's original strength.
Replacement Point Restrictions
To receive replacement points a unit must have a line of communications (7.2).
A demoralized unit cannot receive, replacements.
Replacement points cannot be saved.
A completely eliminated unit cannot be brought back into play through replacements.
Units
For Union leader Hooker, use the corps counter, not the department leader counter.
Use the counter showing A.P. Hill as division leader, not corps leader.
Use the counter showing Anderson as a unit of Longstreet's corps.
Confederate Command. On turns 1-6 of the 1862 scenarios, the Confederate player does
not modify his Command Point Table or Command Broadcast Table die rolls for line of
communications. Note that Lee has no LOC at the start of scenario 1: the bridge in
hexside 1426/1525 is burned, and the other bridges are blocked by Union units.
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Miles and White. The Union units Miles and White may not expend MPs for any purpose,
nor build supply wagons, until released. They are released as follows:
Miles is released when any Confederate unit moves within 5 hexes of his hex
(Harpers Ferry)
White is released when any Confederate unit moves within 5 hexes of his hex or of
Miles's hex;
Both units are released when the Lost Dispatch is discovered.
Once released, the units function normally for the rest of the game. They are subordinate
to McClellan, receiving CPs by broadcast from him like any other units.
Hex 1026 Depot. This depot does not exist in 1862 scenarios.
1862 Victory Point Requirements
Net Confederate
Victory Points Victory Level
13 or more Confederate strategic victory
10-12 Confederate operational victory
9 Confederate tactical victory
8 Union tactical victory
5-7 Union operational victory
4 or fewer Union strategic victory
15.3 Scenario 1: Frederick to Antietam (Sept 9 - Oct 5,1862)
The Situation:Lee hasjust invaded Maryland and gathered his forces at Frederick. The
scenario begins just as he has issued orders to Jackson to take Harpers Ferry, while Lee
and Longstreet would move to the other side of South Mountain and head north. These
orders would become the Lost Dispatch that would be discovered by McClellan's troops
when he advanced from Frederick, pushing Stuart before him. Scenario Length. 13 turns.
Begin the game on turn 4 and end on turn 16. Confederate Supply Wagons. The
Confederate player receives one wagon on turn 6 and on every third turn thereafter (4.1).
15.4 Scenario 2: The Maryland Campaign (Sept 3 - Oct 5,1862)
The Situation: After the Second Battle of Manassas, the Union forces had fallen back on
Washington - a disorganized mass that had once been an army. Lee, his troops worn from
a year of hard campaigning, decided to seize the initiative and invade the North for the
first time. Slowly, his tattered army steeled itself for the campaign and headed for the
Potomac.
Scenario Length. 16 turns. Begin the game on turn 1 and end on turn
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16. Confederate Supply Wagons. The Confederate player receives one wagon on turn 3
and on every third turn thereafter (4.1).
Union Reorganization. At the start of the scenario all Union infantry units except Miles
and White are considered disorganized. Cavalry units are not disorganized. To show that a
unit is disorganized, place it face down.
A disorganized unit may not move (including reaction movement) or attack. It defends,
checks for demoralization, and may retreat normally.
Reorganization Procedure. During each Initial Phase on turns 1-4 the Union player may
attempt to reorganize four units. The units must be within three hexes of McClellan. The
three-hex distance can be traced through any type of terrain or units. The Union player
rolls the die separately for each unit; on a roll of 1-4, the unit is no longer disorganized.
On a roll of 5 or 6 it remains disorganized. In the Initial Phase of turn 5 all units become
reorganized. No die rolls are necessary and McClellan's position does not matter.
15.5 1863 Special Rules
Attrition and replacements are not used in 1863 scenarios.
Couch. Couch receives and broadcasts CPs like a department leader. But he may
broadcast only to leaders stacked with indlitia units. (Such leaders may also receive CPs
from the Union department leader or cavalry commander, as applicable, in the usual way.)
A.P. Hill and Anderson. Use the counter showing A.P. Hill as a corps leader. Use the
counter showing Anderson as part of Hill's corps.
Confederate Reinforcements. In each of the 1863 scenarios the Confederate player
receives reinforcements. The Player Record Sheets list the turns on which units appear.
All units may enter at hex 1026, 1029, or 1031 (Confederate player's choice).
Reinforcements enter play during the Confederate player's Movement Phase. They have
their full movement allowances available for the turn of entry, and may force march.
The map-edge hex of entry counts as the first hex of movement for every unit. Units need
not pay additional MPs for units which have previously entered at the same hex. Units
may enter as a stack; the usual stack movement allowance effects then apply.
1863 Victory Point Requirements
Net Confederate
Victory Points Victory Level
16 or more Confederate strategic victory
14-15 Confederate operational victory
13 Confederate tactical victory
11-12 Union tactical victory
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9-11 Union operational victory
8 or fewer Union strategic victory
15.6 Scenario 3: The Pennsylvania Campaign (June 17-July 13,1863)
The Situation: It is June 17; Lee's invasion of the North has begun. Union forces under
Milroy have been evicted from Winchester and the vanguard of the Confederate army has
advanced to Chambersburg. Hooker's army still lies concentrated around Manassas and
Centreville. It is becoming clear that Lee is moving his whole army north and that this is
not simply a raid.
Scenario Length. 14 turns. The game begins on turn 1 and ends on turn 14. Confederate
Wagons. The Confederates receive one wagon every three turns beginning on turn 5 (4.1).
Hooker Dissatisfaction
At the beginning of the game place the Hooker Dissatisfaction marker in the "1" box of
the Turn Record Track. Move the marker forward one box for each Confederate VP
scored, and back two boxes - not five - for each Union major victory.
In each Initial Phase starting with turn 2, the Union player rolls the die. He adds the
number of the box that the marker is in to the die roll.
If the modified die roll equals 6 or more, the Union player does the following:
1. He removes the Hooker department leader counter from the map.
2. He removes the Meade leader counter and puts the Sykes counter in its place. Sykes
takes over Meade's current strength.
3. He places the Meade department leader counter in the hex where Meade was.
Lee. Lee begins the scenario off-map. While off-map, for command purposes he is
considered to be located in hex 1026. Count broadcast distances from that hex, not
including the hex itself.
Confederate Option. Stuart, Hampton, and Chambliss may enter the game either on turn 4
at hex 1044, or on turn 6 at hexes 1031, 1029, or 1026. The Confederate player must
decide in the Initial Phase of turn 4.
Variable Entry. A die roll is required in order for certain Confederate units to enter play.
These units are Imboden, Jones, and Robertson. Beginning on turn 3 the Confederate
player rolls the die once for each unit and consults the table below. If the required die roll
is achieved, the unit may enter play at the hexes 1031,1029, or 1026. If not, the
Confederate player rolls again on the following turn.
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Turn Die Roll Needed for Entry
3 or 4 1-2
5 or 6 1-3
7 or 8 1-4
9+ 1-5
15.7 Scenario 4: Collision at Gettysburg (June 28 - July 14, 1863)
The Situation: Meade took over the Army of the Potomac on June 28. Hooker had
concentrated the army around Frederick, Maryland. He had sent Reynolds's wing of three
corps to hold the passes of South Mountain. The Confederates were moving into
Pennsylvania, threatening Harrisburg.
Rule 15.5 is in force in this scenario. Note that the Union militia at Baltimore cannot
move until some Union leader reaches the hex.
Scenario Length. 9 turns. The scenario begins turn 1 and ends on turn 9 Initial
Confederate VPs. The Confederate player begins the game with 5 VPs. Place Confederate
Control markers on Hagerstown (1719), Chambersburg (1910), Carlisle (3103), and York
(4410).
Confederate Wagons. The Confederates receive one wagon every three turns beginning on
turn 3 (4.1).

Supplemental Design Notes
5.1 The Lost Dispatch
As Lee's army marched through Maryland, a Confederate officer dropped a dispatch
which was soon discovered by Union soldiers. The captured information gave General
McClellan the confidence to move aggressively against Lee, resulting in the Antietam
battle.
6. Leaders
The Command rating, Initiative rating, and Combat bonus.
The command rating shows how well the leader could translate the commands of his
superiors into action. The initiative rating simulates his ability to react to the situation
intuitively, not only following orders but going one step further and reacting to the
immediate situation as well. The combat bonus rating represents his tactical abilities once
the fighting begins.
10.1 Combat procedure
The combat procedure simulates the development of great Civil War battles in some
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detail. Players choose a tactical plan (combat option), determine what portion of their
troops is committed, and then fight a series of rounds until one side breaks.
15.6 Scenario 3.
Hooker Dissatisfaction.
During the campaign, Meade replaced Hooker as commander of the Army of the Potomac.
In the game, this occurs when Lincoln becomes sufficiently dissatisfied with Hooker.

Optional Charts
Demoralization Table
Unit demoralized if modified die roll equal to or greater than 6.
Die-roll Modifiers:
+1 for every 10% of initial committed force lost
+1 if highest-ranking leader has command rating 4 (includes McClellan)
-1 if highest-ranking leader has command rating 1
-1 (defender only) if any units in force entrenched
+1 if any units began baffle demoralized
Recovery:
Die roll less than or equal to 1 + Initiative Rating
Supply Wagon Depletion
die roll 5,6 if Pitched Battle chosen die roll 6 if any other option chosen
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Lee Invades the North
Design Notes
by Robert Markham

The original design intent for Lee Invades the North was to do an operational Civil
War game that showed the problems of command in a moderately complex fashion.
Moreover, our schedules demanded something we could playtest in 2-5 hours.
The game system holds some new concepts. The command system is the heart of the
game. It might take a few playings to realize some of the nuances of the system and
what that means in terms of play. For example, it is very tempting for the Confederate
player to spread his forces out across the map and garner some easy victory points.
But when you do, you run the very good risk of being caught by the Union player and
defeated in detail. It is much easier to disperse your force than it is to concentrate it
once it is dispersed over a wide area. Try to keep your forces within reasonable
distance of your commanding leaders. Five to eight movement points seem a good
compromise.
Another item that causes some confusion at first is the term "command points". Unlike
other games, command points reflect the quality of the command sent out as opposed
to the number of points available to be doled out. Our purpose was to reflect the
abilities of the leaders to interpret orders and put the words into action. A commander
such as John Bell Hood only needs one command point to move his full allowance,
while Edwin Vose Sumner needs four. In playtesting this has worked well, giving
players the same command problems that the leaders of the time encountered.
Cavalry requires a lot of skill to use properly. It is really important to remember that
cavalry does two things very well: screen and raid. The Confederate player has the
edge in cavalry effectiveness, and the proper use of Stuart and the other cavalry
leaders can be the advantage that decides the game. Screening cavalry units can slow
down an enemy force, allowing friendly infantry to concentrate for an attack. They
also work well in protecting supply lines and lines of communication. For screening
purposes, the most important ability of the cavalry commander is his initiative rating.
Stuart and Pleasonton should always be stacked with the weakest cavalry leader. The
ability of cavalry to stay out of harm's way is essential if they are to screen effectively.
Raids should only be attempted when enemy supply wagons can be taken or when
lines of communications can be easily cut. If used properly, an enemy's forward
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advance can be slowed to a crawl with the threat of raids. The raids should always be
led by cavalry commanders to ensure enough movement, and be of limited focus - a
repeat of Stuart's 1863 raid should be avoided. Above all, don't use cavalry in combat
unless the combat points are desperately needed. It is too effective in its other roles to
be thrown away in combat.
The combat system is what started me on this project originally. I was reading the
Civil War section of David Chandler's Atlas of Military Strategy and his comments on
commitment struck me as having never been done effectively in a game. The result
was the Commitment Table, the first table I did for Lee Invades the North and the only
one that remained the same throughout playtesting. It adds mystery and excitement to
combat, allowing an inferior but well-led force to defeat a larger poorly-led force.
In deciding the victory conditions, one factor was built in that might not be obvious. In
order for the Confederates to win the game, they must win a major victory. Since the
Confederate player has superior leadership, he can usually choose when and where the
battle takes place. In the 1862 scenarios, the battle should be as soon as possible since
the army tends to melt away. In the 1863 scenarios, the South can usually wait longer,
hoping that the Union player will be rash enough to leave a portion of his army
unsupported.
Lee Invades the North is a system that rewards the player that can formulate a strategic
plan and carry it out, rather than simply move his forces turn by turn. Use your cavalry
to befuddle your opponent, stay close enough to be able to concentrate for attack or
defense, and don't be lulled into going for an easy target that forces you away from
your plan. The Union player especially must be patient and avoid scattering his forces.
Finally some special thank you's. A lot of people put in time and effort to make this
design what it is. Mark and I would like to especially thank John Jacocks and Bill
Koff for their willingness to wade through the rules to find the incongruities and flatout mistakes. Thanks to Jon Southard for his yeoman job of developing. Without his
tireless effort -- and encouragement -- this game would not be the product it is.
Finally, a special thanks to our wives who gave up every Wednesday night and every
Sunday afternoon to design and playtesting. Thank you, Aleta and Linda, we really
appreciated your support - even if we didn't always remember to say it!
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Lee Invades the North
Units
by Robert Markham

In 1861, when the opposing
Armies of the Potomac came
into being (in the first year,
both the North and South
called their armies by the same
name), the armies were a loose
organizations of divisions.
When it became clear that this would not be a short war, the size of the armies swelled
to such an extent that a better organization was needed to relieve the army commander
of detailed matters on a grand tactical level.
In March 1862, George B. McClellan reorganized the Union armies. Divisions were
organized into Corps, with three divisions per corps. Each Corps would be
commanded by a major general and designated by a roman numeral. Armies would
comprise various numbers of corps. Thus reorganized, the Army of the Potomac
would contain five corps, while a year later it would have seven. This organization
continued as the basic Union command structure until the end of the war. In all, the
Union would create 14 armies and 43 corps during the war.
Until 6 November 1862, the renamed Army of Northern Virginia would not officially
have corps since Confederate law did not recognize units larger than a division.
Robert E. Lee, however, had gone to the corps system after the Second Battle of
Manassas, basically using the existing wings of Longstreet and Jackson as the First
and Second corps.
Confederate corps were known by the name of the corps commander. Each would
comprise four or five divisions. In 1863, following Jackson's death at Chancellorsville,
Lee created a third corps to increase the flexibility lost with Jackson. During the
Gettysburg campaign, Longstreet, Ewell, and A. P. Hill would lead the corps.
During the course of the war, different corps would distinguish themselves in various
ways.

Union
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For the Union, the following corps stand out:
I Corps
In March 1862, the divisions led by William Franklin, George McCall, and Rufus
King were organized into the I Corps. From 4 April to 12 September 1862, it became
part of McDowell's Department of the Rappahannock. Then, with the 1862
Confederate invasion of Maryland, the reorganized I Corps rejoined the Army of the
Potomac. Under the leadership of Joseph Hooker, it took part at South Mountain and
saw heavy action at Antietam where it overran Jackson in the Cornfield, only to have
its advance halted when John Hood counterattacked.
Hooker would be wounded during the battle. Meade's Pennsylvania Reserves
especially distinguished themselves during the Antietam campaign. I Corps did not
take center stage again until Gettysburg. There, first under Reynolds and then under
Doubleday when Reynolds died, the Corps played an important role during the first
day of the battle. Its stands on McPherson's Ridge and Seminary Ridge gave Meade
time to secure his defensive line. Led by Newton for the remaining two days of
Gettysburg, it took part in repulsing Pickett's Charge. But Gettysburg decimated I
Corps. It took part in the battle at Mine's Run, but was no longer a corps. On 23 March
1864, it was officially absorbed into V Corps. It had proved to be one of the best corps
in the Union army, with its extremely high casualty rate attesting to its tenacity and
fighting spirit.
II Corps
Edwin Sumner was given command of Il Corps when it was created in March 1862.
During the Peninsular campaign, II Corps distinguished itself at the Battle of the
Seven Pines. The Corps suffered heavy losses when it was committed piecemeal by
Sumner during the Antietam battle. Under much criticism, Sumner resigned his
command after the battle. Darius Couch became the commander and led it through
Fredericksburg, where it assaulted Marye's Heights and was repeatedly beaten back.
During the Chancellorsville Campaign, II Corps fought well, repulsing Confederate
attacks until being withdrawn on 3 May 1863. Couch, disgusted with Hooker, asked
for and received a transfer. Winfield Scott Hancock took command and led the Corps
during its greatest battle, Gettysburg. It was there that the Corps thwarted Lee's
attempt to turn the left flank on the second day and withstood Pickett's Charge on the
third day.

Confederates
Of the Confederate corps, the first two corps were the most memorable:
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Longstreet's Corps
Longstreet's Corps officially became a corps on 6 November 1862, although it had
fought together throughout the Antietam campaign. It fought in every major campaign
in the east, as well as at Chickamauga. It contained some of the most famous troops of
the war - Hood's Texas Brigade, 1st Virginia Regiment, Kershaw's South Carolinians,
and the Washington Artillery of New Orleans. It was Pickett's division that made the
famous charge at Gettysburg. The Corps would continue to fight well throughout the
war, holding the Confederate left at the siege of Petersburg and fighting in the retreat
that ended at Appomattox Court House.
Second Corps
Originally, this was Jackson's corps, but after his death, it was commanded by Ewell,
Early, and finally by John Gordon. The Corps was renowned for its aggressiveness
and its flexibility of maneuver under Jackson. During the Gettysburg campaign,
especially the first day of the battle, Second Corps fought well. However, at Kelly's
Ford and at Rappahannock Bridge, the Corps tasted defeat for the first time.
In 1864, Second Corps attacked Grant in the Wilderness, only to be nearly destroyed
when it was overrun in the Muleshoe at Spotsylvania. Most of the Stonewall Division
was captured during this battle. The Corps' last moments of glory came under the
leadership of Jubal Early during the summer of 1864, when they swept north from
Lynchburg to within sight of Washington. Later, in the Shenandoah Valley, it would
be defeated by Sheridan at Winchester, Fisher's Hill, and Cedar Creek. By the end of
the war, this proud corps had been ground down to less than 6,000 men.
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Introduction
by J. M. Cross

Lee Invades the North poses very different problems to
each side. Players must learn to utilize all their side's
positive features, while denying the opponent his. Union
infantry units represent corps, with cavalry present as
brigades in the 1862 scenarios and divisions in the 1863
games. McClellan commands the Union army in both
1862 campaigns, while Hooker commands the army until
partway through the first 1863 scenario, then Meade
commands. Pleasonton commands the Union cavalry throughout the two invasions.
Confederate infantry units represent divisions, with Stuart's, cavalry in brigades. Lee
and Stuart command their respective forces in all scenarios. The South has an added
bonus by having corps leaders, two in 1862 and three in 1863. This reflects the South's
more flexible command structure and outstanding leaders.
Players are given a record sheet, providing the setup for each scenario. All units have
their initial strengths recorded on these sheets. These strengths can increase or
decrease as the scenario is played. Losses can come from attrition (in 1862), combat,
or force marching, the latter being subject to a die roll.
Leaders are given three numerical ratings. The first is the leader's command rating,
used to determine the unit's movement allowance. The lower the rating, the better the
leader. The second rating is the leader's initiative level, affecting force marching,
reaction movement, morale recovery, and exiting enemy-occupied hexes. The last
rating is the leader's combat bonus, which affects combat die rolls. The greater the
number, the better the leader, in this case. In case two leaders are stacked together, the
one with the highest rank commands, regardless of his ratings.
The South's greatest asset is its leaders. Due to their command ratings, mobility is
rarely a problem for Lee's generals, and the South must exploit this if it is to win. The
North, on the other hand, has a rather lethargic army, pushing its way toward the
invaders. The North does have the advantage of operating in friendly territory, with
use of railroad movement ensuring speedy transportation of troops and supply to
threatened sectors.
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Lee Invades the North has four scenarios, two covering the Maryland campaign of
1862 and two covering the Gettysburg campaign in 1863. All four scenarios place the
players in the situation their historical counterparts found themselves in at that time,
although the Union initial setup for Scenario One allows a certain amount of
flexibility.
Lee Invades the North Players' Notes
Introduction
Scenario One - Frederick to Antietam
Scenario Two - The Maryland Campaign
Scenario Three - The Pennsylvania Campaign
Scenario Four - Collision at Gettysburg
Tactical Notes
Scenario One Report: Jumbo Map (slow: 106K)
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Scenario One - Frederick to Antietam
by J. M. Cross

Scenario One covers the Maryland campaign from 9 September to 5 October 1862.
Lee has invaded Maryland, with the Army of Northern Virginia concentrated near
Frederick, MD, and Stuart's cavalry a few miles east. J. G. Walker's division is to the
south covering the southernmost ford of the Monocacy River. The South needs to
accumulate nine or more victory points to win. They gain points for controlling towns
and for winning a major victory in battle over the Union forces. The Union may set up
within eight hexes of the western outskirts of Washington, with cavalry able to set up
a little further west and supply further east. If the South does nothing, the Union has a
guaranteed strategic victory, so the burden of attack is with the South, as it was
historically.
The South starts with no Lines of Communication (LOC) and, if they are to operate
effectively, they must make opening an LOC one of their first objectives. The LOC
affects command point determination as well as the broadcasting of those points to
subordinates after turn six. LOCs also affect attrition, with the South receiving an
adverse die roll modification when rolling for attrition until an LOC is established.
The LOC affects replacement points; if no LOC can be traced, replacement points are
lost. This includes supply wagons as well and, since Lee starts with only two supply
wagons in Maryland, lack of LOC will handicap the South greatly. Finally, the lack of
an LOC will halve the victory points gained from the capture of towns. The South can
win without establishing an LOC, but it is extremely unlikely.
The most efficient way to establish this vital LOC is to detach part of Jackson's corps
(three divisions) and move them rapidly towards the Williamsport bridge, in such a
way that White's command, guarding the bridge is not activated prior to the
Confederates actually entering the hex. Activating White could result in the
destruction of the bridge which takes three turns to repair. Speed is essential because
the South has little time to spare. Jackson's force can reach South Mountain in two
turns with forced marching; two divisions can then force march to Williamsport, the
following turn. A supply wagon is not necessary because the Confederates are far
stronger and, coupled with Jackson's superior leadership ratings, should dislodge if not
destroy the Union garrison.
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Once the LOC is established, Jackson should move into the Shenandoah Valley and
attack Harpers Ferry from three directions. By the time he is ready to attack, the first
supply wagon reinforcements should be within range.
While Jackson is establishing the LOC, Lee should be doing two things. First, Walker
should cross the Potomac at hex 2130-2230, making sure Miles, the Union leader at
Harpers Ferry, is not activated (which would activate White). In both cases, this
depends on the "Lost Dispatch". If it has "been found", both White and Miles are
automatically activated and the South is in big trouble. Sending Walker into Virginia
will qualify him to receive replacement points prior to the LOC being opened. Once
Jackson has dislodged White, Walker can move west and participate in the action at
Harpers Ferry. Second, Lee should detach a division to attack Harpers Ferry from the
northeast, across the Potomac, again observing the activation procedures. This move
will negate the fortifications at Harpers Ferry and sever the Union's LOC.
Harpers Ferry should be hit in an all-out attack from four directions. Once the
defenders are demoralized, they will have no place to retreat and will be eliminated,
provided the retreat restriction rules are observed carefully by the South. This will
provide six victory points; one for Harpers Ferry and five for a major victory.
While this is happening, Lee can detach a division to capture Hagerstown and to repair
the Shepardstown bridge below Sharpsburg. A force should be left to guard the
Catoctin mountain passes to delay the Northern progress. Stuart's cavalry can be used,
either as a screening force or as a hindrance to the Union by burning bridges and
destroying railheads, all of which will slow McClellan even further.
Figure 1 shows the routes the Southern forces should take, which will give them a
total of seven victory points. They still need to fight to win the game, however. Lee
went into Maryland "to give battle" and so must the South in the game. (Historians
will note that the routes taken are virtually the same taken by Lee in 1862, attesting to
the game's authenticity.)
For the remainder of the game, the South should seize any opportunity to capture
towns, although this will become more difficult as the North maneuvers its forces. The
Southern emphasis should be on winning another major engagement.
The Union player must take extreme care with his initial setup, remembering the
South has a decided advantage in mobility. A lone corps is extremely vulnerable, in
danger of being overwhelmed by superior numbers and superior leaders. The North
should deploy its forces to cover all roads approaching Washington from the
northwest and north, with stacks of two corps in most cases. At least one leader,
preferably cavalry, should be placed in the Washington depot for the purpose of
wagon creation. The remainder of the cavalry should be placed north of Washington
to delay any Southern moves toward Baltimore. The Union cavalry is less effective in
terms of screening than its enemy counterparts, though it will delay its opponents. If
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the South does not move on Baltimore, Pleasonton can consolidate his units and move
toward the Waynesborough/Greencastle vicinity to screen Pennsylvania from the
invaders.
McClellan should then be moved west, with the intention of forcing Lee into Western
Maryland and giving battle on Union terms. Isolated rebel divisions should be
attacked; but with reaction moves, this could turn out to be embarrassing for the
suddenly outnumbered Union forces. Force marching should be avoided; time is on
your side.
If the opportunity arises, White should burn the bridge at Williamsport and Miles
should create a supply wagon to give Jackson a harder time. The North can't save
Harpers Ferry, but if Miles can be saved, it will make the South's job much more
difficult. The Union should take full advantage of its railroad movement since this can
alter situations in very little time.
Lee Invades the North Players' Notes
Introduction
Scenario One - Frederick to Antietam
Scenario Two - The Maryland Campaign
Scenario Three - The Pennsylvania Campaign
Scenario Four - Collision at Gettysburg
Tactical Notes
Scenario One Report: Jumbo Map (slow: 106K)
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Scenario Two - The Maryland Campaign
by J. M. Cross

Scenario Two covers the Maryland campaign from 3 September to 5 October 1862.
Lee's army is still fresh from victory at Second Manassas and Chantilly over Pope's
Army of Virginia. McClellan has resumed command and is in the process of
reorganizing the Army of the Potomac. The Army of Northern Virginia is
concentrated at Centerville, with Stuart at Fairfax Courthouse. Again the South starts
with no victory points and no LOC, they need ten points or more to win.
The South's initial position is very different in this scenario. To win the game it must
invade the North quickly, before McClellan can get organized. The best way to do this
is to cross the Potomac at the fords near Leesburg. The South will benefit by dividing
its forces into two division stacks. Once in Maryland, the Union position and
condition must be considered before making the next move. Harpers Ferry and the
LOC still dominate Southern strategy, so operations such as discussed for Scenario
One are still advisable. Frederick is a key point on the map. It is well defended by the
Monocacy River, and any Union movement can be delayed here with little effort. The
South should take full advantage of the first six turns because the LOC restrictions
concerning replacement points do not apply until then
The Union's initial problem with disorganization should soon be resolved and
McClellan will again be mobile. The cavalry are not disorganized and the Union
should use his horse to harass enemy progress, while avoiding an engagement if
possible. Once the Army of the Potomac is fully mobile, the Union army should push
to the southwest, while the cavalry should head north to screen Pennsylvania.
Lee Invades the North Players' Notes
Introduction
Scenario One - Frederick to Antietam
Scenario Two - The Maryland Campaign
Scenario Three - The Pennsylvania Campaign
Scenario Four - Collision at Gettysburg
Tactical Notes
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Scenario One Report: Jumbo Map (slow: 106K)
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Scenario Three - The Pennsylvania Campaign
by J. M. Cross

Scenario Three covers the Gettysburg campaign from 17 June to 13 July 1863. Lee
has invaded the North again; Rodes's division is at Chambersburg, accompanied by
Jenkins' cavalry brigade. The rest of Ewell's Corps is in Virginia, about to enter
Maryland. The Union, under the command of Hooker, is in a state of chaos around
Centerville.
In this scenario, the South has what appears to be a golden opportunity to achieve an
overwhelming victory over the Union. With the exception of a large militia force in
Baltimore, there is no northern force to oppose the Confederate army. However, the
Union militia will quickly begin to get organized in Harrisburg under General Couch.
Ewell's troops, although far superior to any Union militia, are initially unsupplied and
consequently may only probe in offensive combat. Until Ewell's command becomes
supplied, they aren't a threat to the militia's 30 combat points. However, there is no
guarantee that the militia will form at Harrisburg; and, if the circumstances warrant it,
Harrisburg should be taken and the bridge over the Susquehanna destroyed.
The South will operate better by dividing its corps, sending stacks of divisions all
across Pennsylvania to accumulate as many victory points as possible before the
Union army arrives. Stuart's cavalry should screen the South's operations and delay
the Union as much as possible.
The South needs 16 victory points to win this scenario at a strategic level and 13 at a
tactical one. This can be achieved without a major victory, but Harrisburg must fall,
the Susquehanna bridge must bum, and a Southern unit of any size must occupy any
hex of the rail line linking Baltimore and Harrisburg at the end of the game. Once the
victory points are garnered, Lee should get out of the north. There's no need to wait
for the North to catch up. If all this sounds too easy, keep in mind that Harrisburg will
usually have an adequate force defending it with Couch. If it's entrenched and in
supply, Ewell can end up with a very bloody nose. And the Union army isn't idle
during this rampage and, even with Hooker in command, it is formidable. Lee learned
that to his cost at Gettysburg.
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The Union's first task is to move his army into Maryland and then to Pennsylvania to
meet the Southern threat. As the game progresses, Hooker will be removed from
command and replaced with Meade, with Sykes commanding Meade's corps. The
Union leaders are vastly superior to their 1862 counterparts, with movement, reaction,
rally, and combat abilities almost on par with Lee's generals. A dilatory approach is
not necessary in this scenario. The Union needs to get north as fast as possible before
the rebel cavalry begins delaying them. If the Union procrastinates, it will lose this
game badly.
The Union militia forces at Baltimore are best left there, entrenching to protect the
city's five victory points. At Harrisburg, the militia will begin to rally around the flag
as the Confederate forces approach, unless the Union runs into bad luck. Couch should
remain with this force to create entrenchments, which will result in a formidable
obstacle for Ewell's Corps.
When the Army of the Potomac gets within striking distance of Lee, an engagement
should be forced, as the Union strength is far superior to that of the Confederates. If
the South has over 13 victory points, the North should attack as soon as possible; any
less and the North can adopt a defensive posture, placing the burden of attack on Lee.
Scenario Three is a fast-moving game and my personal favorite. Broadcasting of
command points has positive die roll modifiers, ensuring mobility on both sides. The
majority of the map is in use and both am-des will be scattered for some time. As the
opposing forces draw nearer, the consolidation process begins. This Scenario is the
most balanced of the four, with both sides striving to achieve victory from the first
turn to the last. An entertaining, yet historically accurate game is guaranteed.
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Scenario Four - Collision at Gettysburg
by J. M. Cross

This is the shortest scenario in the game, only nine turns long; coupled with the fact
that movement in both armies is relatively unhindered, this is a perfect introductory
scenario. It covers the period of time from 28 June to 14 July 1863. Lee's Army of
Northern Virginia is in Pennsylvania, with five victory points for the captured cities.
Part of Stuart's cavalry is in Maryland, with the others entering as reinforcements. The
Union is at Frederick with Meade in charge. Militia units are in Baltimore and
Harrisburg; a Union garrison at Harpers Ferry is entrenched. The initial setup is rather
worrisome to both sides; the Union is miles away from the invaders, who look capable
of achieving victory easily, while the South could easily have its LOC cut at
Williamsport and Shepardstown, both of which are unguarded.
The Confederates will, most likely, gain the initiative and allow two cavalry brigades
to enter and assume command of the two vital bridges. The rest of the Confederate
forces should split up to gamer as many victory points as possible. Harrisburg will be
a difficult nut to crack and only a full-strength supplied corps should attempt the
assault. Even then, success is not inevitable. The Susquehanna bridge should be
destroyed, but, if Couch's men remain, it could be repaired. Stuart's cavalry should be
used to delay Meade as he moves north, by screening or destroying bridges and
railroads. The more time gained, the better the South's chances.
The North is caught in a predicament - is contesting the South's LOC worth detaching
infantry from the army? The closest corps is Howard's at South Mountain, but he is a
"4" rated leader, making it difficult for the Union to reestablish his command with the
army as the distance increases. Buford's cavalry is nearer and is more reliable, but it
will be an ineffective force while unsupplied. Threatening to use Kelly's command,
another poor leader, may be enough to make the South keep the two cavalry brigades
in place to guard the LOC.
Meade's army should move northward as rapidly as possible, using force march on
occasion, to attempt to catch Lee divided and vulnerable. Sending supply wagons by
railroad, guarded by Pleasonton's horsemen, is a good idea. The Northern generals are,
for the most part, excellent commanders and will make the movement north
consistent. As in Scenario Three, if the South has 13 victory points when Meade
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draws within battle range, then attack. If he doesn't, then leave the burden of attack to
the South.
This scenario is well-balanced, with a major victory by either side usually deciding the
game.
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Lee Invades the North
Players' Notes
Tactical Notes
by J. M. Cross

Lee Invades the North is an excellent game, both simple and realistic. As players
become used to the system and its nuances, play will become quicker. Using the
various types of units is an important part of this learning.
Cavalry are an excellent screening force, especially for the South. They do not suffer
movement modifications when stacked with any force less than 25 strength points.
They can be used as a destructive force, a threat to LOCs and can generally escape
from danger with their greater movement ability.
Infantry should not be moved too far from their departmen leaders because the greater
the distance in terms of movement points, the less likely the command points will
reach them. This also applies to Confederate divisions and their corps leaders.
Stacking should be avoided unless the enemy is near at hand, although some "4" rated
leaders actually benefit from being stacked with a "2" or "3". The single movement
point loss is acceptable in that situation. Confederate divisions can stack two together
with no adverse affects, but a third division will hinder movement. Stacking when the
enemy is near is advisable, putting as many strength points into a hex as possible.
Detachments in both armies are unreliable, being uniformly "4" rated leaders, They
are best used as garrisons. Union Militia should be kept ir Harrisburg and Baltimore
because of the worth of those cities tL the South.
Supply wagons for both sides should be guarded vigilantly an army without its
logistics is virtually ineffective. Conversely all efforts should be made to destroy
enemy supply wagons.
Both sides should take note of the Confederate LOC rules especially in the 1862
scenarios. Lee will be less effective without a LOC, but there is a positive die roll
modifier for command point broadcast in 1863. The Union will always benefit when
the rebel LOC is broken.
Finally, units will be rendered immobile if command points fail to reach them unless
there is no enemy unit within six hexes, Cavalry, again, will serve well as a hindrance
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to enemy units in this regard.
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Confederate Troops advance under the Stars N Bars and the flag of VMI in this
recreation of the charge of the VMI cadets at New Market.
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